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CORRECTION: The executive director of the Green Business Alliance 
(www.greenbusinessalliance.com) is Hilary Kusel. Her name was misspelled 
in “What Does It Mean To Go Green?” on pages 28-29 of the May 2011 issue.

Business Web, Simplified
You probably know 1&1 as a Web hosting 
company, which of course it is. But you might 
not be aware that 1&1 also provides email ser-
vices, virtual servers, and Web site analytics 
tools for businesses. We spoke with 1&1 CEO 
Oliver Mauss (p.10) to find out more about 
1&1’s business offerings.

In this issue you’ll also 
find articles about 
building successful 
business Web 
sites or improving 
existing sites (p.12), 
preparing for the 
worst with Web site 
disaster recovery 
planning (p.15), and 
ensuring that your 
e-commerce offerings are 
secure and that customers 
perceive them that way (p.18). 
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IN BRIEF
TECHNOLOGY NEWS

STATS

❚ EMC Announces BI 
Appliance & Software
According to Gartner, 
more and more enter-
prise businesses are 
using Apache Hadoop, 
open-source software 
that handles structured 
and unstructured 
data for business in-
telligence purposes, 
including businesses 
that are using Hadoop 
in “stealth mode.” In 
response to this trend, 
EMC has released a new 
Hadoop-friendly appli-
ance and two Hadoop-
based applications: 
EMC Greenplum HD 
Community Edition and 
EMC Greenplum HD 
Enterprise Edition. The 
products are scheduled 
for availability in Q3.

❚ CA Technologies Expands 
IT Consulting Reach
CA Technologies recently ac-
quired the privately held Base 
Technologies, a McLean, Va.,-
based company specializing in 
IT solutions consulting for U.S. 
government and commercial 
clients. Terms of the acquisition 
were not disclosed. “Together, 
we will help government cus-
tomers identify the most efficient 
use of their investments, manage 
their large-scale programs more 
effectively, and determine the 
best use of virtualization and 
cloud computing,” said Adam 
Elster, CA Technologies general 
manager for CA Services, in a 
press release.

❚ BMC Buys Cloud 
Performance Management 
Company Coradiant
The Houston-based BMC 
Software has acquired the San 
Diego-based Coradiant for an 
undisclosed sum. Coradiant spe-
cializes in Web application per-
formance management software, 

which is a good match for BMC 
Software’s cloud services busi-
ness. BMC also offers business 
service management solutions for 

areas including cloud computing 
and data center automation. A 
new product, BMC End User 
Experience Management, pro-
vides real-time Web application 
performance data and is based 
on Coradiant technology.

❚ Cisco Launches 
Containerized Data Centers
“Data centers are undergoing a 
dramatic transformation,” says 
Tier1 Research analyst Jason 
Schafer. “They need to become 
more energy efficient and at 
the same time faster to deploy 
in order to keep pace with IT 
organizations’ customers’ de-
mands and growth.” To that end, 
Cisco Systems announced the 
availability of its Containerized 
Data Center, a weatherized, ISO-
conforming, modular-style data 
center designed for rapid deploy-
ment. The Cisco Containerized 
Data Center is geared toward 
businesses and government agen-
cies that need affordable solutions 
quickly and/or in remote areas.

❚ Oracle Enhances 
Mobile Support For 
Business Intelligence
The newest version of 
Oracle Business Intel-
ligence, Release 11.1.1.5, 
includes added function-
ality that is especially 
significant for iOS device 
users. The software is 
now iPhone- and iPad-
ready. That is, businesses 
purchasing the latest 
version can immediately 
make use of the software 
on iOS devices, giving 
employees immediate 
access to analysis, re-

ports, and related BI features 
without requiring modifications 
to the reports and dashboards 
companies currently use.

❚ Golden Gate Capital & Infor 
To Buy Lawson Software
Lawson Software, a Minneapolis, 
Minn.,-based developer of ERP 
(enterprise resource planning) 
software and services, announced 
it had agreed to be purchased by 
Golden Gate Capital and Infor. 
The deal is valued at roughly $2 
billion and includes $11.25 per 
share in cash for Lawson stock-
holders. “Lawson is a natural 
strategic partner for Infor, of-
fering complementary software 
solutions that will extend our 
existing portfolio, particularly in 
areas such as healthcare, public 
sector, manufacturing and 
human capital management,” 
said Infor CEO Charles Phillips 
in a press release. Infor provides 
enterprise software and services 
to a variety of industries and the 
public sector.

❚ CenturyLink To Buy Cloud 
Company Savvis For $2.5B
High-speed Internet provider 
CenturyLink will acquire 
Missouri-based cloud solution 
provider Savvis in a stock merger 
deal valued at roughly $2.5 bil-
lion.  “Today, businesses are 
shifting the way they manage 
their information technology 
services and infrastructure,” 
said CenturyLink CEO and 
President Glen F. Post, III, in a 
statement, “and this transac-
tion helps us meet these needs 
by offering Savvis’ leading 
products and services coupled 
with CenturyLink’s network.” 
CenturyLink now employs about 
50,000 people, including former 
Savvis employees.

❚ Intel Overhauls The 
Transistor For A New Age
“Intel’s scientists and engineers 
have once again reinvented the 
transistor, this time utilizing the

Cisco Containerized 

Data Center. 
(IMAGE COURTESY OF CISCO)
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third dimension,” Intel 
President and CEO Paul 
Otellini said in an an-
nouncement for Intel’s new 
Tri-Gate transistors. Tri-
Gate describes a 3D design, 
which represents the first 
major change to the struc-
ture of transistors since their 
invention. Intel promises 
that the new technology will 
reinvigorate Moore’s Law of 
exponential advancement, 
making way for transistors 
that will offer performance 
improvements up to 37% 
while reducing power 
consumption. Intel’s first 
Tri-Gate-based processor, 
codenamed Ivy Bridge, will 
be used in mobile devices.

❚ Microsoft To Buy 
Skype For $8.5B
The boards of directors for 
Microsoft and Skype have 
approved Microsoft’s $8.5 
billion cash acquisition 
of the Internet telephony 
service Skype. The deal 
will bring Skype’s reported 
170 million users under 
Microsoft’s wing, as well as 
all of Skype’s Web-based 
video and voice communi-
cations services. Skype will 
add support for Microsoft’s 
Windows Phone smart-
phones and its Xbox and 
Kinect gaming devices.

❚Seagate To Pay $1.375B 
For Samsung’s Hard 
Drive Business
Storage manufacturer 
Seagate announced its in-
tention to buy Samsung’s 
hard drive operations in a 
roughly $1.375 billion half-
stock, half-cash deal. The 
move will give Seagate 

control over Samsung’s 
hard drive business, and it 
will give Samsung a 9.6% 
ownership of Seagate. 
“With these agreements, we 
expect to achieve greater 
scale and deliver a broader 
range of innovative storage 
products and solutions 
to our customers, while 
facilitating our long-term re-
lationship with Samsung,” 
said Seagate chairman, 
president, and CEO Steve 
Luczo in a press release. 
Seagate will combine 
Samsung’s HDD operations 
with its own.

❚RIM May Offer To 
Manage All Of Your 
Mobile Devices
Research In Motion an-
nounced its intention to 
buy the German company 
Ubitexx, which offers prod-
ucts that help businesses 
manage devices running 
on multiple platforms. 
On the way to completing 
its acquisition of Ubitexx, 
RIM announced plans for 
an upcoming BlackBerry 
Enterprise Solution capable 
of managing not only your 
company’s BlackBerrys, but 
also its Android and Apple 
devices, via a single console. 
RIM did not mention other 
platforms but could con-
ceivably support them in 
the future.

Intel’s Tri-Gate transistor. 
(IMAGE COURTESY OF INTEL)
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STARTUPS

❚Druva Aims High 
For Data Protection
Druva Software, a startup devel-
opment company based in India 
with U.S. offices in Mountain 
View, Calif., and Irving, Texas, 
is only a few years old, but it 
has a growing and impressive 
customer list that includes big 
names Capita, MetLife, NASA, 
and Xerox, to name a few. These 
customers have been drawn to 
Druva’s enterprise-class data 
protection services, which focus 
mainly on keeping data backed 
up and quickly recoverable re-
gardless of location.

Druva’s newest products 
include inSync Cloud, which 
provides continual Web-based 
backup for enterprise laptops 
and uses deduplication tech-
nology to greatly reduce band-
width issues (think backup in the 
background without latency); 
and SafePoint, a data loss preven-
tion service capable of encrypting 
data, tracking device locations, 
and remotely wiping laptops 
if they become lost or stolen. 
In March 2010, Druva raised 
$5 million in series A funding 
from Indian Angel Network and 
Sequoia Capital India. 

❚Adapteva Develops 
Microprocessor For 
Processing-Intensive 
Mobile Applications
Adapteva, a privately held 
semiconductor technology 
startup, announced the 
Epiphany micropro-
cessor architecture IP 
(intellectual property). 
According to the com-
pany, the technology 
scales to thousands of 
parallel processors on 
a single chip, connected 
through a high-band-
width on-chip network, 

with each processor capable of 
executing separate and indepen-
dent programs. Along with its 
extremely low power require-
ments, the Epiphany architec-
ture can bring an unprecedented 
level of performance and real-
time processing to mobile de-
vices such as smartphones and 
tablet computers. 

“With the Epiphany multi-
core architecture, the application 
lag-time inherent in today’s 
mobile computing environment 
can become a thing of the past,” 
says Andreas Olofsson, CEO 
and founder of Adapteva. “’Real 
time’ will have a new meaning 
for complex mobile-computing 
capabilities that used to be 
restricted to the server, but can 
now be processed locally on the 
mobile device itself.” 

❚Orbotix Closes $5 Million Of 
Funding To Support Sphero
Boulder, Colo.,-based Orbotix 
has raised $5 million in B funding, 
which it plans to use in support of 
its robotic ball device and devel-
oper API (application program-
ming interface) called Sphero. 
Controlled with a mobile device 
or smartphone connected via 
Bluetooth, Sphero is roughly the 

size of a baseball and 
designed 
for use with 

mobile 

applications and games. The 
company plans to offer a number 
of free and paid apps at launch, 
which is expected to be available 
online and at select retail stores 
later this year. Initially, Sphero 
will work with Android and iOS 
(iPod, iPad, iPhone) devices.

❚Startup America Announces 
$400 Million In New Resources
The Startup America Partnership 
announced new commitments 
secured from more than 15 
companies and organizations to 
deliver strategic and substantive 
resources that accelerate entre-
preneurs starting and scaling 
companies. These new private-
sector partnerships deliver more 
than $400 million in value to U.S. 
entrepreneurs, building upon 
20-plus commitments already 
secured by the Startup America 
Partnership from companies like 
Intel and IBM.

New technology company 
commitments include:

Cisco will provide training to 
approximately 6,000 entrepre-
neurs within 50 cities by January 
2014. Google is committing 
up to $100 million to Startup 
America Partnership member 
companies to enable entrepre-
neurs to promote their compa-
nies with Google advertising 
over the next year.

  Salesforce.com will provide 
products and technology to 
power the Startup America 
Partnership community. This 
entails a CRM implementation, 
a collaboration platform, a re-
source catalog built on Force

.com, and a workflow 
engine to con-

nect entre-
preneurs 

with resources 
from private-

sector partners.

❚Yahoo! Acquires 
IntoNow
Yahoo! recently an-
nounced acquisition of 
IntoNow, a Palo Alto, 
Calif . ,  startup that 
launched in January. 
The company has de-
veloped a platform and 
a free application for 
Apple iOS-based de-
vices that uses audio 
generated from your 
television to recognize 
what you are watching. 
IntoNow has indexed 
more than five years 
of U.S.-based TV pro-
gramming, creating a 
database to build video 
discovery and pro-
gramming experiences. 
IntoNow can identify 
content down to the 
airing, episode, and time 
within the program, as 
well as provide program 
information and links 
associated with it, all 
within a matter of sec-
onds. It also lets users 
share information about 
what they are watching 
on social media sites 
including Facebook and 
Twitter.
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❚ Semiconductor Sales Saw Large Increase In 2010
According to a Gartner study, worldwide semiconductor sales 
revenue totaled $299.4 billion in 2010, an increase of $70.7 bil-
lion from 2009. And 25 companies were responsible for nearly 
70% of semiconductor revenue calculated during the same 
period. Although the top five companies, in terms of market 
share, remained the same, there was a noticeable shift as a few 
companies broke into the Top 10 over the course of the year. 

❚ Companies Place Different Priority On Green Policies
Businesses with more than 500 employees are more likely to 
have a “comprehensive green strategy” than SMBs, according to 
a CompTIA study. And SMBs are more likely to have a “partial 
green strategy.” No matter the size of the company, many study 
participants reportedly foresee their company making going green 
a higher priority in the future. Below is a chart that shows priorities 
from 2009 and 2011 as well as the potential green priorities for 2013.

❚ The Most Popular Web Brands 
Nielsen recently released statistics showing the most popular 
Web brands as of March. Google was No. 1 with just over 152 
million unique visitors in March followed by Facebook with 
more than 135 million, and Yahoo! with 131 million. Combined, 
MSN, Windows Live, and Bing reported more than 119 mil-
lion unique visitors, while YouTube had more than 105 million. 
Other Web brands rounding out the top 10 are Microsoft, AOL, 
Apple, Wikipedia, and the Ask Search Network.

IN BRIEF
TECHNOLOGY NEWS

STATS

❚ Tablet PCs Becoming 
More Popular In SMBs
Tablet PCs are making 
their way into the 
workplace because, 
according to a study 
by Techaisle, 8.87 
million tablet PCs are 
currently active in 
SMBs in the U.S. The 
survey consisted of 
1,356 SMBs and found 
that 48% of those sur-
veyed have a policy 
ready for supporting 
tablets and more than 
50% of those tablets 
were purchased by 
consumers rather than 
by a company. The 
study also found that 
71% of the companies 
that have tablets use 
them in addition to 
other devices and 
haven’t used them 
to replace their ex-
isting computers. 

❚ Tech Salaries 
Remain Consistent
Dice.com recently re-
ported that the average 
salary for tech employees 
in the U.S. was $79,384 
in 2010, which marked 
a small growth of 0.7% 
from the previous year. 
However, tech employees 
in Silicon Valley saw a 
3% increase in their 
salaries over 2009, earning 
an average of $99,028. 
Overall, 49% of tech 
professionals said they 
received raises and 29% 
earned bonuses, which 
were up from 36% and 
24%, respectively, from 
2009. The report revealed 
that while the increase 
may be small, this stability 
provides hope that the 
tech industry may start to 
see signs of recovery. 

❚ Spending On 
LTE Infrastructure 
Set To Increase 
Over the next four years, 
worldwide LTE infra-
structure spending will 
reach $27.9 billion, ac-
cording to HIS iSuppli. 
The growth itself may 
not be that surprising 
as companies, such as 
Verizon and AT&T, have 
been vocal about plans to 
expand or introduce 4G 
offerings, but the dollar 
amount attached to this 
growth may be shocking 
to some. Of course, it will 
take companies an ex-
tended period of time to 
get their 4G networks up 
and running so the costs 
will spread from this year 
to 2014. 

SOURCE: COMPTIA
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I n the Web world, 1&1 Internet is a giant, 
providing Web hosting and email services, 
servers, e-commerce solutions, and more. 

To find out more about the company, we spoke 
with 1&1 CEO Oliver Mauss, who filled us in 
on the diverse range of options and newest soft-
ware, service, and equipment 1&1 can provide 
your business, including new analytics tools. 

Could you provide some background about 1&1?
Mauss: 1&1 was founded in 1988. Initially, we 
were a software company before we moved into 
the Internet business. We’ve grown into eight 
markets, including Germany, Spain, France, 
United Kingdom, Austria, and Poland. 1&1 

moved into the U.S. market in late 2003, and 
we also have a well-established business in 
Canada. The scope of the products that 1&1 
provides is quite wide. We offer a range of 
services to professionals who want to be active 
and do business in the Web, which spans Web 

hosting packages, servers, 
e-business offerings (in-
cluding marketing tools 
and payment  services) , 
and Software-as-a-Service 
programs in the messaging 
and collaboration area. Our 
total customer base is in 
the millions.

In addition to end-to-end 
domain registration and 
Web hosting services, what 
does 1&1 offer specifically 
for the business market?
Mauss: There are actually two 
directions to point out: one is 
extending the main registra-

tion of Web hosting services with e-commerce solu-
tions and application-oriented services. Our eShop 
solutions help companies that want to sell via their 
Web site, and we also have marketing solutions to 
help customers who want to promote their com-
pany through the Web—whether it be search engine 
marketing, search engine optimization, or mar-
keting and newsletter tools. Application-oriented 
kinds of services include a Web publishing tool 
called MyBusiness Site, which is more of a business-
specific Web solution for small businesses that cre-
ates a Web presence for a legal firm or consulting 
firm, for example, tailored to their needs. Other 
kinds of application services include collaboration 
tools that help companies share documents, ex-

ESSENTIAL BUSINESS TECH
EXECUTIVES, PROFESSIONALS & ENTREPRENEURS

Business Web, 

1&1 Provides Hosting, Email, Servers & More

by Nathan Lake

SIMPLIFIED

“1&1 recently 
released a new Web 
hosting product line 
with dual hosting that 
provides a richer set of 
development tools and 
an application to plug 
into the Web site.”

Oliver Mauss,
CEO, 1&1 Internet
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change messages, and store working documents. For 
the more technical savvy users, we also have a line 
of servers available.

What types of service plans are available? And 
can 1&1 help a business choose the plan that’s 
best-suited for the company?
Mauss: That’s actually the nature of our business, 
as most of our customers need some degree of ad-
vice. The first decision is whether or not you want 
a ready-to-use type of application or tool that will 
help you create your Web presence. The ready-to-
use app is what we call our MyBusiness Site. It’s a 
customizable design that looks professional, and it 
doesn’t need any programming. The other option 
would be to go through our traditional Web hosting 
programs, which require some kind of Web devel-
opment capability, either externally or internally. 
1&1 recently released a new Web hosting product 
line with dual hosting that will provide customers 
with a richer set of development tools and an appli-
cation you can plug into the Web site.

What sizes of businesses are ideal customers for 
1&1’s business offerings?
Mauss: We are mainly focused on small and medium-
sized businesses, which typically consist of around 
one to 50 employees. Of course, there are no rules to 
the size, as our customer base includes businesses that 
are far larger. But many of our customers are smaller 
companies and don’t have their own IT departments 
and need our support. As such, we are a one-stop shop 
for them.

Can you go into more detail about the types of 
e-commerce services 1&1 can provide?
Mauss: 1&1’s eShop solutions come in a variety 
of offerings, ranging from a simple shopping cart 
type of solution to a sophisticated service that can 
support tens of thousands of products. So we can 
serve both occasional sellers and big sellers. Our 
marketing tools will help to promote the company 
or service online and optimize the marketing via a 
search engine. We also provide support agents and 
services that guide you through the search engine 
optimization process. Some tools, such as the news-
letter tool, allow companies to have their customers 
subscribe to marketing information. Another is a 
yellow pages-type service called ListLocal. 

Can you describe the servers and virtual 
servers that 1&1 offers?
Mauss: Yes, we have three different ranges of servers. 
One is a traditional dedicated server where it’s a 
machine that the customer rents. It comes with a 

Linux- or Windows-based operating system. There 
are different performance categories with the highest 
level including 24-core servers for strong processing 
power. The dedicated server would be for customers 
with demanding applications. Another option is a 
cloud server, so it behaves in the same way as the 
dedicated server but it is virtualized—allowing it to 
have varied resources, such as the amount of memory 
or storage space, depending on need. The third class 
is called our Virtual Private Server. Basically it’s a 
virtual machine that operates in the cloud and its 
hardware parameters cannot be changed. Typically, 
this is the lowest cost option and is used by customers 
that don’t use demanding applications.

We understand that 1&1 recently updated its 
SiteAnalytics tool for businesses. How do the 
new analytics tools benefit businesses, and what’s 
new in the update?
Mauss: The major focus of the update was on the 
user interface. We found that some customers were 
not as experienced with online marketing, so we cre-
ated a tool that was easy to use for non-experts. The 
reporting features allow you to track what happens 
on your Web site based on a specific domain or time 
periods. There are predefined reports that you can 
automatically receive about Web site usage.

What else can business readers look forward to in 
the coming months from 1&1?
Mauss: We just relaunched our Web hosting 
product line. This is one step of many to come. 
1&1 has plans for delivering new features to 
our developer-oriented customers. The other 
product line that’s very much in our focus is the 
MyBusiness Site, and besides the features we most 
recently introduced, it’s going to become even 
more feature rich in the near future, as well. ▲

1&1 Internet recently introduced 

Dual Hosting packages, which greatly 

reduce potential downtime by 

storing data on two servers in 

different locations.
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Demystifying Web Development, SEO & Usability

by Carmen Carmack

KEY POINTS
▲ Using best practices and 
standards for Web design 
and development helps 
visitors and search engines 
find your company’s Web 
site.

▲ The foundations of SEO
(search engine optimiza-
tion) are identifying target 
keywords, incorporating 
them appropriately in your 
Web site, and building 
quality internal and exter-
nal links.

▲ Design goals should 
include usability for your 
target visitors, so they 
know how to use your site 
and can easily do what 
you want after they get 
there.

▲ Building tracking 
metrics into your Web 
site and using analytics 
to measure results helps 
you determine the site’s 
effectiveness and ROI.

familiar “.com” if your business is for profit. To protect 
your domain name, you may also want to purchase re-
lated names, such as those using variations in spelling 
or ending in designations for other countries. 

The files that define the content and structure 
of your Web site are stored on a Web server that 
is accessible over the Internet. Your company can 
host the site internally on its own server or choose 
an external Web hosting firm. Whether hosted in-
ternally or externally, the method you choose must 
provide a high level of availability and security. 
If your site is unavailable, how well it is designed 
and developed doesn’t matter. And if it is not pro-
tected against hackers who can steal sensitive data 
or make your site unavailable, your company can 
incur negative publicity and unexpected costs.

Follow Web Standards 
So that visitors can find your site, the files that 

define the content and structure of your site must 
be search engine-friendly. The files can be created in 
any number of ways with a variety of different tools. 
The important point to remember is that the content 
within the files should follow standards and best prac-
tices for building Web pages. The World Wide Web 
Consortium (aka W3C; www.w3c.org) is one of the 
primary sources of Web standards information.

M any business owners used to think of putting 
up a Web site as similar to the message from 
the movie Field of Dreams—if you build it, 

people will come. But as companies have discovered, 
creating a successful and effective Web site is not just 
a matter of putting some Web pages on the Internet. 
There is a host of planning, design, development, and 
technology required to create and maintain a great site.

In this article, we provide an overview of some of 
the main considerations for making a Web site work 
to its fullest potential. We also explain some of the 
concepts and terms related to SEO (search engine 
optimization) and tools available to help the Web de-
velopment and monitoring process. This information 
can help you identify a set of goals and metrics, better 
understand technical details, and ensure that your 
Web development team has the required expertise so 
that customers will come to your site.

The Basics
Laying a good foundation is one of the keys to a 

successful Web site. It starts with choosing an effective 
domain name, which is the basis for the Web address 
that customers use to get to your site. Most businesses 
base their domain name on something related to the 
company name or the nature of the business. It should 
be easy to remember, concise, and usually end with the 

WEB
Successful Business

KEYS TO

SITES
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The fundamental technologies for building 
Web pages are HTML (Hypertext Markup 
Language)/XHTML (Extensible HTML) and 
CSS (Cascading Style Sheets). HTML is a pro-
gramming language that defines the content 
and structure of a Web page; XHTML is a varia-
tion recommended by the W3C that incorpo-
rates XML (Extensible Markup Language) for 
a stricter and cleaner version of HTML. CSS 
provides a method for defining a consistent style 
and format for a site’s content, such as the colors 
and font sizes it includes.

Today, there are three primary methods for de-
veloping Web site content and structure:

HTML/XHTML and presents the same con-
tent to all visitors.

tools and displays rich multimedia and interactive 
content.

-
tion of scripting languages and HTML/XHTML 
to alter content or style based on user input or 
information such as a database.

availability of IT staff, and level of Web de-
velopment expertise, you can develop and/or 
maintain your Web site using a template from a 

CMS (Content Management System) provider 
-

dium complexity and medium flexibility); or 
in-house Web developers and resources (more 
complexity and more flexibility). 

Regardless of the method, make sure your de-
velopment team creates a Web site that is search 

index your site, Cecily Crout, senior consultant at 

.com), recommends that Web developers:

(search engines cannot read JavaScript)

engines cannot read text in an image)

from every page 

Understand SEO 
(Search Engine Optimization)

The purpose of SEO is to optimize your site’s 

-

and take visitors to its different pages via site naviga-

into your site from other Web sites.

Use The Right Keywords

External or bit.ly/2c0iJz) to identify your target key-

business, products, or services. The goal is to discover 

users to find your business online. 

improve search results and increase site visitation.

enlisting the help of an SEO professional to make 
sure you accurately identify them and correctly 

title tags, headings and sub-headings, links, meta 

-
preciate excessive content and incessantly repeated 

Create Appropriate Links

appropriate, use links in Web page copy to connect 

to incorporate link text that provides information 
about the linked page. 

External links to your site, also called backlinks 

to get quality links to your Web site from related, 

least, make sure your business is listed in local 

For Redesigning 

YOUR SITE
Redesigning a Web site re-
quires research to determine 

-

-

to redirect external links 

to maintain and improve 
search engine rankings. If 
available, metrics to examine 
for the existing site include:

and external links
-

and SEO content

In addition, it’s important 

affect existing customers and 
external links. If page names 
change, for example, your 
Web developers can use a re-
direct technique to automati-

page address. This can also 

that goes to a page that the 
site no longer supports.

TIPS
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search indexes such as Google Places and online in-
dustry-related directories, and check that the infor-
mation is accurate and consistent across the Web.” 
Other sources of external links include business 
partners, online press release services, customers, 
and professional organizations.

Take care when working to increase the number 
of external links to your site. Some companies have 
attempted to build search engine traffic by purchasing 
backlinks to unrelated sites and content. Search 
engines are programmed to look for artificial link 
building and will penalize rankings if detected.

Enhance Usability
Making your site work for visitors and your 

target audience is just as important if not more 
so than optimizing it for search engines. Visitors 
should readily understand the purpose of the site 
and how to navigate it. You also need to make it 
easy for them to take the actions you want them to 
take (known as conversions). A conversion can be 
signing up for a white paper, purchasing a product, 
or contacting your sales office. 

Identifying who you want to come to your site, 
focusing on what you want them to do once they 
arrive, and meeting their expectations are all key. 
“Set measurable goals from the start and design 
towards those goals,” says Patrick Moran, owner of 
J.P. Moran Design, a Web and graphic design com-
pany. “Design for your target user and their Web 

expectations. Users react to the site’s design, 
look, and feel, which influence conversions.”

Navigation design recommendations include 
keeping the layout simple and making it expand-
able. User-friendly navigation is almost always 
search engine-friendly. Fast-loading pages, easy-
to-read fonts, simple color schemes, clearly labeled 
buttons, and good use of headings to organize 
information are other important usability factors. 
“Let your content be the star,” says Moran. “Avoid 
too many focal points and bells and whistles.” 

Employing Metrics
Your design goals should include metrics re-

lated to the traffic you want your Web site to 
generate and the desired actions (conversions) of 
visitors once they get there. To track and measure 
results, your Web pages may need to include cer-
tain pieces of code. Information can also be ob-
tained from your Web server’s logs. 

As an example, your goals could include in-
creasing the number of unique visitors to your 
site by a certain percentage each month, selling a 
certain number of products per day, or trying to 
increase how long visitors stay on your site. By set-
ting goals and tracking results, you can determine 
whether the site is effective.

To measure results, you can use tools such as 
Google Analytics. Note that the analytics tools 
you decide to implement can affect Web develop-
ment—the tracking code that reports information is 
specific to the analytics tools you select. If you want 
to use Google Analytics, for example, your Web 
developers need to include the appropriate Google 
Analytics tracking code in your Web pages.

Make It A Continuous Process
Keeping your site in front of potential customers 

and accessible to search engines is an ongoing process. 
The results of your analytics and metrics monitoring 
may prompt adjustments to your site’s content, target 
keywords, or links. Your site needs fresh and updated 
content to attract new visitors, obtain return visits, 
and meet your business goals. Search engines can also 
make changes to their ranking formulas that require 
adjustments, and you may decide you want to invest 
in some advertising through services such as Google 
AdWords to drive additional traffic to your site.

Although we’ve covered the main requirements 
for a successful Web site, there are many details 
that must be considered and carried out correctly, 
not to mention the expertise required to effectively 
integrate content such as Flash, videos, and social 
media. Today, a successful Web site requires a 
knowledgeable Web design and development team 
with proven experience in building Web sites that 
keep people coming. ▲

WEBUnderstanding               Analytics

By measuring all aspects of your Web site’s activity, you can assess its effectiveness. 
“Web analytics help you work towards your business goals and maximize your 
site’s ROI,” says Cecily Crout, senior consultant with CCSEO. “Web traffic analysis 
is also an important tool for planning your SEO strategy.”

According to CCSEO, metrics can include:
 the number of times a 

page has been viewed; includes mul-
tiple views by the same visitor

 the number of times your site 
is visited, including multiple visits by 
the same user

 the number of unique visi-
tors to your site, regardless of how 
often they visit

 the path (from link to 
link) a visitor takes to get to your site

 the percentage of visitors 
entering the site and leaving without 
viewing any other pages

 the number of 
visits or visitors from unpaid searches

 the 
number of visits or visitors from paid ad-
vertisements, such as Google AdWords

 how 
often users who find your site from an 
unpaid search take the action you want

how often users who find your site from 
a paid search take the action you want

 the total cost of a 
PPC campaign divided by the number 
of conversions
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Discovery Recovery Gets You Back On Track

by Christian Perry

A rmed to the teeth with a new Web site 
complete with Facebook and Twitter in-
tegration, Company X moved forward 

with a free product promotion. The giveaway 
was immensely successful—so successful, in 
fact, that within 24 hours the site’s server con-
figuration failed in the face of overwhelming 
traffic. No one saw the disaster coming, in-
cluding the site’s designer, Jam3.

“We had to scale up as fast as possible, but 
the hosting that we had set up for the site was 
on a shared server, and it was going to take 
hours to get us onto a virtual private server—
one that would ultimately give us the flexibility 
to scale up to meet ever-increasing demand,” 
explains Mark McQuillan, technical director 
and founder of Jam3 (www.jam3media.com). 
“Twelve stressful hours later we were back in 

business, but again we were brought to our 
knees from the traffic as 50,000 people rushed 
to get a free product simultaneously.”

As the world revolves increasingly around the 
Web, even a few minutes of downtime can spell 
absolute disaster for a company. But the potential 
for disaster doesn’t begin and end with traffic-
related downtime, as security threats, configura-
tion problems, and other issues can rear their 
ugly heads at almost any time. In turn, learning 
to identify these issues has ultimately become a 
compulsory step in owning and managing an on-
line presence, as well as getting back up to speed 
after such an event strikes.

Web Woes Ahead
The ever-looming possibility of a Web site 

disaster can serve as an endless stress source, 

KEY POINTS
▲ Hacking, hardware 
damage, power outages, 
and other issues can easily 
bring a Web site offline 
for an extended period if a 
business isn’t prepared to 
quickly recover.

▲ A solid backup plan is a 
crucial recovery element that 
ensures a pristine version of 
your Web site is ready to go 
should disaster strike.

▲ Remote data replica-
tion adds substantial 
piece of mind and is 
now a feasible option for 
businesses of all sizes.

▲ User input fields 
represent a primary weak-
ness area for Web sites, 
so make sure your Web 
environment is appropri-
ately hardened to prevent 
attacks in these spots.WASHOUT

web
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Group (www.southernwebgroup.com). Naturally, 
far more sinister threats can also lead to disaster. 

“A hacker can compromise your database, 
leave their calling card in your product list, de-
lete your data, or, perhaps worse, steal a copy for 
themselves without leaving a trace,” McQuillan 
says. “They break into your CMS [content man-
agement system] with brute force attacks or 
access login credentials by breaking into admin-
istrator email accounts with weak passwords. 
Sometimes the attackers bring your site down 
with a remote traffic attack originating from 
thousands of computers worldwide in an or-
chestrated symphony of deafening traffic called 
a DDoS (or distributed denial of service) attack.”

Back In The Saddle
When disaster strikes, the only sound louder 

than your Web team scrambling to recover will 
be that of your business’s reputation rumbling 
down the gutter. Panic is certainly a natural re-
action to disaster, but only a focused approach 
will get the site quickly back online. Prodan il-
lustrates a worst-case scenario in which a Web 
site’s server has been wiped out, no backup files 
will be available for days (if ever), and there is 
no access to file transfer tools such as FTP to ma-
nipulate your site. What’s next?

First, she recommends keeping handy the phone 
number of your domain registrar or whoever else 
has the power to alter your domain’s DNS re-
cords. Next, consider temporarily pointing your 
site to a reliable location, such as your organiza-
tion’s Facebook page. Prodan says a business can 
configure its Facebook page to be updated with a 
mobile device (such as a smartphone) or via text 
messaging (SMS is often reliable during disas-
ters) or through an offsite, administrator-appointed 
third party that has computer and Internet access. 
Until the server is restored and the site is recov-
ered, your company will be able to communicate 
with customers or other site visitors.

Such a worst-case scenario can be harrowing, 
but smaller-scale disasters deserve equal attention. 
Barton relays the experience of a client which was 
using shopping cart software that had seen more 
than two dozen security patches since its installa-
tion, but the client had deployed none of them. As 
a result, hackers inserted their own code into the 
site and took over the site’s database. Barton and 
his team restored a previous backup of the site and 
installed those critical security updates.

In fact, more than any other practice, backups 
represent the most crucial step for disaster re-
covery. McQuillan recommends performing 

but gaining an understanding of how and why 
sites can suffer from disasters can help with 
prevention. Hacking, hardware damage, natural 
disasters and other destructive forces, server 
outages, and backup failures can all lead to 
data, content, and file loss, says Gina Prodan, 

senior Web developer with Case Western 
Reserve University (www.case.edu). Pile on the 
time required to recover data and re-establish 
the site online, along with lost revenue from 
bounced users and transactions, and you’ve cre-
ated the standard definition for “Web disaster.”

“Damage isn’t limited to ones and zeroes. 
Dead time could affect a business’s credibility 
or reputation. Consider if a technology or se-
curity-related business gets hacked. What does 
that vulnerability say about their qualifications? 

What if a cloud computing service crashes? An 
organization’s Web presence may or may not be 
run by—or even related to—the operation itself, 
but if you’re in the business of keeping other 
[people’s data] secure, online, or backed up, 
you better make a good showing for yourself,” 
Prodan says. 

Even if your business falls far outside of the 
technical realm, your business’s online pres-
ence nonetheless says plenty in an age when the 
Internet is king. Simply allowing your domain 
or SSL (Secure Sockets Layer) certificate to lapse 
is enough to bring a Web site down, notes Drew 
Barton, president and founder of Southern Web 

A huge bonus about the Web is 
that when a server or host goes 

down, there are almost always other 
places to move your files or maintain 
your voice on the Web until a new place 
is found; but it’s paramount that a 
business have an emergency or 
transition plan in place and be well 
practiced before disaster strikes.” 

Gina Prodan,
senior Web developer with Case Western Reserve University.

Typically business owners 
just aren’t coders and are not 

aware of the types of risks that their 
company site is susceptible to.”

Mark McQuillan,
technical director and founder of Jam3
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daily backups and storing data both onsite and 
offsite, preferably in a configuration that allows 
both automatic backups and backups that can 
be triggered in real time. Depending on the size 
of the business and its site, backups don’t nec-
essarily need to be a major project that carries a 
major expense.

“For small sites, data can be backed up to a 
[USB] jump drive that the webmaster always 
keeps handy, a local drive, a physical disk, or 
one of many Web-based storage resources,” 
Prodan says. “Should an onsite Web server or 
offsite server totally fail, the webmaster can 
move quickly to upload the backed-up files to 
a working host and be back in business in no 
time. Smaller sites can also use data protec-
tion options used for larger sites. Larger sites, 
particularly e-commerce operations and other 
database-generated sites, will obviously require 
more robust backup solutions that will not only 
protect a significant amount of data but allow 
speedy recovery.”

For example, Prodan notes that remote data 
replication services can let site owners back up 
data from anywhere, and the data is protected 
on multiple counts. Whereas remote data rep-
lication once suited only mission-critical data 
systems, it has become more feasible and af-
fordable for smaller organizations. She adds 
that businesses that either host their own Web 
servers and/or the physical backup systems 
onsite should also consider collocation to fur-
ther protect their data.

Also, don’t neglect the hardware that runs your 
site. McQuillan recommends building computers 
that can withstand hardware failure; for example, 
RAID arrays will store redundant copies of data 
that can save the day when disasters occur. He also 
recommends using firewall rules to permit or deny 
connections from outside your network, as well as 
deploying virtualization for both data and services.

Know Your Weakness
Even if you believe your Web site bases are cov-

ered, chances are there’s a weakness lurking some-
where that could lead to a disaster. McQuillan says 
that Web site weak points generally are located 
where the site writes information on the server, 
including sign-up and login forms, contact forms, 
shopping carts, and similar input areas. These are 
the locations where hackers attempt to inject mali-
cious queries that can enable unauthorized control.

“When writing data that comes from user-
submitted sources, you have to sanitize the 
data to strip out malicious code or render it 

useless. One must be weary of functionality 
that lets users save user-generated media or 
files on your site; [hackers would] love to get 
code running on your domain to get around 
cross-domain security features built into your 

browser. You can avoid some of these issues 
by re-architecting and utilizing a content de-
livery network to get those files off your do-
main proper,” McQuillan says.

Finally, Prodan warns against registering 
your domain with the same business that hosts 
your site. While doing so might nab you a 
wallet-friendly deal, you will lose both your 
Web and its data along with your ability to 
change your domain’s DNS records if the Web 
host suffers a disaster or total failure. She rec-
ommends using separate domain registration 
and Web hosts and finding an established do-
main registrar that has a proven record of ser-
vice and a miniscule chance of total failure. ▲

Most business owners are un-
aware of their domain and SSL 

lapse date, in addition, their provider 
may have an obsolete email address 
or an expired credit card on file.”

Drew Barton,
president and founder of Southern Web Group.

DISASTERS AHOY

Visitors count on Web sites to be available around the clock, but behind the scenes sites face an 
alarming number of problems that can lead to disaster. Mark McQuillan, technical director and 
founder of Jam3, identifies several of these site-stopping scoundrels:

▲ Compromised databases 
(leading to dropped database 
tables and stolen data)

▲ Stolen email password(s)

▲ Session account hijacking

▲ Hacked CMS (content 
management system)

▲ Backdoor injections

▲ DDoS (distributed denial of 
service) attacks

▲ Storage medium lock 
(which occurs when a target 
drive reaches capacity)

▲ Storage medium failure

▲ Power outages

A RAID array could mean the difference between a disaster-

struck Web site that’s down for days or one that’s up within 

minutes, thanks to duplicated data on the system’s drives.
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T he Internet stands tall as the ultimate shop-
ping source in terms of selection, conve-
nience, and around-the-clock service. 

Unfortunately, it also serves as a prime breeding 
ground for thieves who seek to exploit security 

flaws in e-commerce sites and pilfer money and 
information from customers. Although experts 
widely agree that online shopping is generally 
safe from a security standpoint, a simple perusal 
through current news headlines inevitably points 

KEY POINTS
▲ Sophisticated attacks 
against e-commerce sites 
are increasingly making 
use of social engineering 
and similar tactics to con 
consumers into handing 
over sensitive information.

▲ Understanding how 
and where customer data 
travels from end to end is 
critical to providing ample 
security throughout the 
entire transaction path. 

▲ Businesses can build 
on core technologies such 
as SSL and HTTPS with 
tokens and client-side 
filters to provide the de-
finitive secured commerce 
environment.

▲ File protection tech-
nologies can help prevent 
fraud that can occur 
during a transaction, such 
as a receipt intended for 
a customer in one city 
but ultimately travels to 
another destination.

Brace Your 
Online Business
E-commerce Security Strategies Under The Microscope

by Christian Perry

ESSENTIAL BUSINESS TECH
EXECUTIVES, PROFESSIONALS & ENTREPRENEURS
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put them in place, Oleksak explains. For the business, 
securing e-commerce should extend far beyond the 
well-known concepts of secure Web connections and 
SSL (Secure Sockets Layer) certificates.

“The responsibility for data security becomes 
the onus of the business at the point of data entry,” 
Oleksak says. “Data entry begins with the valid 

username and password and continues with the 
gathering of transactional data including order in-
formation, credit card data, Social Security number, 
etc. Data entry occurs on the Web-facing server, 
which utilizes HTTPS (including a valid SSL certifi-
cate) to secure this initial transaction phase.”

Once the consumer enters data on the Web-
facing server, it typically travels to backend ap-
plications and database servers, where the data 
is processed or stored. According to Oleksak, it’s 
at this phase where many businesses discontinue 
the use of SSL because of its negative impact on 
system performance (due to encryption and de-
cryption of transactions) and the associated costs. 
Unfortunately, hackers count on SSL’s absence 
here, so Oleksak recommends that businesses ei-
ther support end-to-end encryption over a secure 
channel (such as HTTPS and SSL), or—at a min-
imum—ensure that all sensitive data is transmitted 

end to end in a fashion that keeps the data’s confi-
dentiality and integrity (for example, through the 
use of HTTPS and tokenization).

“For any online business that takes personal 
details or credit card information over the Internet, 
it is vital to have SSL certificates in place on their 
Web sites, as this will create a secure shopping 

to the latest online scam or intrusion that left con-
sumer data and money at risk.

People who purchase goods and services on Web 
sites and other online entities must trust that the 
online business has performed due diligence with its 
security. For e-commerce companies, this means that 
their online storefront not only must provide ample 
security to protect transactions from beginning to 
end; it also must deliver the perception to customers 
that their transactions are indeed secure. After all, the 
increasingly bright spotlight on online theft and fraud 
will send customers scrambling to a competitor if 
they sense even a hint of insecurity.

Danger Ahead
Due to the potential for massive financial gains, at-

tacks against e-commerce sites easily rank among the 
most sophisticated IT-related threats today. Spanning 
the range from malware code injection to keyloggers 
to cross-site-scripting, these attacks are relentless in 
their quest to steal information yet stealthy enough to 
evade detection by consumers and businesses alike. 
Of course, tried-and-true phishing also remains a 
constant presence in the online sphere and can impact 
e-commerce sites on a major scale.

“Consider the recent Epsilon breach, where mil-
lions of customer email addresses for several prom-
inent companies were obtained by hackers,” says 
Joe Oleksak, manager and head of Chicago’s secu-
rity assurance and consulting practice for Plante & 
Moran (www.plantemoran.com). “While this may 
not sound like a problem, several hacking tech-
niques, [including] spear-phishing and social engi-
neering, require this type of information to be more 
effective. I anticipate a rise in attacks on customers 
where these hackers pretend to be the company 
and send very convincing emails to each customer, 
asking them to provide sensitive information.”

Most e-commerce sites leave security details to 
their hosting company or IT staff and assume that 
party is effectively handling requirements around 
consumer privacy, integrity, authentication, and 
authorization, adds Rob Marano, chief executive 
officer of InDorse Technologies (www.indorse-
tech.com). But while there are plenty of security 
technologies and strategies that can help protect 
e-commerce applications, it still takes only one 
lapse to cause massive losses to a business in terms 
of expenses, lost revenue, and reputation, he says.

Know The Details
To a customer, the security controls behind an 

online transaction are relatively transparent. But these 
controls shouldn’t be transparent to businesses that 

Security is a combination 
of control mechanisms, 

both technical and non-technical, used 
to protect data confidentiality, 
transactional integrity, and 
appropriately restricted access.” 

Joe Oleksak, 
manager and head of Chicago’s security assurance and 

consulting practice for Plante & Moran.

End users look to the Web site 
to take care of their security 

needs and provide the safest online 
experience that they can.”

Ryan White, 
product marketing, SSL for Symantec.
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environment for the consumer,” says Ryan White, 
product marketing, SSL for Symantec (www.syman 
tec.com). “Sometimes it may not be apparent to 
the end user that the Web site is secure, so ad-
ditional cues such as well-recognized trust marks 
and the green address bar provided by Extended 
Validation SSL are great outward-facing indicators 
that let consumers know that the Web site they are 
on is safe to transact with.”

Security Surety
Along with the core security pieces of HTTPS, 

SSL, and tokens, there are other methods that can 
boost e-commerce security. Oleksak notes there are 
several ways in which browsers can be fooled into 
accepting unexpected data, but client-side filters 
can help to ensure that only authorized data makes 
it through to the browser. These filters, which are 
controls built into customers’ browsers, can be used 
in conjunction with server-side controls to handle 
business logic validation, he says, and doing so 
enhances the processing speed of Web applications 
without sacrificing system security.

Other must-have controls, Oleksak says, include a 
firewall, Web application firewall, intrusion detection 

and prevention systems (that is, IDS and IPS), and ef-
fective monitoring procedures for firewall and system 
event logs. He also recommends avoiding the use of 
cookies or storing sensitive information in them, as 
well as using address verification and other security 
validation procedures offered by credit card proces-
sors. Of course, it’s also vital to secure the customer 
data that’s captured.

“The critical entity behind any e-commerce ap-
plication is the data that is captured about the 
customer and/or transactions, which [is] stored as 
files in the application. To guarantee that transac-
tion records and a customer’s information are fully 
protected, IT security strategy must incorporate file 
protection that includes specific security policies 
and restrictions to prevent unauthorized access 
[including viewing, editing, and sharing] of those 
files,” Marano says.

Through the use of file protection solutions, 
businesses can obtain file usage statistics on 
where a file is used, when it is opened, and pos-
sibly even by whom, which all can assure the 
recipient is correct and expose unauthorized ac-
cess, Marano says. He illustrates the example of a 
New York-based customer who receives a receipt 
electronically, but the online merchant is notified 
it was also opened in China. With file protection 
technology, a merchant can track and determine 
where receipts are being read and “kill” them 
remotely, if necessary, to thwart the theft of sen-
sitive customer data.

Oleksak says there are also several cosmetic-
related steps businesses can take to enhance the on-
line buying experience of customers and business 
partners. The most important step is using a profes-
sionally designed Web site that helps to add cred-
ibility to the company’s presence, he says, but it’s 
also crucial to add verbiage such as “Sign in using 
our secure server,” rather than simply “Sign in.” 
He also recommends displaying a secure seal near 
the application’s sign-in function and highlighting 
compliance with PCI (Payment Card Industry) 
standards (for example, “We are PCI compliant.”).

Finally, keep in mind that today’s e-commerce 
ecosystem is far different from that of years past. 
Whereas businesses once built their e-commerce secu-
rity strategies around a business URL, the typical on-
line presence (for both business and customers) now 
includes a host of social destinations, such as Twitter, 
Facebook, LinkedIn, YouTube, and others, Oleksak 
says. Along with the increasingly mobile habits of 
customers, these changes should prompt businesses 
to consider all the possible commerce angles when 
developing their security strategy. ▲

BOOST YOUR E-COMMERCE SECURITY

If you fear your e-commerce presence isn’t quite as secure as it should be, rest assured there are 
several methods for quickly boosting your security. Symantec’s Ryan White provides the following 
tips to put your security in high(er) gear.

▲ Use EV (Extended Valida-
tion) SSL. This is the latest ad-
vancement in SSL technology 
and provides enhanced visual 
cues, such as the green address 
bar and information about the 
business entity that owns and 
operates the Web site.

▲ Use trust marks. A highly 
recognized trust mark on 
the Web is the VeriSign seal, 
available at no charge to any 
VeriSign SSL customer. The
VeriSign seal is a trust mark 
that provides a great outward 
expression to the consumer 
that the Web site is authentic 

and that your Web site should 
be viewed as trusted.

▲ Stay up-to-date. Always ap-
ply the latest security patches 
and updates for your operating 
system and server software.

▲ Inform. Compile a compre-
hensive security and privacy 
page to help communicate 
what you do to protect users’ 
information. This should make 
them feel more secure about 
transacting with the Web site.

▲ Educate. Teach your Web 
site visitors how to stay safe 

online and explain what you 
do to protect them. Hopefully, 
the end users remember this 
and thank you down the road 
with increased wallet share.

▲ Contain. Limit administra-
tive rights to the servers to 
trusted personnel.

▲ Lock it down. Always use 
strong passwords (complex 
numbers and symbols) and 
change them regularly. And
whenever available, look into 
strong authentication options 
(also known as strong or two-
factor authentication).

Knowing where and how 
sensitive information is used 

becomes critical to protecting 
against breaches.” 

Rob Marano,
InDorse Technologies CEO
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C hances are you’ve heard the term “virtual-
ization” thrown around whenever servers 
are mentioned. This buzzword has a sug-

gestion of magic to it, which lends to the percep-
tion of it as an ultimate solution for server woes of 
all stripes. 

But virtualization isn’t magic; it’s just a technique 
(albeit a powerful one) for consolidating cost and in-
creasing efficiency. It lets you cut costs, simplify ad-
ministration, reduce potential downtime, and think 
more about the business you’re running instead of 
worrying about the various boxes you’re running it on.

Basics
Virtualization involves taking a single server and 

subdividing it in such a way that it can run multiple 
instances of a server operating system side by side. 
One physical server could have six or more virtual 
servers running on it, each one for an entirely different 
company, each compartmentalized from the other.

One of virtualization’s first big applications was 
consolidation of in-house servers. Five older servers 
could be consolidated into a single new one, drasti-
cally cutting electricity and space requirements, with 
each virtualized server still addressable as if it were 
a separate machine. Originally, most of this kind of 
consolidation was done in-house, but with the rise 

of vendors that provide virtualization on demand 
(Amazon Elastic Cloud Compute, or EC2, for in-
stance), it has become something that can be done 
in-house, through a vendor, or as a hybrid of both.

Virtualizing Web services is a little different from 
virtualizing other infrastructure. For one thing, for 
the vast majority of the time, you’re dealing with a 
whole stack of software, not just one program: the 
Web server program (think Apache or IIS [Internet 
Information Server]), the languages used to create 
interactivity (such as C#, PHP, or Java), the data-
bases used to store customer data (such as MySQL, 
PostgreSQL, or SQL Server), and possibly other com-
ponents on top of that. All of these pieces need to 
work well together in virtualization, and they gener-
ally do, but the peculiarities of virtualization intro-
duce challenges along the way.

Benefits
If you already have a Web server humming away 

on a rack somewhere, already doing a fine job, it 
might seem like there’s no immediate advantage to 
virtualizing it. Why fix what isn’t (at least visibly) 
broken? But the advantages do present themselves, 
and often in ways that don’t seem obvious at first.

Phil Karecki, chief technology officer for Computer 
Sciences Corporation (www.csc.com), describes the 

KEY POINTS
▲Virtualizing your busi-
ness’s Web services can cut 
costs, increase flexibility 
and efficiency, and reduce 
your Web stack’s depen-
dence on any particular 
hardware configuration.

▲This virtualization can 
happen on premises, or on 
a third party’s cloud server 
infrastructure; hybrid 
approaches that span both 
local and remote resources 
are emerging, too.

▲ Both Microsoft and 
Linux Web stacks can 
be virtualized well, with 
Microsoft coming at a 
cost premium (but also 
featuring powerful line-of-
business tools) and Linux’s 
open components being 
more portable and flexible.

▲ Moving to a virtual-
ized Web stack may be 
complex and should be 
approached in stages, with 
handling of customer data 
given the greatest priority.

VIRTUALIZATION
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benefits in two major 
categories: business 
and technology. On 
the business side, 
says Karecki, “virtu-
alized infrastructure 
is commoditized in-
frastructure, which 
significantly reduces 
costs; you can shop for 
best prices more ef-

ficiently and pay only for what you consume.” On 
the technology side, there’s “reduced TCO through 
infrastructure, [virtualization] vendor support, and a 
demand-based charge model.”

Another way to look at the benefits is to take the 
business and technology aspects and see how they 
show up in several other aspects with a Web stack:

Scalability. Virtual Web servers can scale far 
more flexibly and immediately than their physical 
counterparts. If you need to add more memory or 
more processing cores to a virtual server to meet 
sudden customer demand, you can typically do 
this in minutes, not hours or days. The business can 
make use of computing resources in a “burstable” 
fashion. Scalability of cost is the other side of this, 
since again you only pay for what you use. Note 
that the degree of scalability available to you will 
vary depending on the hosting provider.

Maintenance. A virtualized Web server can also 
be maintained far more readily than a physical box. 
Because a virtualized Web server is not dependent 
on any one particular piece of hardware, it can be 
migrated from one host to another, typically with 
no more effort than would be required to copy a 
file. VMware’s VMotion technology, for instance, 
even allows a virtualized server to be migrated 
between physical machines with no downtime. 
This also enables your company to take advantage 
of the latest hardware innovations that much more 
quickly, and get an additional competitive edge.

Vendor independence. A virtualized Web server, 
in theory, doesn’t need to be run under the auspices 
of any particular vendor’s virtualization tools. It can 
be managed by any number of products (Microsoft’s 
Hyper-V, VMware, etc.) in the same way Windows or 
Linux can run on almost any commodity hardware. If 
the need arises, your virtualized Web services can be 
moved, more or less intact, to an entirely new provider.

That said, after a Web server is moved to a given 
virtualization solution, it tends to stay there; the 
reason for this is more practical than technological. 
Mike Stalnaker, senior systems engineer at SendMe, 
puts it this way: “If you’re running VMware, you 
run VMware’s tools—essentially, device drivers for 

the guest OS [the virtualized Web server]—which 
improves its performance. You’d have to remove 
and replace those tools if you moved to a new vir-
tualization solution.” This by itself is not difficult, 
although Stalnaker does note that without an over-
riding reason, “I’ve never found a need to switch 
between virtualization solutions.”

Windows vs. Linux Web Stacks
Web stacks for business are typically built on either 

Windows or Linux. You’re probably familiar by now 
with how choosing one platform over the other comes 
with both benefits and limitations. The same applies 
to how those platforms’ respective Web stacks are 
virtualized.

In some ways, the choice isn’t between Microsoft 
and Linux as a Web stack, but between open and pro-
prietary systems. Most of Microsoft’s Web stack runs 
only on Windows: the Web server IIS and the database 
product SQL Server are not available anywhere except 
Windows. They come at a premium licensing cost, and 
they also come at the cost of committing one’s infra-
structure to those components. But Microsoft’s stack 
also has great appeal to business customers, so for 
many of them it’s a worthwhile investment.

By contrast, the components in Linux’s Web 
stack—the Apache Web server, the MySQL and 
PostgreSQL databases—are not exclusive to that 
platform. They can port to many other platforms, 
including Windows. Using these open components 
allows the stack to be hosted nearly anywhere—
Windows, Linux, or elsewhere.

Using open components can pay off as a cost-
saving measure, since you don’t have to stay with a 
particular platform. Virtualized Windows solutions 
come at a significant cost premium over Linux, 
since licensing fees are charged for each instance of 
Windows. Using Linux typically incurs either no or 
minimal licensing cost.

Making The Move
In making the switch to a virtualized Web server, 

the first crucial step is to determine whether to have 
the virtualization done on premises or farm it out to 
a third party via a cloud service. The larger and more 
complex the stack you have on hand, the easier it 
may be to consolidate locally first, and then look into 
deploying the resulting virtualized stack via a cloud.

Because moving from a local physical server to 
a remote virtual one can be complicated, new ap-
proaches are emerging that allow for a “hybrid 
cloud,” where in-house and remote infrastructures 
become highly interchangeable. Galen Schreck, vice 
president and principal analyst with Forrester 
Research, puts it this way: “Over the next three years, 

Amazon’s EC2 service is one 

of many virtualized Web 

services providers, and 

supports both Windows 

and Linux software stacks.
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we’ll start to see leading-edge IT shops blurring the 
boundaries between these [local and remote] envi-
ronments so that applications can move between 
them based on immediate needs and economics.” 
The groundwork is still being laid for “management 
platforms that enable apps to be transparently shifted 
from one environment to another”, but a hybrid ap-
proach could make virtualizing one’s Web stack—
data, apps, and all—a far more seamless process. 

Complexity Factors
The larger your business is, and the more depen-

dent you are on the Web for its success, the more 

complex it will be to migrate to a virtual stack because 
of two major factors: business continuity and the data 
to be moved.

Continuity of business. Keeping your Web 
services accessible during a migration is no 
easy feat. This goes double if you’re moving 
the stack off-site. “If your services are tightly 
coupled to leverage libraries, modules, features, 
and functions from things like WebSphere or 
Oracle, then decoupling for external deploy-
ment may be a significant hurdle. That kind 
of tie forces you in to a transformational ap-
proach,” says Karecki. In other words, you 

may have to think about 
rebuilding your Web 
stack—how the applica-
tions and databases all 
talk to each other—long 
before you actually start 
the migration proper.

Karecki goes on to de-
scribe how in such a case 
“you’re liable to have a se-
cure connection to your vir-
tualized services provider, 
to connect to data sources 
on your premises.” This 
way you can keep your 
data local for as long as 
possible before attempting 
to move it.

Data management. 
How the data portion of 
the Web stack is dealt with 
hinges on what that data is. 
“Is it simple, low security 
need, data that’s used?” 
says Karecki. “Is it more 
complex and accessed reg-
ularly? Or, worst case, is it 
financial data governed by 
International Safe Harbor 
laws which requires data 
to remain in the country 
of origin?” It is possible 
to keep your data on-site 
as long as you need, via 
“reasonable bandwidth, 
proper caching algorithms, 
and some upfront design 
consideration,” but “large 
amounts of data that need 
to move location to location 
will minimize the value of 
this approach.” ▲

Amazon Runs both Linux and Windows stacks, with Windows not 
available for certain clustered configurations

Google App Engine Supports only the Java and Python languages and Google’s 
own custom Datastore for data; best for those starting from 
scratch rather than migrating an existing Web stack

Rackspace Cloud Server Runs both Linux and Windows stacks; some lower-end 
configurations not available for Windows

Windows Azure Built on Microsoft’s stack but will support other stack 
components such as PHP

ASP.NET Programming languages Included with Windows Server; partly 
implemented in Linux, as well

IIS Web server Included with Windows Server as a stan-
dard component

SQL Server Database Not included, but available in a free edition 
with database size limitations, or available in 
a full commercial implementation

Apache Web server Bundled with Linux as a standard add-on 

MySQL / 
PostgreSQL

Databases Bundled with Linux as a standard add-
on; some Web hosts have limits on 
number of databases

Perl / PHP / 
Java

Programming languages Most are available by default with a Linux 
stack or can be added manually

Aspect Physical Web server Virtual Web server

Hardware Strongly dependent on 
your current hardware

Doesn’t depend on any particular hard-
ware implementation

Scalability Limited by constraints 
of hardware

Can be scaled up or down as demand 
requires

Economy Each individual 
physical server has 
higher heat output and 
electricity demand

Virtual servers run far cooler and cleaner

Upgrades Generally requires 
downtime, manual 
migration of Web stack

Stack can often be migrated automatically 
and without interruption of service

MAJOR CLOUD VENDORS & THEIR WEB STACK SERVICES

MICROSOFT’S NATIVE WEB STACK ON WINDOWS 

THE LINUX / OPEN-SOURCE WEB STACK
All components in this stack are also available on Windows.

COMPARE PHYSICAL & VIRTUAL SERVERS
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KEY POINTS
▲ Employ all the same scrutiny and care with your 
on-premises private cloud that you would with a 
third-party public cloud provider.

▲ Ensuring restricted access goes a long way toward 
protecting your private cloud.

▲ You need procedures to track your data as it moves 
and the ability to quickly react to any problems.

▲ Don’t treat a private and hybrid cloud the same; 
they have different characteristics that affect, among 
other things, security.

Private & Hybrid

CLOUD
COMPUTING

Best Practices

W ithin cloud computing, there are three 
basic types of cloud you can use: public, 
private, and hybrid. 

Public clouds are the type many people picture 
when they think of the cloud—an environment 
where IT needs are delivered as a service from a 
cloud service provider. Essentially, your company 
pays another company to provide some IT need, 
such as storage, some type of application, a plat-
form, and so on. 

A private cloud is basically one in which a com-
pany enjoys all the same benefits of on-demand 
services but owns and operates all the underlying 
hardware, infrastructure, and software onsite. A 
hybrid cloud is a model that utilizes both private 
and public clouds.

However, there are really two kinds of “pri-
vate” cloud: on-premises, as described above, but 
also a private space provided for your company 
within a public cloud. In this article, we’re fo-
cusing primarily on the first type of cloud and 
the best practices needed to ensure security and 
adequate service.

Looking At Providers
You can learn a lot about what it takes to im-

plement a private cloud by looking at what you 
should expect from a public cloud provider.

A public cloud provider should have docu-
mentation about its services, security, and more 
in the form of an SLA (service level agreement). 
You need to know if they’re running an efficient, 
scalable, and secure service. They need to ensure 
almost 100% uptime and be able to demonstrate 
effective disaster preparedness. 

Along those lines, you need to know where your 
data lives on that provider’s servers. Is it all in the 
U.S., or is there a possibility of your data being 
moved or duplicated to a geographic location in 
another country? It’s important to bear in mind that 
every country has different laws governing data 

Planning, Vigilance, Success

by Seth Colaner
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and privacy; if your data finds its way to Germany 
or the UK, you need to be aware of the laws there. 
Dr. Larry Ponemon, chairman and founder of the 
Ponemon Institute (www.ponemon.org), says, “If 
I’m running data for not just the U.S., but say for 
the UK, and maybe France and Germany and other 
parts of Europe, you run the risk of being in viola-
tion of a data transfer agreement.”

Additionally, says Charles Weaver, founder 
and president of the MSPAlliance (www.mspall 
iance.com), “You’re going to want to see some 
technical certifications that tell the client what 
they’re competent in.” For example, if you’re 
working with a voice provider, you need to 
know that they’re more than capable of handling 
your requirements.

Simply put: Can the provider deliver the service, 
and can they deliver it securely and within the 
performance parameters that you require? If yes, 
then you’re in business. If not, you need to find a 
different provider. With this in mind, remember 
that whatever you expect of a third-party cloud 
provider—whatever security measures, documen-
tation, certification, and so on that you’d demand 
from one—you should implement in your own 
private cloud. 

It’s a funny bit of human psychology, but there 
are situations where we hold a third party to a 
higher standard than we hold ourselves. On a 
task we’re doing for ourselves, we might say, 
“Eh, that’s good enough,” whereas if we were 
paying someone else to do it, we’d be far more 
critical and stringent. This phenomenon has no 
place in cloud computing; companies need to be 
as rigorous with their own private cloud environ-
ment as they would with a public provider. In 
addition to suffering data loss or theft or service 
disruption, there may also be legal ramifications 
for shoddy work.

In The Private Cloud
“Security” in the cloud takes many forms. It 

includes securing the network itself, certainly, 
and enacting measures to ensure that no mal-
ware, hackers, and other threats can breach the 
network, but it also encompasses managing who 
has access to data and where the data is physi-
cally located.

“If you’re going to have secure cloud com-
puting in a public, private, or hybrid cloud,” says 
Ponemon, “you really have to get a handle on who 
has access to what, and if they have a need to have 
access.” Enforcing strong authentication and iden-
tity measures will go a long way toward keeping 
your cloud running as it should. 

It’s also vital that you ensure your applications 
are patched, bug-free, and secure; that is just as 
important in a private cloud as it is with a public 
one. An application that is not itself malicious but 
has bugs in its code can be a vector for malicious 
attacks by others.

Stan Klimoff, director of cloud services at Grid 
Dynamics (www.griddynamics.com), also advises 
keeping your IT team sharp, up-to-date on data 
center knowledge, and in possession of the ability 
to act on all layers of the system and the ability to 
track data paths. “A distributed security overlay 

that monitors all of the activities in the cloud, cou-
pled with an IDS, is a must for any secure cloud 
deployment,” says Klimoff.

“If the data is moving between racks,” adds 
Klimoff, “there should be a mechanism in place to 
report on all movements in real time, and another 
to restrict those movements based on the class as-
signed to that data.” It wouldn’t be unwise to set 
up your cloud environment so that sensitive data 
never leaves your physical servers. Klimoff also 
points out that it’s notoriously difficult to monitor 
those data paths in a public cloud; you really have 
to rely on SLAs and trust that a public cloud pro-
vider is doing the right things.

You also need to know if any of your data has 
been compromised. “As an organization, I want 
to make sure that the cloud provider has proce-
dures and controls in place that let me know if 
there is in fact data loss or theft,” says Ponemon, 
“Because if you don’t do that, you run the risk 
of having a data breach or loss, but not really 
knowing about it or not having enough lead time 
to do something to protect your company’s brand 
and reputation.”

In reality, all private clouds are 
closed, all public clouds are open, 

and in a hybrid cloud, there’s an opening.”

Dr. Larry Ponemon, 
chairman and founder, Ponemon Institute

You’re going to want to see 
some technical certifications that 

tell the client what they’re competent in.”

Charles Weaver, 
founder and president, MSPAlliance
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With a private cloud, a business still needs to 
manage its own infrastructure, therefore it’s im-
portant to plan for hardware life cycles, for de-
ployments, and for growth. Part of the benefit of 
a public cloud is that scalability is a breeze. By 
contrast, if your private cloud environment isn’t 
built with that flexibility in mind, you may have 
problems down the road. (This isn’t especially dif-
ferent from any other IT planning, however.)

You need to be able to track usage and con-
sumption; if you can’t confirm or deny that your 
private cloud is boosting your ROI and TCO, you 
can’t determine what to change or even if it’s nec-
essary to change.

Honestly evaluate what you hope to achieve 
with a private cloud, and develop a specific plan 
to accomplish those goals. A desire to move to 
the cloud for the sake of moving to the cloud isn’t 
going to help your business. During the evaluation 
phase, you may even find that a private cloud isn’t 
the best fit for your business or goals.

Hybrid & Public: Not So Different
It’s easy to view private clouds as “more se-

cure,” public clouds as “less secure,” and infer 
that hybrid cloud security must fall some-

where in the middle. Not so, says 
Ponemon: “In reality, all pri-

vate clouds are closed, all 
public clouds are open, 

and in a hybrid cloud 
there’s an opening.” A 
private cloud sits (rela-
tively) safely behind 

your corporate  f ire-
wall, but by introducing 

a public element (which 
effectively creates a hybrid 

model), you’re opening up your net-
work to an external entity. 

“The public part of your hybrid cloud, the 
private part, the rest of your data center should 
always be treated as different security domains,” 
says Klimoff. “The last thing you want to do is 
to give the attacker of your public cloud VM a 
backdoor to the application databases—or even 
worse, your data center.” He went on to point 
out that encrypting the connection adds latency 
and consumes bandwidth, both of which affect 
performance and usage.

Points To Consider
Before you implement a private cloud, you need 

to weigh the costs of the potential downsides. Cost 
is a big factor, as you’re making capital expendi-
tures on IT equipment, whereas if you were using a 
public cloud, the provider would handle that.

Once you acquire all the requisite hardware and 
other tools, you have to manage the whole thing, 
which means your staff has a lot of work to do. 
The workload includes both day-to-day activities 
and staying on top of long-term plans for replacing 
hardware, meeting deployment dates, and more.

Further, because you have to manage all your 
own equipment, you risk losing the capability to 
scale quickly, or “burst”; with a public cloud, one 
of the benefits is that if you need more of anything, 
you can get it, and fast. With a private cloud, 
adding more capacity isn’t as easy or fast.

However, a private cloud is far more customiz-
able than a typical public cloud. “A private cloud,” 
says Klimoff, “is something that you own and are 
able to modify to your needs.” In other words, 
you’re better able to tailor a solution to fit your 
company and your specific needs, which is a capa-
bility not to be taken for granted. ▲
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Private clouds are behind a corporate firewall, but both 

hybrid and public clouds allow an opening in the network. 

A private cloud is something 
that you own and are able to 

modify to your needs.”

Stan Klimoff, 
director of cloud services, Grid Dynamics
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experts how they thought IT would change over the 
next decade and, perhaps not surprisingly, the answers 
had more to do with people than with technology.

Horizontal Staffing
Evolving technology can impact the ways 

people do their jobs, and also the skill sets neces-
sary for those jobs. It can even determine whether 
those jobs need to be done at all.

T he world runs on information. Thus, the 
impact of IT continues to grow, because IT 
departments are the ones that collect, store, 

organize, collate, and allow organizations to create 
and share that information. In the end, your com-
pany’s IT infrastructure is your business.

But the future of IT is cloudy: We know that it will 
change, but it’s difficult to anticipate the direction, 
extent, and impact of those changes. We asked the 
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KEY POINTS
▲ Changes in technology 
will require that IT expand 
its skills and learn to 
provide horizontal, rather 
than vertical, expertise.

▲ Among other new skills, 
your IT staff must be able 
to deploy, integrate, and 
support new “consumer-
ized” tools, such as tablets 
and smartphones.

▲ With baby boomers 
aging rapidly, finding, 
training, and retaining staff 
is about to become even 
more difficult.

▲ It is anticipated that 
much of the future IT will 
come from cloud-based 
managed service provid-
ers, contributing to a trend 
toward smaller IT staffs.

Prepared For 
The Future?
Changing Requirements Drive Change In IT Department Roles

by Rod Scher

Is Your IT Department
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server performance, I/O bottlenecks, or even the net-
work. A vertical staffing approach means getting one 
or more members from each of these teams involved 
to understand—let alone find a way to solve—the 
problem. It would be more efficient to have what are 
essentially cascade specialists who could cover all of 
those bases, but that will require a significant shift in 
skill sets and in approach.

New Skills Required
Emerging technologies will require new skills, 

more training, and more flexibility, says Info-Tech 
Research Group Lead Research Analyst Andy 
Woyzbun. “Traditional application analysis and 
design skills will be insufficient,” he notes. “The 
infrastructure to support these technologies (net-
works, servers, storage, etc.) and the associated tech-
nical staff will be available for internal deployment, 
as now, but also from managed service providers, 
minimizing any trauma in this regard. The need for 
flexibility will come from the dynamics of business 
change rather than technology change.”

Additionally, the consumerization of tech-
nology is having an effect on IT. The line be-
tween your staff’s time at the office and their 
time at home is rapidly blurring. Your employees 
have access to certain tools—smartphones, 
netbooks, tablets, social networking sites, and 
more—at home; they expect also to have that ac-
cess on the road and at work, and they need to 
have those tools integrated into their workflows. 

The reality is that almost no one works from 9 to 
5 anymore, so people need tools that allow them 
to work (or, for that matter, to opt out of work) 
anytime and anyplace. The IT staff, therefore, 
must learn to implement, integrate, and support 
these new technologies.

“Staffs will need to get more diverse in their 
overall knowledge,” says Gartner Research Analyst 
David Cappuccio. “Today most IT staffs are orga-
nized vertically, by technology subset. There are 
server folks, virtualization teams, storage admins, 
and network people, all looking at their worlds as 
vertical constructs. In emerging heavily virtualized 
or fabric-based environments, solving problems will 
be more complex than ever, and if staff are focused 
just on their specific skill set—their claim to fame 
within IT—then multiple people will have to be in-
volved in each problem analysis.”

Today we like to think of “who owns the problem,” 
and each vertical staff has its own view. In the future, 
though, “who owns the solution” will become more 
important, says Cappuccio, and that will force a more 
horizontal view of IT. “Those staff members who can 
see the cascade effects of a problem and can tie the 
pieces together will be the most valued in the organi-
zation,” he says.

Let’s assume, for example, an application perfor-
mance issue in a highly virtualized environment. How 
do you know where the problem lies? It could be the 
application, the storage response times, the virtual 

Staffs will need to get more di-
verse in their overall knowledge.”

—David Cappuccio, 
analyst, Gartner Research

Analysts and developers will 
require training and experience 

in these new technologies and 
user paradigms, because traditional 
application analysis and design 
skills will be insufficient.”

—Andy Woyzbun, 
lead research analyst, Info-Tech Research Group
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“The impact of consumer adoption of new tech-
nology will increasingly set the expectations for IT 
departments, both from staff and from customers,” 
says Woyzbun. “IT will need development exper-
tise to leverage smartphones and other portable 
devices as extensions to the application portfolio. 
And IT will need to enhance their analysis expertise 
to leverage social media.” 

IT In The Cloud
Woyzbun’s earlier comment about managed ser-

vice providers touches on the growth of cloud-based 
capabilities and services—including IT services—
and strikes a chord with Cappuccio, who notes that 
today’s DCIM (data center infrastructure manage-
ment) applications will someday evolve into more so-
phisticated systems, many of which can be deployed 
from the cloud. “Eventually these tools will evolve 
into Intelligent Capacity Managers where smart ana-
lytics can tell me as an IT administrator what the 
impacts of any change will be before it happens,” says 
Cappuccio. “Think of it as cascade analysis: Before I 
install that new cluster of servers and their storage, 
tell me the cascade effects of that install on the entire 
data center—and project the pain points based on my 
anticipated growth so I don’t get surprised six months 
or a year from now.”

There’s undoubtedly a great deal of hype and 
manufactured buzz surrounding the idea of doing 
business in the cloud, but that doesn’t mean it’s not 
happening or that it’s not having an immense and 
very real impact: A recent study conducted by UK-
based email provider Mimecast has found that a large 
proportion of businesses are now using some form 
of cloud service, with about 30% more planning on 
adopting cloud services in the future. “Fashionable 
new architectures within the technology industry 
are not unusual,” says Justin Pirie, the company’s 
director of communities and content. “However, even 
allowing for a certain amount of bandwagon jumping, 
this rate of cloud adoption has been considerable.”

According to Woyzbun, a major challenge for IT 
organizations will be how to deal with the growing 
number of alternative suppliers of IT services, 
many of which will reside in the cloud and come 

from outsourcers or managed service providers. 
“Poorly performing IT departments will see their 
influence shrinking, even as the significance of 
IT increases,” says Woyzbun. “Smart IT organiza-
tions will use alternative suppliers as an increasing 
alternative to hiring permanent staff or operating 
in-house data centers.”

In other words, your IT staff may shrink, and 
that may be a good thing, as long as you are pre-
pared to use alternative service providers wisely.

Cloud computing continues to gain momentum, 
according to ASHRAE’s Don Beaty. “Cloud computing 
has great potential, and it changes how we think and 
operate,” he says. “This involves human behavioral 
change, process change, and physical change. Those 
changes will require an even tighter integration be-
tween IT and facilities; that integration has always been 
a challenge and now it is an even bigger challenge.”

Replenish & Motivate Your Staff
Of course, you will need staff, and as difficult as 

it is now, finding good technology people is about 
to get even tougher.

The baby boomers are nearing retirement age: 
According to Cappuccio, over the next few years, more 
than 10,000 people per day in North America will be 
reaching 65 years of age. Many will be looking either 
to retire or to come back into the workforce as highly 
paid consultants. Thus, one way or another, your expe-
rienced staff members will be leaving your company.

At the same time, people entering the workforce 
are not as loyal to the company as their parents and 
grandparents were. “A U.S. Department of Labor 
study a few years ago showed that those entering 
the workforce now will have up to 14 new jobs by 
the time they are 38 years old,” notes Cappuccio. 
“That means that IT has to either keep the Boomers 
or find some way to motivate up-and-coming ex-
perts to stay.” And money, says Cappuccio, is not 
going to be the motivator—job satisfaction will be. 

Can You Make It Worth Their While?
In the end, then, all of this boils down to the point 

made earlier: Dealing with changes in IT has more to 
do with people than with technology, and it all de-
pends on what you can do to retrain, recruit, and retain 
good staff. You’re going to expect more from people: 
more work, more knowledge, and more flexibility. In 
the end, say experts, you’ll have to offer those people 
more: Not more money—or at least, not only more 
money. Money alone won’t do it. You’ll have to come 
up with other job benefits that make that extra work 
and that constant training worthwhile. Your chal-
lenge will be to get your people to embrace—and even 
relish—that challenge. ▲

Cloud computing has great 
potential, and it changes how we 

think and operate. This involves human 
behavioral change, process change, 
and physical change.” 

Don Beaty,
ASHRAE
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If your company operates a data center, you al-
ready know that you’re being squeezed: On the 
one hand, your IT people have fewer resources 

than ever: less time, less money, and less space. At 
the same time, your business requires more power, 
more agility, and more density. And as they like 
to say in the movies, failure is not an option: You 

need the data center folks to deliver all of this 
quickly, with no downtime and no glitches.

And the pressure will only increase. Kenneth Brill, 
executive director of the Uptime Institute, has esti-
mated that for the larger corporations, a new data 
center will be required every three to five years, just to 
keep up with increasing power consumption.

It sounds grim, but two new developments in data 
center design may help save the day. Modular data 
centers are pre-designed and constructed at your site. 
Container-based data centers are built at the vendor’s 
facility and placed on your site, ready to go.

Time To Value & Reduced Costs
The two types are often confused, but they’re 

very different, and they offer different benefits.
“A modular design implies a pre-designed 

modular environment that is constructed at my 
site,” says David Cappuccio, Gartner Research VP 
and chief of research for infrastructure and opera-
tions. “The advantages are reduced construction 
costs, energy-efficient designs, and time to de-
livery: often less than 16 weeks, compared to 18 to 
20 months for a custom build-out. The advantage 
of a container-based solution, such as the HP POD 
or the Sun BlackBox, is primarily time to delivery: 
A fully configured environment can be delivered 
in less than eight weeks. Just plug it in and go.”

Some type of modular or prefab approach is 
definitely the wave of the future, say experts. 
Instead of building huge, monolithic structures to 
which companies add on over the years, the trend 
is toward smaller designs that can be repeated as 
compute density requires.

“We are seeing a rather significant trend in 
designing for vertical scalability rather than hori-
zontal,” says Cappuccio, “with the focus on at-
taining the most efficient compute density per 
square foot or per kilowatt. This trend will result 
in smaller data centers rather than larger, but will 
require sophisticated designs to avoid growth 
bottlenecks with the facilities components.”

Another related trend is to design for energy ef-
ficiency, using outside air as a coolant as much as 
possible, and implementing energy monitoring/man-
agement software (that is, DCIM [data center infra-
structure management] tools) in the data center.

Darin Stahl, lead research analyst for Info-Tech 
Research Group, sees this trend toward modularity 
penetrating organizations of every size, and points 
out that the twin benefits of reduced cost and time 
to value are difficult to ignore.

“Building a new or renovating an existing data 
center facility is a very capital-intensive endeavor,” 
says Stahl. “Info-Tech Research Group finds that 
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KEY POINTS
▲ Although the terms are 
often used interchange-
ably, container-based data 
centers are not the same 
as modular centers.

▲ The main benefits of 
modular centers are re-
duced construction costs, 
energy-efficient designs, 
and time to delivery.

▲ The main benefit of a 
container-based center 
is time to delivery: A full 
data center can be deliv-
ered and go online in less 
than eight weeks.

▲ The new center can go 
online much more quickly 
than old-style centers, 
but modular design can 
actually be more costly 
than a custom-built center 
constructed at your site.

Modular & Container-Based 
Data Centers Proliferate

by Rod Scher

NEW 
IDEAS

in data 
center 
design
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Rackable Systems’ 

ICE Cube is repre-

sentative of a new 

breed of container-

based, ready-to-go 

data centers. 
(IMAGE COURTESY OF SGI.)
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while data center renovation projects extend the 
life of the existing facility, they can be costly.”

How costly? Enough to cast doubt on the 
wisdom of such projects. Info-Tech estimates that 
cooling renovations alone can typically cost about 
$87 per square foot. Renovating standby power 
solutions runs about $150 per square foot.

“Additionally, because renovation projects to 
an existing facility are complex, the timeline to 
complete the renovations and bring the capacity 
online can take six to 12 months. Further, because 
of the complexity involved, it’s not uncommon to 
see cost-overruns as high as 22%.”

On the other hand, Stahl says that modular data 
center designs are much less capital-intensive and 
can bring the necessary additional capacity online 
in three to six months.

No Silver Bullet
However, modular and container-based data 

centers are not a panacea, and the true costs of 
implementation are not always clear.

“In conventional data center construction, 
there are published costs per watt for construc-
tion,” notes Don Beaty, co-founder of ASHRAE’s 
Technical Committee (TC) 9.9. “Those costs are 
often misleading because there are so many vari-
ables, such as what is included in that cost as well 
as its density, tier level, scale, etc. The cost of mod-
ular and pod-style data centers is even more ob-
scure and variable.”

Beaty says that in many cases, modular data 
center construction can be significantly more ex-
pensive than custom built, but the approach has 
such a major impact on the speed at which the new 
data center can be brought online that those costs 
can often be justified.

Info-Tech’s Darin Stahl points out that faster does 
not necessarily mean simpler, and that this new design 
approach creates some unique challenges.

“The requirements definition for the solution is 
still a detailed exercise that requires an investment 
in time and effort,” he says. “Getting the sizing for 
immediate and short-term capacity needs remains 
a challenge requiring specialized knowledge and 
expertise that may not be held in-house.”

In addition, physical security for a container or 
modular data center located outside the building 
can be a new challenge for organizations familiar 
with working inside a building.

Finally, says Stahl, there are still municipal plan-
ning and permitting processes to deal with. “In 
one case,” he says, “a customer was seeking to 

add modular capacity outside an existing facility 
that was 20 years old. When the building was first 
built it was surrounded by undeveloped land. 
But, over the years the land around the customer’s 
building had been developed into a mixed-use 
area with some residential properties now located 
directly behind the building. Residents initially 
objected to the modular addition sought by the 
customer through the planning and permitting pro-
cess. Eventually, the customer was able to secure 
the necessary permits, but the project time-line and 
cost was increased dramatically as a result.”

Modular Continues To Evolve
As new as the modular data center movement 

is, it’s already evolving. One company has an-
nounced a “container co-lo,” a specialized building 
optimized for the deployment of modular data cen-
ters. Sort of a “trailer park” for modular data cen-
ters. There’s also a move afoot to reduce the scale 
of modular centers, with one company creating 
self-contained, high-density micro-modular data 
centers. These are essentially racks on wheels, but 
with all the functions of a traditional data center.

The one constant you can count on is change, 
of course, and the data center industry continues 
to evolve in ways that seek to make the most of di-
minishing resources, with the trend toward modu-
larity being just one example of that evolution. ▲

. . . renovation is often more 
costly and more time-con-

suming than creating a new modular 
or container-based data center.”

Darin Stahl,
Info-Tech lead analyst
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A Guide For SMBs & Small Businesses

by Nathan Lake

I f your company doesn’t always need the greatest 
and latest in technology, buying refurbished equip-
ment is a great way to obtain components that 

work well enough to get the job done, often at bargain 
basement prices. There are a few ways to buy refur-
bished equipment. We’ll explain what you should 
keep in mind when purchasing used IT hardware.

Where To Buy
Previously owned hardware is available directly 

from OEMs such as Cisco, HP, IBM, or Oracle, 
as well as through mid-level resellers. You may 

also find hard-
ware available 
from unfamiliar 
sources such as 
eBay vendors, 
but it’s best to 
avoid unknown 
suppl iers  be-
c a u s e  y o u ’ l l 
run a risk with 
both the com-
ponent quality 
and security. For 
example, equip-
ment from an 
unknown sup-
pl ier  may be 
counterfeit  or 
fake. With an 
OEM vendor , 
the previously 

used equipment typically consists of lease returns, 
hardware that’s no longer needed, internal use 
equipment, and demo room products. Typically, 
OEM-refurbished products include warran-
ties, too; for example, Cisco Certified Refurbished 
Equipment comes with a full warranty.

A mid-level reseller, such as Apto Solutions 
(www.aptosolutions.com), will also take the steps 

necessary to completely refurbish and wipe data 
off of all the products it sells. For example, Tim 
Farrow, senior vice president of operations at Apto 
Solutions, says, “We follow the Department of 
Defense’s standard sanitization procedures for all 
types of data storage. We’re audited by our clients 
and independent auditors on a monthly basis. 
Apto is ISO-9001, 14000-1, 18000-1 compliant, and 
there’s also a full-time compliance officer, so we 
take security very seriously.” With Apto Solutions, 
equipment comes with a full warranty and in-
cludes next day replacement parts. Enterprises that 
need to customize the hardware can select from 
fully customized configurations.

Another place to look for used and refurbished 
parts is Processor (www.processor.com), a pub-
lication that covers data center equipment and 
news. Processor features access to its Data Center 
Products For Sale database on the home page, 
where you can search for a specific part number, 
make, model, or description. If you don’t know 
the part number or model you need, you can view 
results from specific manufacturers to see which 
parts are available that suit your needs.

Shopping Tips
OEM and mid-level resellers should provide 

prior-life reports so that you can determine how 
much use the product has received. For example, 
let’s say that you’re looking at used servers. If one 
had a primary job as a Web or database server, it 
probably dealt with a lot of light loads during use, 
and it would be less stressed than a server that 
was run in a virtualization environment where it 
ran 24/7. Key factors to component stress include 
prolonged periods of use and high temperature 
conditions, which will reduce the lifespan of the 
product’s internal hardware.

A good sign of a reputable dealer are certifica-
tions and other credentials, such as the Microsoft 
Authorized Refurbisher label, ISO certification 
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Most major manufacturers, 

including Cisco, offer used 

and refurbished equipment 

that costs less than new.

Equipment
Used & Refurbished
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(including ISO 9001 and ISO 14001), and Better 
Business Bureau membership. Many resellers 
are also part of industry associations, such as the 
Association Of Service And Computer Dealers 
International or Electronic Resellers Association 
International, that require members to adhere to 
strict codes of standards. Because refurbished equip-
ment can be prone to more problems than new, 
check with the reseller about what kind of support 
the company can provide in the event that problems 
do occur. Common warranty periods include 90 
days, 1 year, or the same as the original warranty. 
Some resellers also will extend the warranty. 

A company willing to stand behind its product 
can help you to avoid issues that could reduce pro-
ductivity. It’s also a good idea to find out the re-
seller’s procedure for returning products and the 
length of time you have for evaluation. Resellers 
with on-site technicians can help you with the tech-
nical questions you run into while installing or using 
the hardware. And because technicians often test the 
equipment to make sure it works when it comes in, 
they knew where to find replacement parts, which 
can save your company time and money. If no sup-
port is offered, you’ll need to weigh the price advan-
tages of the items before purchase.

You should check and see if the equipment is fully 
licensed with the software it needs to operate, because 
some companies will try to avoid the license policies 
to reduce the unit’s cost. If the company doesn’t sup-
port the license, it will be up to you to invest in the 
software license, which could significantly increase the 
cost of the refurbished parts. If you’re in need of a large 
amount of equipment and aren’t sure about a reseller, 
start with some relatively small purchases, so you can 
get a feel for how the company does business, such as 
with service, support, and shipping. For example, you 

probably wouldn’t want to start with buying a refur-
bished server, because if something goes wrong, it can 
affect the entire company. A small initial purchase will 
also give an idea about the quality of the equipment 
the reseller offers.

What Type Of Equipment Can I Buy?
You can find pretty much any type of computer 

equipment available from refurbished and used ven-
dors. For example, 
Apto Solutions 
sells desktop PCs 
and laptops; dis-
plays; networking 
equipment; PC 
c o m p o n e n t s ; 
s e r v e r s  a n d 
storage devices; 
and telephony. 
F a r r o w  s a y s , 
“Whether we’re 
selling a server, 
a PC, a switch, or 
anything, we can 
help a company 
save around 50% 
vs. the cost of a 
new product.” 
You can even find parts to repair or work with your 
existing IT hardware, and some vendors can configure 
the used hardware to your specifications, which can 
make for low-cost hardware upgrades.

Although you can purchase all types of hard-
ware, not all types are recommended for every 
situation. For instance, let’s say your business 
relies on servers for mission-critical assign-
ments. A refurbished server may not provide 

the reliability and stability 
necessary to ensure con-
tinuous uptime. On the 
flip side, a used server 
would be great for those 
looking for a way to test 
new software in the com-
pany. Used parts that are 
generally usable in any 
environment include net-
work ing  swi tches  and 
routers, as well as tele-
phony items. ▲

Apto Solutions is a reseller 

of all kinds of refurbished 

computer hardware.

The home page for Processor 

(www.processor.com) features 

a Data Center Products For Sale 

search tool to help you find used 

equipment for your data center.
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The new release of 

Adobe Creative Suite 

offers workflow tools 

for mobile devices.

Business Software 
The Latest Releases & Updates

by Rod Scher

N othing ever stays the same, certainly not 
in the world of business-related software. 
Attempting to manage a business while 

keeping track of new and updated software releases 
is enough to try anyone’s patience, so we give you a 
hand by letting you know what’s available.

Star Command Center 3.0 
If you’re using a BI (business intelligence) 

and analytics package, the new release of Star 
Analytics’ Star Command may help you automate 
access to and data exchange among those systems. 
Star Analytics says the latest update “can help 
companies deal with the proliferation of business 
intelligence software and analytic applications.”

The tool lets IT departments coordinate user 
access to the company’s cloud-based and on-prem-
ises business intelligence applications. Business 
users and IT staff can monitor and manage BI 
tools through a mobile phone dashboard. The new 
release boasts more robust Web services support 
for major business process execution language 
engines, including Oracle BPEL Process Manager, 
Microsoft BizTalk Server, and SAP NetWeaver.

Adobe Creative Suite
Adobe Creative Suite has been a publishing 

and graphic design mainstay for years, but the 
newest release adds some 
interesting new features—
including a new way to 
purchase the suite.

Rather than require 
a one-time full payment 
for the suite or its compo-
nents, Adobe has begun 
offering what amounts 
to a rental: a subscription 
deal that gives you Adobe 
Photoshop for as little as 
$35 per month, Adobe 
Design Premium CS5.5 for 

$95 per month, or Adobe Creative Suite 5.5 Master 
Collection for $129 per month. The company says 
that the new sales model helps ensure that “cus-
tomers are always working with the most up-to-date 
versions of the software, without the upfront cost 

of full pricing.” In addition, V5.5 adds new HTML 
5 and Flash authoring features, as well as tools de-
signed to bring mobile devices into the workflow.

IBM SmartCloud 
Services & Technologies

IBM has released a new generation of cloud 
services meant to enable its clients to easily shift 
their enterprise business processes into production 
cloud environments. The company says that the 
move will help customers innovate, reduce costs, 
and improve efficiency. SmartCloud is IBM’s next-
generation, enterprise cloud technologies and ser-
vices offering for private, public, and hybrid clouds 
based on IBM hardware, software, and services. 

In conjunction with the release, the company is 
also demonstrating a next-generation enterprise 
cloud service delivery platform, which it says will 
soon be available. The new platform is aimed at 
enterprise clients, and enables them to select key 
characteristics of a public, private, and hybrid cloud 
to match workload requirements.

Mountain Media Offers Payment 
Solution For SaaS Companies

SaaS vendor Mountain Media has developed 
Mountain Commerce, a tool meant to provide 
SaaS business users with straightforward online 
payment options that are very cost-effective for 
the company and end users. Mountain Media says 
businesses that are SaaS-modeled and are looking 
to sell products/services on the Web will benefit 
from seamless payments, superior order manage-
ment, and easy Web site updating. The company 
estimates that the enterprise software solution 
can reduce the cost of selling by up to 67%, com-
pared to other payment systems. The solution 
utilizes Maintenance Partner’s Asset Management 
Software and is the result of a partnership between 
the two companies.

KeepVault.com Online Backup 4.0
Version 4.0 of KeepVault.com’s data backup ser-

vice is now available, providing what the company 
says is the fastest data backup and recovery, intelli-
gent file versioning and differential uploads, higher 
encryption levels, file protection queue manager, 
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improved Web access and account management, 
and support for Microsoft 2011 Server. Prices start 
at less than $4 per month, with no per-computer 
fees, and a free trial version is available, as well.

KeepVault provides backup to a secure online 
storage account with the option of simultaneous 
backup to local and network devices, including 

internal and external hard drives and USB flash 
drives. Users of the Pro version can create and 
administer sub-accounts to partition different users 
or clients.

Pivotal Sales Force Automation
CDC Software has announced availability 

of Pivotal Sales Force Automation, a new sales 
module developed on the Pivotal CRM 6.0 plat-
form aimed at automating sales processes and 
helping to enhance relationships with customers. 
The new tool offers account management, lead 
management and processing, configurable oppor-
tunity management, executive level forecasting, 
group level forecasting, individual level fore-
casting, pricing and discounts, quote and proposal 
management, order capture, and geocoding and 
mapping. The company says that Pivotal Sales 
Force Automation provides task-based navigation, 
embedded Microsoft Office SharePoint Server and 
Microsoft Office System applications, easy custom-
ization, a smart client user interface, and a low total 
cost of ownership.

ScheduleBase
Atlas Business Solutions has released Schedule-

Base, which the company calls “a groundbreaking, 
Web-based, employee scheduling software applica-
tion that can be used by anyone with an Internet 

browser.” The online scheduling system lets em-
ployees quickly check their schedules, update avail-
ability, and make requests. Users can request that 
their schedules be emailed or sent directly to their 
cell phones via text message. The release offers a 
“text to time” system that can read people’s sched-
ules and automatically keep track of everyone’s 

hours. Suitable for most types of busi-
nesses, ScheduleBase can track people by 
shift, job, group, or timeframe.

3M Healthcare Data 
Dictionary & 3M Enterprise 
Master Person Index

If you’re involved in creating, storing, 
or transmitting any sort of healthcare 
data, you may be interested in the new 
release of 3M’s new Web-based Health-
care interoperability solutions. The tools 
include new HL7 CTS-compliant APIs 
(Application Program Interfaces), so 
they can easily be integrated with other 
healthcare information systems and ap-
plications. The company reports that the 
tools support national standards and 
“leverage more than 15 years of 3M ex-

perience in healthcare terminology and patient 
identity management.” The tools are aimed at 
helping providers make patient data intelligible 
and actionable across multiple information sys-
tems and healthcare sites.

ONESOURCE Property 
Tax Version 9.4.02

Aimed at helping property tax professionals 
manage tax compliance, the latest release of 
Thomson Reuters’ Web-based property tax soft-
ware offers workflow pro-
cessing through an online 
user interface. The new tax 
center offers a Tax Manager 
module browser interface 
that provides updates with 
no downloads and access to 
all data, including bills, as-
sessments, real estate, per-
sonal property, and returns. 
The application now covers 
tax bills and assessments 
for real estate and personal 
property, and includes optimized views and sorting 
for data retrieval in the asset manager. Tax Manager 
now integrates with Asset Manager, allowing for the 
processing and retrieval of returns directly from ac-
count detail screens in Tax Manager. ▲

ScheduleBase can save 

you time while helping 

you schedule your 

employees’ time.

KeepVault.com utilizes a hybrid model, backing up data to the cloud 

and also (if you select this option) to a local drive or NAS.
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An Eco-Friendly Android Smartphone
Sprint’s Replenish is partially built using recycled plastics, and its packaging is 

recyclable, too. Additionally, Sprint also offers a solar charging battery cover with 
the phone. Many of the materials used in the construction of the Replenish are void 
of components that are unsafe for the environment. For example, the phone doesn’t 
contain PVC (polyvinyl chloride), brominated flame retardants, phthalates, and 
beryllium. The case is constructed of 34.6% post-consumer recycled plastics, and 
nearly 82% of the Replenish is made up of recyclable materials.

Sprint supplies an energy-efficient charger that meets the EC Code Of Conduct 
standard for Energy Efficiency Of External Power Supplies (version 4). The eco-
friendly phone runs Android 2.2 and features a QWERTY keyboard situated 
below the 2.8-inch display. The phone supports Wi-Fi and Bluetooth 2.1 connec-
tions, contains a GPS receiver, and features a 2MP camera with software you can 
use to upload your photos to Facebook, MySpace, Photobucket, and YouTube. 
The bar-style phone measures 4.8 x 2.4 x 0.5 (HxWxD) and weighs 4.1 ounces.

Wearable Self-Powered Batteries
A team of researchers at the Auckland Bioengineering Institute’s Biomimetics Lab are working on cre-

ating a device that would convert human movements into battery power. The research is based on a gen-
erator technology made from stretchy materials that produce energy when moved and can be installed into 
light, soft, and form-fitting designs. Typically, the technology would require some type of external circuitry 
to function, but researchers integrated flexible electronics. The wearable batteries could be integrated into 
clothing and provide power for your portable devices.

Biodegradable Cases
PEGA D&E (www.pegadesign.com) invented Paper PP Alloy, which 

blends recycled paper with PP (polypropylene) plastics to create 
a case that has both strength and elasticity. In short, it’s just 
like the ABS plastics commonly found in cases, and the 
Paper PP Alloy can be used with the same injection molding 

methods, so companies won’t need to adapt manufacturing 
processes. In February, the Paper PP Alloy won an iF (international Forum) 

Design Award for material design. The paper characteristics of the material allow it to 
be biodegradable, recyclable, and reusable. PEGA D&E indicates that the Paper PP Alloy has already been success-
fully used in consumer electronics products. 

Solar Panels For Any Surface
The French company WYSIPS (short for “what you see is photovoltaic surface”; www.wysips.com) has 

created a transparent film that can convert any surface into a solar array without changing the item’s outward 
appearance. WYSIPS indicates that the solar technology features an efficiency of 10% and can be built into 
screens, glass, plastic, and more. The first development efforts will be focused on mobile phones, LCD screens, 
tablets, and outdoor displays. A phone covered with WYSIPS’s solar surface wouldn’t be able to generate 
enough energy to keep it constantly charged, but it would mean less time dealing with a low battery. The tech-
nology also wouldn’t affect the performance of touchscreens.

The electronic 

devices that make 

our lives easier 

also produce some 

unwanted side 

effects on the 

environment. 

Fortunately, many 

consumer elec-

tronics manufac-

turers are working 

to create products 

that keep us pro-

ductive while 

reducing energy 

demands to lessen 

our impact on

the environment. 

Here, we take a 

look at the new-

est environmen-

tally friendly tech-

nology initiatives.

Greenovations
Energy-Conscious Tech
by Nathan Lake
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Home & Small-Office Wind Turbine
WindTronics and Honeywell partnered to create a wind 

turbine that runs with a start-up speed of as low as 0.5mph, 
whereas most traditional turbines require a wind speed of 
7.5mph. The Honeywell Wind Turbine ($6,495 [installation not 
included]; www.windtronics.com) is a rooftop model that can 
deliver up to 1,500kWh per year—depending on the height and 
location of the unit. For safety, the unit shuts down in winds 
greater than 42mph. Instead of using gears to move the turbines, 
the Honeywell Wind Turbine has magnets in the blade tips 
and enclosure to lower the blade resistance. You can install the 
system on a pole or roof mount.

Google Maps & Electronic Vehicles 
To speed up the U.S. Department of Energy’s deployment 

of EVs (electric vehicles), Google has partnered with the government and 80 EV stakeholders to help 
consumers find charging stations via Google Maps. Energy Secretary Steven Chu also announced that 
the DOE received $5 million in funding for a community-based effort to create infrastructure and 
charging stations for EVs. The joint effort with Google will provide consumers with up-to-date 
information about EV charging stations and will serve as a way to coordinate an online net-
work of all U.S. charging stations. 

An Eco-Friendly Browser
Microsoft indicates that its new Internet Explorer 9 is designed 

to decrease your computer’s power consumption. The new browser 
works with a PC’s specialized hardware to accelerate how Web sites 
load, and the use of the specialized hardware lowers power con-
sumption. IE 9 works less in the background; therefore it consumes 
little or no power when the browser is idle. Lastly, Microsoft engi-
neered the browser to work with the power-conscious hardware in 
your PC to reduce power usage. For instance, when comparing usage 
based on the typical laptop battery, IE9 provided users with an extra 
10 minutes of battery power over Firefox 4—and almost an hour 
more than Chrome 10 and Safari 5. 

Recycle Business Phones
e-Cycle (www.e-cycle.com) is a recycler of wireless devices where you can exchange your old mobile 

phone for money. The company’s free recycling services for enterprise clients has helped to keep more than 
225,000 pounds of e-waste out of landfills. And e-Cycle has recycled or resold more than 7 million mobile 
phones, as well. If a mobile phone doesn’t have a resale value, e-Cycle destroys the unit (free) and sends the 
materials to an EPA-registered refinery where e-Cycle ensures the destroyed items are recycled properly 
and not sent to landfills. For security, e-Cycle erases all data on the phones, and it will also test for active 
lines to prevent unwanted charges.

UPS That Measures Energy
Eaton’s new 5PX UPS (price varies by model; www.eaton.com) is a UPS (uninterruptible power supply) 

that works with Eaton’s Intelligent Power Software Suite to deliver only the required amount of energy of 
whatever device is connected to the outlet. Thus, IT managers can use the 5PX UPS to make better decisions 
about electrical loads and the company’s energy footprint. The display at the front of the unit gives man-
agers direct access to the power draw of individual devices, which helps IT staff track and reduce the power 
consumption of protected servers and equipment. ▲
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Mobile Virtualization
One Phone, Two Platforms

by Joanna Clay

KEY POINTS
▲ Mobile virtualization is 
the next major step in the 
“consumerization” of IT.

▲ By definition, mobile 
virtualization separates 
corporate and personal 
profiles on a smartphone, 
so end users only need to 
carry one device.

▲ IT specialists can 
encrypt and wipe an enter-
prise profile without inter-
fering with an employee’s 
personal profile.

▲ Blitzer Mobile, Red 
Bend Software, Research 
In Motion, and VMware 
have all developed mobile 
virtualization software.

MOBILE OFFICE
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D o you use one smartphone 
for work and a second phone 
for your personal life? 

Then you probably have two 
mobile phones filling the pockets in 
your purse or two phones taking up 
space in your briefcase. Or, worse 
yet, you’ve ended up with two 
phones that are the same model.

Isn’t there a way around the two-
handset dilemma in our mobile-
centric world?

In short, yes. And while realistic solutions are in 
the works, manufacturers and platform developers 
are determining how to best collaborate on the 
virtual level. As a result, end users may soon get to 
experience the convenience of a singular device for 
personal and corporate usage. This technology is 
called mobile virtualization.

What Is Mobile Virtualization?
Virtualization, in general terms, refers to a vir-

tual something (e.g., a secure and isolated op-
erating environment that’s 
established in the cloud) as 
opposed to a physical some-
thing (e.g., an actual OS in-
stalled on a computer or 
mobile device). Guest soft-
ware runs within the virtual 
OS (or virtual machine) and 
compartmentalizes the user 
experience. The software layer 
that manages multiple virtual 
machines on a single device is 
called a hypervisor. 

On a mobile platform, vir-
tualization “decouples” ap-
plications from the hardware, 
making it possible to deploy 
a separate enterprise profile 
(with corporate applications) 
on an employee’s device while 

also accommodating for a personal profile.
Morten Grauballe, executive vice president of 

products, Red Bend Software (www.redbend.com), 

explains how this dual-use mobile software miti-
gates the issue of IT having to manage both corpo-
rate and personal platforms: “Mobile virtualization 
is possible on smartphones that have special soft-
ware, typically a Type 1 hypervisor that sits directly 
on the silicon in a smartphone, embedded as the 
phone is designed and built,” says Grauballe. “The 
presence of the hypervisor enables the enterprise 
IT department to use mobile virtualization to create 
and manage a securely isolated enterprise domain 
on a typical consumer smartphone. This enables the 
enterprise to manage its own software stack (OS, 
middleware, and applications).”

The overflow benefits of this architecture are 
multifarious, according to Grauballe’s list of advan-
tages. For instance, if a security threat is introduced 
in the consumer domain, the enterprise domain 
is isolated from the threat of viruses and Trojans, 
Grauballe says. The enterprise domain remains 
secure thanks to encryption and VPN, as well. 
Grauballe adds that you can provision and manage 
the software in an enterprise domain in a similar 
manner as laptops and PCs are managed today.

This all sounds really slick until you consider 
how your company’s IT department will deter-
mine which dual-boot interface will operate best 
if it’s deployed on various device models through 
multiple carriers. Grauballe says “the enterprise 
will support a number of operating systems deter-
mined by them. For usability reasons, Red Bend en-
courages enterprises to deploy the same operating 
system in the enterprise domain as they do in the 
consumer domain.” 

BlackBerry Balance is mobile virtualiza-

tion technology that lets an IT adminis-

trator wipe only the business data from 

a personal smartphone in the event the 

employee separates from the company.

The presence of the 
hypervisor enables the 

enterprise IT department to use 
mobile virtualization to create 
and manage a securely isolated 
enterprise domain on a typical 
consumer smartphone.”

Morten Grauballe, 
executive vice president of products, 

Red Bend Software
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Putting It To (Good) Use
Virtual mobilization initiatives turn into prac-

tical benefits for SMB owners or company execu-
tives because they can monitor corporate profiles 
and deploy apps without disturbing what VMware 
refers to as an individual’s “phone persona.” 
According to Grauballe, “the enterprise CIO or 
SMB owner can take control of the business soft-
ware and content on smartphones.”

“In addition,” Grauballe adds, “by subscribing 
to a software management service offered by the 
service provider (for example, the mobile network 
operator or MNO), the CIO/business owner have 
the ability to upload customized or off-the-shelf 
applications to smartphones already in the hands of 
company employees.”

Out of the virtualized smartphone harvest, busi-
nesses can also reap the in-house advantages of 
easily migrating legacy software; reducing the de-
pendency on traditional hardware; “recycling” soft-
ware products; and controlling the provisioning, 
authentication, and security of the mobile layer.

“There are many ways to implement telephony 
on a phone with two domains,” Grauballe says. 
“The most straightforward method is to imple-
ment VoIP on the enterprise domain. Companies, 
including Cisco and Avaya, already offer enterprise 
PBXs [private branch exchanges] that support dedi-
cated smartphone clients—these can be included 
on the enterprise domain, which provides the em-
ployee with access to all the services on the PBX, in-
cluding the corporate directory, voice mail service, 
and instant messaging.”

Hypervise Your Mobile Workforce
Although you’re bound to see an increasing 

number of mobile virtualization software packages 
in the near future, there are sev-
eral companies that are already 
attempting to corner the mobile 
virtualization market. 

In 2008, VMware (www.vm 
ware.com) announced its MVP 
(Mobile Virtualization Platform), 
which is designed to maintain 
employee-owned device security 
and manage smartphones from a 
unified interface. Similarly, Red 
Bend Software offers the VLX, 
which separates hardware archi-
tectures and smartphone envi-
ronments to enable support for 
operating system independence. 
Red Bend highlights its “flex-
ibility of virtualization with no 

sacrifice in performance” and uses isolation tech-
nology to apply new mobile policies.

Blitzer Mobile released the EVM (Enterprise 
Virtualized Mobility) solution in January. Marketed 
as a “virtual container,” EVM functions as an end-
to-end consumerization technology that allows 
for painless integration of native apps on iPhone, 
BlackBerry, and Android mobile devices.

Research In Motion (www.rim.com) has rolled out 
a mobile virtualization product, BlackBerry Balance 
technology, as part of the BlackBerry Enterprise 
Server 5.0.3 release. With an emphasis on high secu-
rity, the BlackBerry enterprise platform locks when 
a user accesses personal data. Employees will be 

able to collaborate via BlackBerry 
Messenger and select apps from 
BlackBerry App World.

Getting Personal 
In The Enterprise

Mobile virtualization is 
planting its roots in the optimists’ 
front yard, and it’s bearing the 
fruit of cost reduction, increased 
device functionality, and an in-
clusive user experience. As 
the technology develops, busi-
ness owners, employees, and IT 
professionals must unearth its 
long-term payoffs so mobile vir-
tualization isn’t crushed by the 
weight of its complexities. ▲
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The OKL4 Microvisor designed by Open Kernel Labs is a mobile 

virtualization platform that supports two software stacks on a 

single interface. In this graphic, RTOS stands for Real-Time or 

Reoriented Tactical Operating Systems. (Graphic courtesy of 

Open Kernel Labs)

By downloading the Blitzer Mobile EVM 

for Android (also available for iPhone and 

BlackBerry), users can gain access to busi-

ness apps and syncing features. 
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Super-Wi-Fi 
& White Space
Maximizing Unused Radio Spectrum For Our Benefit

by Jennifer Farwell
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F or years, wireless providers and other com-
panies hungry for bandwidth have been 
salivating over the potential inherent in TV 

bands: channels 2 through 13 (aka VHF) and 14 
through 69 (aka UHF). This portion of the electro-
magnetic spectrum was once a prime highway for 
analog (non-digital) television transmissions. 

However, the cessation on June 12, 2009, of all full-
power, over-the-air analog transmissions changed that 
forever. The Federal Communications Commission ap-
proved those channels for other wireless transmissions. 
Spectrum won’t be licensed to specific providers; the 
result has been a surge of activity that may go down as 
the wireless version of the California Gold Rush.

Background Basics
The FCC first proposed allowing unlicensed devices 

to operate in unused TV bandwidths (known as white 
spaces) in 2004. But it wasn’t until Nov. 14, 2008, that 
it made its intentions official with publication of the 
White Spaces Order, which said unlicensed TVBDs 
(TV band radio transmitting devices) could operate on 
unused TV spectrum. The FCC further announced that 
devices could be both fixed (stationary, such as routers) 
and mobile (for example, laptops and smartphones). 

“Unlicensed” means exactly what it implies—anyone 
can use the bands. Just as the 2.4GHz and 5GHz bands 
currently used for Wi-Fi are unlicensed (anyone can set 
up a fixed Wi-Fi network in any location), these chan-
nels would allow open use, with a few exceptions.

Problematically, a number of entities, including 
both low-power analog broadcasters and full-power 
digital stations, were still operating there. This prev-
alence of existing (called “incumbent”) users was 
unique in the history of U.S. spectrum allocation. 
Incumbent users were concerned they would experi-
ence interference from new providers. The situation 
was compounded by the FCC’s decision to allow 
mobile devices to use the spectrum. The expectation 
among users that they have continuous service, at 
least in urban areas, suggested it might be impossible 
for incumbents not to experience interference from 
other transmissions. 

Problem Solved?
The FCC got around this in an innovative way that 

would have been impossible a decade ago. For fixed 
installations (including Wi-Fi networks), providers can 
operate on any channel between 2 and 51 except for 
some channels and bandwidths reserved or licensed 
for other uses. (Channels 3 and 4, for example, are 
reserved for cable output.) Furthermore, fixed de-
vices can only output at power levels below 4 watts, a 
common wattage for hobbyist FM-radio transmitters. 

Lower-power output prevents wireless waves from 
traveling extremely long distances, but they are still ca-
pable of traveling several miles because wireless waves 
are more persistent at low frequencies. They don’t 
require a line of sight, and they travel well through 
impediments such as trees, buildings, and mountains. 
So, especially in rural areas where there are few TV 
stations, these networks operate beautifully. This tech-
nology offers so much promise in these instances, in 
fact, that it has been dubbed “Super Wi-Fi.”

For mobile deployment, where interference was a 
bigger threat, the FCC decided companies could only 
access the higher, shorter-wave channels 21 to 51, with 
the exception of channel 37. It also restricted power 

White space exists in areas 

where no incumbent broad-

cast has staked a claim. To 

see TV white spaces in your 

area, head to www.showmy 

whitespace.com. 

(Graphic courtesy of Spectrum Bridge)
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levels of transceivers even further to shorten their op-
erating distances. 

Perhaps most importantly (and ingeniously), 
the FCC decided to appoint wireless solution pro-
viders to administer the spectrum. These firms main-
tain databases of available white space. Most new 
devices—both fixed and mobile—that operate on these 
spectrums must be able to interact with the databases 
and switch bands (channels) when necessary to avoid 
interference. The only exceptions are spectrum-sensing 
devices that pass rigorous testing through the FCC. 

Urban Player
Neeraj Srivastava, VP of business development and 

marketing for Spectrum Bridge, one of the chosen spec-
trum administrators, explains, “New devices will use 
geolocation services to determine what frequencies are 
safe to transmit. Let’s say you bought a Wi-Fi device 
in San Francisco, then got on a plane and flew to New 
York. The device would need to update the list of avail-
able frequencies. The list might be different in Lower 
Manhattan than in the Upper East Side.” 

According to Srivastava, all devices will also have 
802.11b/g/n (that is, traditional Wi-Fi) radios and will 
be able to spectrum hop among the frequencies. That’s 
important because what low-frequency channels gain 

in persistence, they lose in bandwidth. Although new 
technologies may allow providers to aggregate more 
than one channel to increase bandwidth (depending on 
availability), the higher Wi-Fi bands will likely remain 
the broadest data highways in urban settings.

“As soon as you get in range of an available, broad-
casting white space signal, the device would connect to 
give you basic Internet,” says Srivastava. “If you then 
roam to where the network has a 2.4 or 5GHz signal, it 

could connect to support [more bandwidth-intensive] 
activities such as streaming media. All of this would be 
invisible to the user.” 

Aggregating multiple channels into a single net-

work solution will be a complex process, especially 
if seamless handoff is to be a feature. And of course, 
fixed, standalone networks, both public and private, 
business and consumer, will also come into play. 
Fortunately, although available white space differs 
from place to place, it is possible to create nationwide 
coverage using a combination of available channels.

Rural Renewal
On the other end of the spectrum, literally, are fixed, 

standalone installations. This format is the real wild 
card of the technology. These installations can operate 
anywhere, but are easier to implement in rural areas. A 

small provider in a tiny Idaho town could 
put up a transceiver that would service 
dozens of businesses and homes for which, 
currently, only satellite Internet is available. 

“It’s a huge boon for people in rural 
areas, especially for last-mile service—
places where no DSL or cable Internet is 
available,” says Jim Carlson, CEO and 
vice president of engineering for Carlson 
Wireless. “Current wireless is on micro-
wave frequencies, and they are used up in 
a lot of areas. Trying to distribute last-mile 
service until now has been difficult.”

Carlson says his company was the first 
to market a product that met all of the FCC’s 
specifications. “Network ranges are much 
better than typical Wi-Fi installations, on an 
order of three to five times as far,” he notes. 
“It’s a great thing to happen.”

A White Space Future
Srivastava agrees with Carlson, and says the new 

spectrum availability will benefit an array of wire-
less technologies beyond Wi-Fi, including Bluetooth 
and Zigbee (a technology for low-power, personal 
wireless networks). “WISPS [Wireless Internet 
Service Providers] are very excited about this,” he 
says. “Anyplace today Wi-Fi could go, this could go, 
and even further.” ▲
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TV white space can reach more 
distance than any Wi-Fi today.”

—Neeraj Srivastava, 
vice president of business development and marketing, 

Spectrum Bridge

Fixed deployments, such as the one in Claudville, Va. (the world’s first white space network), 

can support users at a variety of locations.  (Graphic courtesy of Spectrum Bridge)
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The Next Big Thing In 
Mobile Communications
What VoLTE Means For You & Your Business

by Jennifer Farwell

KEY POINTS
▲ VoLTE will run voice 
calls over high-speed 
mobile data connections 
in much the same way that 
VoIP uses Internet connec-
tions now.

▲ The technology should 
roll out in 2012 and start 
seeing widespread adop-
tion beginning in 2013.

▲ VoLTE will facilitate 
voice-supported videocon-
ferencing among multiple 
mobile users with no lag 
between the voice and 
video streams.

▲ Interoperability stan-
dards will ensure VoLTE 
calls are compatible with 
all other voice and data 
protocols and networks.
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J ust less than a year after announcing its VoLTE 
(Voice over Long Term Evolution) initiative in 
February of 2010, wireless provider Verizon 

completed a test call using the technology. The call 
lasted a mere 33 seconds and was indistinguishable 
from other mobile calls. Yet, VoLTE proponents say 
that it and a subsequent VoLTE call at the Mobile 
World Congress in Barcelona have the potential to 
be one of the biggest developments since Alexander 
Graham Bell said, “Watson, come here!”

Most people know that Bell initiated the first suc-
cessful telephone call (and some may recognize the 
words he spoke), but few have any clue about VoLTE. 
This technology, which routes voice calls over high-
speed LTE digital data lines, has the power to trans-
form mobile communications in ways we might have 
thought impossible just a year ago. 

High-Speed Rail
VoLTE is similar to the Internet telephony tech-

nology known as VoIP in that it sends digital voice 

calls over Internet connections. The difference be-
tween the two technologies, however, lies in the LTE 
component. LTE is a pre-4G mobile broadband tech-
nology that supports peak maximum throughput 
(with optimized antenna arrays) of greater than 
170Mbps download and 50Mbps upload. Although 
users won’t experience these theoretical maximum 
speeds, Verizon demonstrated actual download 
speeds of 50 to 60Mbps in its 2009 trials. Real-world 
throughput is much lower, but still impressive. 

Dan Warren, senior director of technology at the 
GSM Association (the worldwide mobile commu-
nications industry group leading the VoLTE initia-
tive), reports that users at an industry event in Hong 
Kong clocked download speeds of 40 to 50Mbps. He 
says that in the United States, 6 to 10Mbps will be 
more common. Nevertheless, that compares favor-
ably with DSL and some cable services for stationary 
Internet access. Contrast this with average 3G down-
load speeds, which range from 800 to 2,000Kbps, and 
the speed advantage is clear.

Many of us learned about the 
wonders of LTE in 2010, if not 
before, when Verizon announced 
it would debut LTE service in 
December (and hinted at phones 
in 2011). LTE, Verizon reported, 
would revolutionize data delivery 
on mobile devices. The company 
said little to nothing about voice 
calls in its press announcements, 
even though the technology was 
just around the bend. This is 
where VoLTE steps into the ring.

You Can Hear Me Now
VoLTE, says Warren, leverages 

the power of IMS (IP Multimedia 

Compared with older cellular 

technologies, LTE is many times 

faster. (Source: GSM Association.)
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Subsystem), a framework for delivering IP-based mul-
timedia (that is, sound and video over the Internet). 
IMS technology has been around for a while, but, 
Warren says, “On a business case, it has been hard 
to justify the expense of developing IMS. If you have 
voice revenues, all of a sudden justifying IMS is easier, 
and then you have other rich services on top.”

Until the development of LTE—and consumers’ 
voracious appetite for mobile data—it wasn’t prac-
tical for carriers to mine the riches of IMS. Now, a 
perfect storm of opportunity makes it the most sen-
sible—and, eventually, cost effective—thing to do.

Voice transmissions are tiny—they can take up 
64Kb or less per call—so there has never been a 
compelling need to move these transmissions to 
data pipelines based on bandwidth consumption. 
Furthermore, to ensure interoperability with early 
(analog, or non-digital) telephone networks, 2G 
and 3G technologies were designed to segregate 
voice and data onto separate, adjacent pathways.

The situation has changed. Most cellular carriers 
shut down their analog networks around 2008 and es-
tablished handover technologies to ensure that callers 
could still reach older analog phone networks. Because 
LTE is fully IP-based, the most efficient solution (in 
terms of device development and operation) is to move 
voice transmissions to the Internet pipeline. IMS is 
the technology that can do that. “If you have voice, 
you have to have an IMS deployment,” says Warren. 
“Adding voice, and this suite of services that sits 
around the voice, suddenly is a powerful motivator.”

New World, New Horizons
For callers, the difference isn’t noticeable, but it 

opens up a world of possibilities. Warren says the 
overall quality of VoLTE calls is much better than 
other digital calls, with much less latency, or delays. 
“Because so much more bandwidth is available, you 
can use high-definition audio codecs, resulting in 
crystal clear quality,” he notes. “If you are talking and 
staging a video call at the same time, the play will be 
very smooth and you will have good synchronization. 
The voice service itself doesn’t give you a great deal 
more, but it pulls through other technologies such as 
instant messaging between providers—it becomes like 
SMS. Other things, like image exchange, interactive 
messaging, videoconferencing with whiteboarding; the 
ability is there for voice to become something signifi-
cant for interaction with other services.”

Another tantalizing possibility when data and 
voice unite under the IMS banner is the use of LBS 
(location-based services) to enhance call service. 
For example, if a traveler calls the main phone 
number for a hotel franchise, the caller’s location 
(provided by the phone) could be used to route 

the caller to the nearest hotel within that franchise 
rather than an operator in a call center.

Warren says there are other important bene-
fits of VoLTE (and LTE beneath it) that business 
owners and consumers will likely never recognize, 
but that have encouraged companies to endorse 

this protocol. Perhaps foremost, it will be fully 
compatible not only with the network standards 
used by Sprint and Verizon, but also with the com-
peting network standards of AT&T and T-Mobile—
and most of the rest of the world.

Doubts Remain
Warren asserts that “confidence in the robustness 

of the technology” will propel mass adoption to start 
in 2013. However, Jeff Barnes, project manager for a 
large telecom and electrical consultant in Atlanta, is 
not so sure. “I don’t believe they can get VoLTE to 
work at a price range that would be affordable for 
most users,” says Barnes. “It would allow for a lot 
of features to work simultaneously on everyone’s 

smartphone, which is not the case now.”
Barnes adds, “There have been so many emerging 

technologies that never emerged, and a lot of us are 
mystified now about what is happening next. It all 
depends upon the end user, because the product 
they are going to buy will dictate the direction we are 
going to be heading.”

If Warren’s predictions are accurate, that direction 
will be VoLTE. “Some 200 operators have committed 
to LTE,” says Warren. “Nobody is suggesting they 
are going to do anything other than LTE as their next-
generation technology. Down the line, instead of 85% 
HSPA and 15% CDMA, we will get to 90-95% LTE.” ▲
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To go from test product to real 
product in a year is indicative of 

confidence in the robustness of VoLTE.”
Dan Warren

senior director of technology at the GSM Association

There have been so many 
emerging technologies that 

never emerged, and a lot of us are 
mystified now about what is happening 
next. It all depends upon the end user, 
because the product they are going 
to buy will dictate the direction we are 
going to be heading.” Jeff Barnes

consultant
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Batteries, Bandwidth 
& Bandits
Today’s Bottlenecks To Computer Innovation

by Seth Colaner
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T hroughout the evolution of computing tech-
nology, progress has been temporarily ham-
pered by bottlenecks. At various times in the 

past, hardware, software, and operating systems have 
been to blame for holdups. For example, personal 
computing wasn’t possible until engineers developed 

the integrated circuit and 
the microprocessor and 
ditched tubes and tran-
sistors, thus reducing the 
size of a computer to fit in 
a home office. 

The invention and 
subsequent development 
of the Internet ushered in 
an era of communication, 
information dissemina-
tion, and global connec-
tivity that few could have 
imagined just a few de-

cades before. Cellular communications and flash 
storage paved the way for a slew of smartphones 
and tablets which now rival laptops in terms of com-
puting power and speed. 

Bandwidth
The broadband Internet you can get in your home 

or office is pretty fast, even when the signal is diluted 
somewhat by Wi-Fi, capable of handling intensive ap-
plications such as streaming video fairly easily.

Currently, although 4G mobile broadband (which 
is not as fast as wired broadband) is available on a 
number of devices, many mobile broadband users 
are still using 3G, which is much slower. 

It’s important to note that while broadband access 
is relatively far-reaching, it isn’t available to everyone. 
Mobile broadband coverage is even spottier; if you 
drive through an area of any state, you’ll be dismayed 
at the number of times your 3G connection drops, and 
4G coverage currently lags far behind 3G.

 But coverage isn’t really even the problem; it’s 
bandwidth. Bandwidth is how much data you can get 
through an Internet connection at one time, and the 

balance between how much bandwidth users want and 
how much of it service providers are willing and able 
to provide (and at what cost) is a source of contention. 

Video chatting, streaming music and video, online 
gaming, and other network-intensive tasks tend to 
gobble up bandwidth very quickly. To curb excessive 
Internet use, some ISPs are enacting data caps, usage-
based billing, and tiered data plans, which to date, 
have not always gone over well with customers. 

It appears as though a big part of the problem is 
one of infrastructure; the demand for broadband and 
mobile broadband far outpaces the ability (or pos-
sibly, the willingness) of service providers to offer it.

The U.S. government has entered the broadband 
fray, doling out stimulus money to help build more 
infrastructures to reach more citizens. The FCC is 
neck-deep in debates about how involved it should 
be in regulating or deregulating the Internet, its 
users, and its service providers. 

It’s important not to be overly simplistic about the 
bandwidth problem The full spate of issues involved 
are too numerous to mention in passing, and far too 
complex to try to explain in this space; it follows that 
the solutions are just complex, if not more.

The bottom line is that there’s a demand for 
broadband Internet and devices that are ready to 
take advantage of the service, yet many people lack 
access to broadband or the price of the service has 
them staying with their current services for now. 

Batteries
Battery life is often a problem. Considering that we 

can video chat on a smartphone with someone half a 
world away, it seems all the more absurd that the bat-
tery in that smartphone, and the one in the laptop the 
guy on the other end is using, won’t last more than a 
few hours. Further, those rechargeable batteries lose 
efficiency over multiple recharging cycles, meaning 
that the amount of time a device lasts on a particular 
battery continually decreases, which is why your old 
laptop battery barely lasts 20 minutes on a full charge. 

There are plenty of battery innovations under de-
velopment, however. Better solar solutions are in 

Before integrated circuits and 

microprocessors, computers 

were room-sized and unavailable 

to the general public.
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the works, and recent products on the market boast 
significant increases in the efficiency of converting 
sunlight to energy.  

Fuel cell technology is certainly intriguing; basi-
cally, fuel cells, like traditional batteries, rely on chem-
ical reactions to produce energy. Fuel cells, however, 
often use hydrogen and oxygen instead of zinc, nickel, 
cadmium, lithium, and other chemicals, and the by-
products are only water and heat.

There are about as many takes on fuel cells as there 
are scientists developing them, but they often take the 
form of charging stations and batteries that work if you 
just add water or special fuel packs or canisters. There 
is some promising research going on, such as that 
being conducted at the Lawrence Berkeley National 
Laboratory (www.lbl.gov), which recently announced 
developments with magnesium nanocrystals that react 
with hydrogen to make optimal use of the hydrogen 
without the risks, or Horizon Fuel Cell Technologies’ 
(www.horizonfuelcell.com) relatively new hydrogen 
fuel generator that promises to be cheaper and more 
efficient than other competing technologies.  

Other researchers have dabbled in kinetic energy to 
power devices, using a user’s body movements to re-
charge batteries. Graphene, a bendable yet strong ma-
terial, may be able to deliver better power density and 
a longer lifecycle than current batteries. Researchers at 
MIT and Stanford are working with carbon nanotubes 
to develop stable, reliable battery power that can even 
be delivered via special-coated paper. It remains to be 
seen how effective these attempts at solving battery 
problems will be.

Bandits
Just a few years ago, viruses, Trojans, and other 

malware were the bane of every computer user, a dark 
shadow that followed us each time we logged on to the 
Internet, opened an email attachment, or installed soft-
ware that wasn’t manufactured by a well-known com-
pany. Indeed, malware makers were exploiting holes in 
Web browsers, software, and operating systems.

These days, the security issues have largely shifted 
to the social engineering side where, instead of 
kicking in the door, so to speak, cybercriminals are 
tricking people into giving over their house keys.

However, the potential damage caused by cyber-
criminals has never been greater with the rise in cloud 
computing. Cloud computing offers organizations 
and individuals the ability to receive infrastructure, 
platforms, applications, storage, and more over the 
Internet through a cloud services provider. In theory, 
cloud computing can save a company money and 
make its workforce more efficient, and has other ben-
efits, but security concerns severely impact the adop-
tion of cloud computing.

Users are concerned about the security of sensitive 
data being transmitted over the Internet, and rightly 
so; by definition, because anything a user or organiza-
tion puts in the cloud is located on servers all around 
the world, they give up a certain measure of control. A 
third party is responsible for encrypting and transmit-
ting that data, keeping the physical data center secure, 
and preventing data leaks. Further, some attacks on se-
curity defenses can disable a service, potentially leaving 

a business reliant on a cloud service without business-
critical capabilities for an unknown amount of time.  

The solution to the cloud security issue is tricky, 
because the cloud industry is so large (and growing). 
Better education for all users certainly goes a long way 
toward cutting off social engineering scams, and strin-
gent background checks for data center employees 
doesn’t hurt, either. 

But security, as it relates to the cloud, can actually 
be enhanced a great deal by better SLAs (service level 
agreements) that promote transparency between the 
end user and the entities providing the various levels 
of cloud service, all the way up the IT stack. 

It’s worth noting that bandits pose a problem for 
more than just cloud computing. Piracy in the form of 
illegal file sharing and Web streaming causes network 
congestion and, thus, is used as a reason for ISPs to 
enforce those aforementioned data caps and usage-
based billing. 

We’re by no means at the apex of computing his-
tory but at some little dot on its ongoing timeline. 
Today, we’re seeing incredible innovation that is ham-
pered by bottlenecks; and like in times past, to push 
computing forward, we have to find a way around 
those seemingly insurmountable barriers. ▲
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Horizon Fuel Cell Technologies is one of the technologies many 

hope will help alleviate the battery life problem in devices.
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T he tablet market and, along with it, the 
market for tablet apps are growing each 
day. With your busy schedule in mind, we 

scouted the app stores and compiled a list of some 
of the most important and useful apps, tablet OS 
updates, and app tweaks.

CNN Releases Android Tablet App
CNN recently launched a free app that runs on 

Honeycomb 3.0 for Android tablets. Like CNN.com, 
you can stream HD video reports and import news 

that you record, whether it’s commentary or real-time 
events, via the iReport feature. Under Latest News, 
you’ll find subcategories that include U.S., World, 
Politics, Business, Tech, Opinion, and more. The iRe-
port tab highlights Featured iReports, the Assignment 
Desk, and Submit An iReport.

Barnes & Noble Nook Color Gets 
Upgrade & Apps

Available as an automatic download for current 
Nook Color users (or manually at www.barnesand
noble.com), the Nook Color update adds a preloaded 
email app, Adobe Flash Player, 125 Nook Color-
specific apps, and an operating system upgrade to 
Android OS 2.2/Froyo. The email app supports 
POP and IMAP (via Yahoo!, Gmail, AOL, and so 
on) Webmail in a single inbox. Users who purchase 
the TouchDown app on their Nook Color can push 
their work emails from Microsoft Exchange Server. 
(Although you won’t be able to sync contacts, you can 
open attachments.) Other preinstalled apps include 
Tune In (a Pandora radio app), Work On The Go (for 
Quickoffice), and Game On. The more than 100 apps 

fall into five categories: Explore, Learn, Organize, Play, 
and Kids. In addition to these enhancements, Nook 
Color has rolled out a beta version of Nook Friends, a 
reader-friendly social network. Nook Friends lets you 
lend and borrow books, find recommendations for 
your next read, and view what other Barnes & Noble 
readers “Like.”

Verizon Wireless Pushes Updates To Galaxy Tab
The latest updates for the Samsung Galaxy Tab (www
.verizonwireless.com) for Verizon Wireless Customers 
augments browsing, data access, email, messaging, 
and several device features. Together Samsung and 
Verizon Wireless have improved browser capabilities 
and enhanced the battery life. Some of the updates for 
email and messaging include a new status bar time 
display, better management of attached documents, 
support for 5MB video attachment downloads, and a 
new font size. You can “send multiple name cards with 
the ‘Select All’ feature” as well as “access hyperlinks 
directly within email messages.” The Fixed Time Zone 
calendar automatically adjusts when you relocate to a 
new zone. A second alarm will now sound, even if a 
first alarm is snoozed. Also, the update comes with the 
10.1.95.1 version of Adobe Flash player.

Archos Fixes Numerous Bugs 
Archos’ (www.archos.com) family of Internet 

Tablets—Archos 5 Internet Tablet and the Archos 28, 
32, 43, 70, and 101 Internet tablets—have undergone a 
significant number of changes. In the 2.0.45 (3D acceler-
ated) and 1.9.34 (non-3D accelerated) firmware builds, 

To enhance its Eden interface, Notion Ink has added an ebook client, 

browser, and the Android 2.3 update to the Adam tablet. 

You can upload 

personal iReports 

to CNN.com 

from your tablet 

using CNN’s 

Android app.
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Archos has primarily made improvements to the video 
support, playback, and subtitles. The firmware fixes 
MKV issues, adds support for MPEG1 in MKV, en-
hances or fixes playback for H264, FLV, and RV files, 
and addresses subtitle problems related to encoding 
and language selection. The firmware corrects the in-
verted accelerometer axis controls within some games 
and increases indexing in the multimedia library.

For the remaining Archos tablets, version 2.3.20 
and 2.3.26 make changes to a plethora of features 
and software nuances. Firmware 2.3.20 adds sev-
eral applications, which include the Archos remote 
control service (a device controller over Wi-Fi) and 
a YouTube app. Network shares can handle HD 
streaming and discoverable password protected 
shares.  Media improvements include better indexing, 
enhanced retrieval, and streamlined library cleaning. 
The “remove disk damage” notification doesn’t ap-
pear now, and users will notice differences related 
to battery charging, phone tethering, and camera 

recording quality. When you plug in headphones, the 
alarm volume will no longer stay low. 

Authorize Transactions Anywhere 
With Pay Everywhere

Pay Everywhere (www.merchante-solutions.com) 
is a free virtual terminal that makes it possible to accept 
sales transactions via network or a Wi-Fi connection. 
Before you download the app, you must first sign up 
for an account at Merchant e-Solutions. The mobile 
version for iPad accepts credit card payments, mail or-
ders, phone orders, refunds, and voided transactions. 
You can securely process payments with the MagTek 
iDynamo card reader that features “hardware-level 
encryption.” Merchant e-Solutions keeps track of batch 
reports, transaction logs, and customer databases. 

Localsolution Supports 
Voice-Activated Search

Because there are never too many things to search, 
iPad users can benefit from the capabilities of the 

Localsolution (free; www.pinnacle
pub.com) app. Functioning as a voice-
to-search service, Localsolution lets 
you search businesses, people, and 
traffic cams in particular cities and 
states. The voice-activated search fea-
ture applies to business searches and 
reverse lookup.

ViewSonic Updates ViewPad 
10 To Android 2.2

ViewPad 10 (www.viewsonic.com) 
owners can now upgrade their OS 
from Android 1.6 to Android 2.2. The 
update requires the creation of a USB 
boot drive, so ViewPad 10 users will 
need at least a 1GB USB flash drive, 
the Unetbootin App, and the ISO file 
for the ViewPad 10. You can find these 
and more detailed instructions from 
ViewSonic’s Web site.  

Notion Ink Adam Receives 
Software Additions

As part of an update package for the Eden user 
interface, the Notion Ink Adam (www.notionink
.com) will get a significant upgrade that includes 
a new ebook client, browser, Android 2.3, and more. 
Along with the Gingerbread 2.3 update, Notion 
Ink says the Adam will have an overclocked Tegra 
chipset, new multitasking capabilities, Chords Music 
Library, simple Music Player, Video Library, Video 
Player, and preinstalled Flash support.

BlackBerry PlayBook Available 
In U.S. & Canada

Research In Motion has rolled out its proprietary 
tablet, the BlackBerry PlayBook (www.blackberry
.com), a 7-inch LCD multitouch device, that features a 
1,042 x 600 resolution, 1GHz dual-core processor, and 
the BlackBerry Tablet OS with QNX technology and 
multiprocessing. The tablet offers Adobe Flash 10.1, 
HTML 5, and apps from the BlackBerry App World 
(currently about 80 for the PlayBook). Incorporated 
multitasking lets you switch between apps and ser-
vices without opening and closing windows. The hard-
ware offerings are substantial and include two HD 
cameras (one 3MP front-facing and one 5MP rear-
facing), stereo speakers, MPEG4 playback, MVW 
HDMI video output, micro USB and micro HDMI 
ports. Released as a “business-ready” tablet, the 
PlayBook book also incorporates BlackBerry Bridge 
technology, corporate intranet, Documents To Go, 
Adobe Reader, and enterprise VPN. The PlayBook is 
available in 16GB, 32GB, and 64GB capacities. ▲
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For Your Smartphone
The Latest Software & Updates

by Nathan Lake

You probably rely on your smartphone for 
many things, but with new software and 
updates, you can improve the efficiency 

and functionality of your mobile phone. We’ll 
detail the most popular newly released software 
and key updates to help you maximize your 
smartphone’s ability to help you while you’re 
on the road.

New For Android
Google recently released Google Docs (free; 

www.google.com) for Android. Now, you can 
use Google Docs to search for and filter content 
on your Android phone, and once you select 
a document, you can share it with contacts in 
your phone or move directly to the Google Docs 
editing capability. You can view common docu-
ment formats, PDFs, and images—with the ability 
to upload and convert some files to the Google 
Docs format. One of the coolest features of 
Google Docs for Android is that you can use your 
phone’s camera to take a picture of a document, 
and then the app will turn the text into an edit-

able Google Document.
The free version of Sys-

terac’s Memory Cleaner (free; 
www.systerac.com) lets you 
clear storage space on your 
Android phone.  Memory 
Cleaner lists which apps on 
your phone have cache files 
and the size of each cache. You 
can remove all installed pro-
gram caches or individually se-
lect the ones you want to clear.

New For BlackBerry
RIM announced a variety of new apps designed 

to improve the way business travelers can use their 
BlackBerrys. BlackBerry Mobile Conferencing 
(free; us.blackberry.com) is an app that simpli-
fies your ability to schedule, join, and rejoin con-
ference calls using your BlackBerry smartphone. 
BlackBerry Mobile Conferencing integrates with 
the Calendar feature on your BlackBerry, and 

when it’s time for a conference call, a Join pop-up 
will appear that dials you into the meeting.

Next, BlackBerry Messenger 6.0 (free) was 
released into the BlackBerry Beta Zone. This latest 
version includes a new user interface that can 

integrate SMS messages into BlackBerry Mes-
senger. To make it easier to share a location with 
a group for a meeting, version 6.0 includes the 
ability to add GPS coordinates with a group. 
BlackBerry Messenger 6.0 still features the sent, 
read, and typing notifications that made the pre-
vious versions so popular.

BlackBerry Mobile Voice System 5 (free) is 
designed to help businesses bring together the 
desk phone and smartphone. MVS 5 is available to 
more corporate phone systems and unified calling 
applications, including Avaya Communications 
Manager and Nortel Communications Server. It is 
also available for Cisco Unified Communications 
Manager Express, and Mitel Communications 
Director. Using this program, your employees 
can take desk phone calls nearly anywhere in the 
world while enjoying the convenience of single 
number reach, extension dialing, and phone 
system features.

RIM released BlackBerry Balance (free), which 
is a new technology that makes it possible to use 
your BlackBerry for work and personal tasks 
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without compromising company security. In short, 
the app works with BlackBerry Enterprise Server 
5.0.3 to let IT staff manage IT policies and define a 
line between work and personal data. Any applica-
tions and data pushed to the BlackBerry Enterprise 
Server are restricted from per-
sonal applications. The app also 
prevents users from copying and 
pasting business information into 
personal applications or non-cor-
porate email programs. 

New For iOS
Google has updated its Lat-

itude (free) app for iPhone, so you 
can now check in to your favorite 
locations. The app lets you see 
where your Latitude friends are 
on a map, and the ability to check 
in helps to give your friends an 
exact location of where you are, in 
case they want to join you. You’ll 
automatically check out when 
you leave.

Another significant Google 
update comes with the renaming 
of its Google Mobile App for iOS 
to Google Search (free). You can 
now swipe down to see the search bar and change 
search settings. A toolbar on the side of Google 
Search allows you to filter your results, such as by 
Images, News, Shopping, Videos, or Blogs. Google 
Search now includes popular search features, in-
cluding Google Goggles, Voice Search, Search With 
My Location, and Gmail—all of which are 
located in the Apps section.

Scientists and other business profes-
sionals who require the use of a scien-
tific calculator will love the Graphing 
Calculator ($1.99; www.appcylon.com) 
from Appcylon. The powerful, high-reso-
lution calculator is capable of plotting and 
tracing multiple equations in the same 
graph, as well as finding the exact (x,y) 
coordinates for roots, intersections, minimums, and 
maximums. You can take screenshots of the graphs 
and email them to others. To help as a visual aid, 
you can use Apple’s VGA adapter to display the 
graph on an external monitor.

Do you want an easy way to jot down tasks and 
reminders? Due ($4.99; www.dueapp.com) offers 
quick timers that are great for errands, such as if 
you need to remember to return a client’s call in 20 
minutes. If a plan changes, you can click the slide-
out Quick Panel menu to reschedule or edit the 

event, which means no need to enter another view. 
Overdue reminders will stay in view until you’re 
ready to check them off the list.

New For Windows Phone 7
Bank Of America has released 

an app for Windows Phone 7 
users. The Bank Of America App 
(free; www.bankofamerica.com) 
lets you review account balances, 
pay bills, and transfer funds. For 
security, the bank’s SiteKey tech-
nology will verify your identify, 
and your personal info is protected 
via encryption.

Business travelers who often 
find themselves in new and dif-
ferent climates know that it can 
be hard to pack and choose the 
right attire. The Weather Dress 
Me (free; www.weatherdress.me) 
app goes beyond providing the 
weather for a given location by 
also suggesting what you should 
wear based on a real-time forecast 
and your user profile.

New For Multiple OSes
Active Endpoints created its Cloud Extend For 

Salesforce.com (price TBA; www.activevos.com) 
to take advantage of the benefits of Salesforce
.com and ports them to iOS and Android. You’ll 
be able to create sales guides, accessible from 
within Salesforce.com, which are ideal for the 

task you’re performing, such as lead nurturing or 
sales qualification. 

Skype released new versions of Qik Video 
Connect Plus ($2.99; qik.com) for Android and the 
iOS. Key updates include the ability to have two-
way live video chats between Android devices and 
iPhones. The Qik Video Connect Plus app allows 
for face-to-face video calls, as well as video mail for 
when the person you are trying to contact doesn’t 
respond. You can also share videos on Facebook, 
Twitter, and YouTube. ▲
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Why You’ll Want This App

Extends the capabilities of AtTask to your mobile device.

You can manage all your work requests.

Stay in constant contact with your team so you’re never out 

of the loop.

View documents and details pertaining to a given project.

You can log time spent on a given project or task.

As the American workforce ups its 
per-worker productivity and more em-
ployees are either telecommuting or 
working from the road, keeping track 
of tasks, communication, projects, and 
progress has become more complex.

AtTask is designed to put everything 
in your work environment in one place, 
so you can always have a comprehen-
sive view of what’s going on, who’s 
doing what, and what you need to 
accomplish—and when. The AtTask 
iPhone App brings these capabilities 
to your smartphone.

You need to use your existing 
AtTask username and password 
to log in to the app and access 
your to-do list; view communi-
cations, documents, requests, 
and details concerning a given 
project; see and post updates; 
and receive notifications. 

The app provides an easy way 
to track time spent on a project or 
task even when you are away from 
the office, and you’ll never be ham-
strung by not having enough data or doc-
uments at hand, as the AtTask app makes 
everything available to you. In addition to 
staying up to speed on what’s happening 
back at the office, you can keep your team 
members informed as to what you’re 
working on, your progress on the task, 
and when you might complete it. And 
to avoid remaining glued to your iPhone 
to avoid missing anything, the AtTask 
app will notify you of activity, such as if 
someone comments on one of your tasks. 

Project management software can be 
a huge asset to enhancing productivity 
and efficiency. AtTask takes those ben-
efits a step further by providing users 
with the tools to work and stay con-
nected wherever they may be.

AtTask
A Better Way To Work

Price: Free   |   Size: 1.7MB   |   Release Date: March 1, 2011
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Audio Memos 2 
$0.99  4.5MB

David Detry’s Audio Memos 2 (Rel. March 14, 2011) 
is an audio recording app designed for use in a va-
riety of situations such as interviews or lectures. You 
can also access other apps as you are recording. 

Novell Cloud Manager 
Mobile

                 Free  3.6MB
Novell Cloud Manager Mobile (Rel. March 1, 
2011) lets you remotely manage aspects of your 
Novell Cloud Manager environment, such as re-
sources, workloads, and business services.

Podio
Free  2.4MB

Podio’s free app (Rel. Feb. 21, 2011) has the core 
functionality of Podio’s work platform, which lets 
users create their own workspaces as needed and 
includes social features.

Groups!
$0.99  3MB

Groups! from Qbix LLC (Rel. March 1, 2011) 
lets you organize your contacts into groups and 
easily send messages only to specific groups via 
text message or email.

Cisco Technical Support
Free  1.5MB

Cisco’s Technical Support app (Rel. Feb. 14, 2011) 
gives you access to Cisco’s technical support content. 
You can follow discussion threads; interact with the 
Cisco support community; and view support videos, 
RSS feeds, and alerts.

Notesy For Dropbox
$2.99  10.3MB

Notesy For Dropbox by David Findlay (Rel. April 
6, 2011) is a note-taking app designed to integrate 
with Dropbox. Like Dropbox, you can access the 
app while online or offline.

MOBILE OFFICE
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Ever look at the clock at the end of 
a work day and wonder where all the 
time went? Hasan Computing Systems’ 
Activity Log Classic will tell you. Using 
40 supplied icons representing a diverse 
group of activities, Activity Log Classic 
essentially clocks exactly how much time 
you spend on given activities. In some 
cases, you’ll be pleased at your efficiency 
and work ethic. In other cases, you may 
be sorely disappointed at how much 
time you frivolously fritter away.  

Activity Log Classic presents three 
screens of icons for such work- and 
personal-related events as Working, 
Research, Learning, Tutoring, Meet-
ing, Phone Call, Email, Exercise, 
Chit Chat, Prayer, Watching Tele-
vision, Reading News, Food, Shop-
ping, and Commute. There are also 
icons for events you can’t foresee, 
such as power-, computer-, and 
network-related snafus. 

Press an activity to immediately 
start the built-in clock, and then press 
the Stop Current Activity button to 
stop logging your time spent on that 
activity. The app’s handiness extends 
to the History it presents in chart form. 
Columns are included for the activity, 
when it started, and its duration. Fur-
ther, you can customize a time frame to 
chart the history for an activity. You can 
also see the total time that all activities 
combined exhausted during the period. 
Other capabilities in free version include 
creating an activity, using your own 
icons, and editing and deleting icons.

For additional capabilities, Activity 
Log Pro ($19.99) and Activity Log Clas-
sic With Charting & Analysis ($9.99) add 
features that let you view data in, export 
data to a spreadsheet via a CSV file, and 
view comparative analysis of activities. 

Why You’ll Want This App
Review how much time you spend on personal and 
work activities.

View activities in chart form.

Track the time combined activities exhaust in a 
given time frame.

Record how much time computer, power, and net-
work problems cost you.

Determine how long commutes to and from work take. 

Activity Log Classic
Because Your Time Is Valuable 
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Price: Free  |  Size: 871KB  |  Release Date: March 18, 2011
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 “Turn your words into action!”
That’s what Vlingo aims to do with 
Virtual Assistant, an app that comes in 
free and $19.99 Plus versions for scores of 
BlackBerry devices. The approach Vlingo 
takes to do this combines its voice-to-text 
technology with its “intent” engine. The 
result is an incredibly convenient virtual 
personal assistant. 

Simply put, Virtual Assistant lets you 
speak a desired intention the app 
then executes rather than having to 
click and type to make the same ac-
tion occur. Perhaps the most obvious 
usage example is Virtual Assistant’s 
ability to help you safely send a 
text or email while driving. Virtual 
Assistant, however, also excels at 
quickly opening specific apps, con-
ducting a Google search, updating a 
Facebook or Twitter status, dialing 
contacts, and more. The Plus version 
adds the ability to “put the cursor 
where you would type” in nearly any ap-
plication and “speak to add text.” 

Installing and configuring Virtual As-
sistant is pain-free. Beyond designating 
the BlackBerry device’s left or right conve-
nience key to engage Virtual Assistant, not 
much else is required initially. Executing 
a command, such as emailing a contact, 
then requires only pressing the conve-
nience key while speaking a phrase, such 
as “email Shannon check out today’s 
weather.” Vlingo creates an email message 
that includes that phrase. Speak “note to 
self, finish tax forms,” meanwhile, and 
Vlingo creates a new task that includes 
the note. Further, you can configure the 
app’s SafeReader feature to have Virtual 
Assistant read aloud incoming email and 
text messages, but you’ll need Virtual 
Assistant Plus to have the app read cal-
endar reminders aloud. 

Why You’ll Want This App

Vlingo Virtual Assistant
Your Spoken Wish Is This App’s Command
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Price: Free ($19.99 for the Plus version; shown here)     
Size: 1,728KB  |  Release Date: Jan. 20, 2011
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BeamReader PDF Viewer
$9.99  769KB

Touted as the “first full fidelity native PDF reader 
for the BlackBerry,” SLG Mobile BeamReader PDF 
Viewer (Rel. Nov. 15, 2010) lets you view PDF email 
attachments or PDF documents on a memory card. 

Timecard (United States)
Free  820KB
Econz Wireless Timecard 

(Rel. March 18, 2011) lets managers view mobile 
workers’ timesheet data, statuses, and GPS loca-
tions via Web-based software and collects tasks 
and other details. 

MOBILE OFFICE
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SmartGlance
Free  1,034KB

SmartGlance (Rel. March 10, 2011), from Sarla 
Analytics, provides real-time access to corporate 
reports and data from various enterprise databases. 
The app also gives you the necessary tools to view 
and interact with data in rich, graphical formats. 

Salesforce Chatter For 
BlackBerry

                 Free  559KB
This app (Rel. April 18, 2011) lets Salesforce.com 
customers collaborate via Salesforce Chatter. 
Abilities include creating posts, adding com-
ments, viewing shared documents, and more.   

MH Attorneys 
Free  145KB

With MH Attorneys (Rel. March 22, 2011), from 
McDonald Hopkins, you can access content avail-
able from the McDonald Hopkins Law Firm, which 
specializes in business advisory and advocacy. 

Enterprise Activation
Free  14KB

Research In Motion’s Enterprise Activation (Rel. 
March 23, 2011) lets you activate your smartphone 
for use with BlackBerry Enterprise Server Express 
or MDaemon Messaging Server BlackBerry Edition. 
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Quickly jump to any of your 

Home screens by tapping one 

of the thumbnails.

■ Android
VIEW HOME SCREEN THUMBNAILS

Android’s use of multiple Home screens is a godsend for those of us who are fond 
of apps. But when swiping several times to the right or left becomes too tedious, pull 
up thumbnail images of all of your Home screens by pressing and holding your finger 
over the apps tray icon at the bottom of the main Home screen. On some phones, you’ll 
need to press and hold the dots beside the app drawer icon, and on other phones, a 
double-tap to the Home button does the trick. Note, this function was not available on 
some handsets. 

SMARTPHONE

Tips
Help Your Smartphone 

Help You

by Andrew Leibman

MOBILE OFFICE
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ADJUST THE DEFAULT ZOOM LEVEL
Multitouch is a great feature. Sadly, it is not stan-

dard on all Android-based devices. On handsets that 
don’t support multitouch, users can zoom in to images 
and Web pages by double-tapping them. By default, 
the zoom level when you perform the double-tap is set 
to Medium, but you can change it to Close or Far by 
launching the Browser; pressing the Menu key; and 
tapping More, Settings, and Default Zoom. Tap the ra-
dio button beside the option you want, and then back 
out of the menu by pressing the Back key. 

GOOGLE MAPS SHORTCUTS
If you’re using a handset with Android version 2.1 

or newer on it (you can tell by pressing the Menu key, 
tapping Settings and About Phone, and then looking for 
the Android Version), then the latest version of Google 
Maps lets you turn your favorite Navigation routes into 
Home screen shortcuts. First, find an empty spot on 
your Home screen or make one; to do this, drag icons 
to other Home screens, drag them to the Trash icon, or 
scroll to a Home screen with available real estate. 

Next, press and hold your finger on the screen to 
launch the Add To Home Screen menu. Tap Shortcuts 
and then tap Directions & Navigation. Because the 
route will give you directions from your current loca-
tion, wherever that may be, the following screen only 
asks you to input a destination. Type your destination 
address. Select your Travel By method (car, public trans-
portation, bicycle, or on foot), check or uncheck the box 
beside Turn-By-Turn Navigation depending on your 
preference for spoken directions, and then tap in the 
Shortcut Name field to name your route. Lastly, you can 
choose one of seven different icons to represent your 
route. When you’re finished, tap Save. Now, just tap the 
icon on your Home screen to launch the Navigation app 

and display driving direc-
tions; tap Follow The Route 
to embark on your journey. 

VOICE INPUT
If you’re using a hand-

set running Android ver-
sion 2.1 or newer on it (you 
can tell by pressing the 
Menu key, tapping Settings 
and About Phone, and then 
looking for the Android Ver-
sion), then you can speak to 
input text in any text box. 
To try it out, the next time 

you tap a text box to input an 
address, search term, or virtu-

ally anything else, tap the microphone icon and speak 
instead of typing. In most situations, you can save time 

by speaking your input and selecting the option that best 
matches your spoken command. 

■ BlackBerry
THE TROUBLE WITH TRACKBALLS

If you’re using a BlackBerry with the classic track-
ball, then you’ve no doubt come to rely on it to navigate 
apps, the Web, and the device’s menu-laden interface. 
But due to its high profile (both figuratively and physi-
cally), problems can arise if you don’t take care of it. The 
first thing you should do immediately after you’re done 
using the phone is lock the keypad, which you can do 
by pressing the dedicated keypad lock button, typically 

located on the top edge of the phone. To protect the 
trackball when your BlackBerry is not in use, put the 
phone in a sleeve or holster specifically designed for 
BlackBerrys with trackballs. Another way to save the 
trackball is to use a Bluetooth headset for calls. One of 
the most important tips for preserving that invaluable 
function of the trackball is to never use it with wet hands. 

BLACKBERRY BASICS SHORTCUTS
Your BlackBerry is jam-packed with shortcuts 

that will make your mobile sessions even more pro-
ductive. Here’s a selection of our favorites.

BlackBerry shortcuts: 
-

ger over the trackpad or trackball. 

Web page, menu item, or option screen. 
-

thing with your BlackBerry except making a call, 

screen, press the Menu key. 

application, press the Menu key. 

first letter of the item you’re looking for to jump to 
the selection of items that begin with that letter. 

-
isting check mark, press the Space key. 

applications, press and hold the Menu key, scroll 

A
N

D
R

O
ID

WEB HISTORY SHORTCUT
During a prolonged mobile Web browsing session, accessing your 

browsing history can really save time. With the Browser application open, 
simply press and hold the Back button to display the browsing history. 

-
ited sites by tapping on the appropriate tabs.
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Don’t type, talk!
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to the icon for the app you want to open, and 
then press the trackpad or trackball. 

and hold the Q
item, press the Delete key.

SEARCH SHORTCUTS
Your BlackBerry has dozens of shortcuts to make 

-

on your BlackBerry:

S key to 

-
F key. 

view, and then press the F key. 

GOOGLE MAP 
SHORTCUTS

-

I key to 
zoom in. 

O key. 

select Get Directions to input start and end points), 
-

6 key. 
4 key. 

the 8 key to view it. 
5 key.

U key to move the focus of the map 
upward. 

J key to move the focus of the map 
downward.

H key to move the focus of the map to 
the left.

K key to move the focus of the map to 

move the focus of the map in any direction. 

MOBILE OFFICE
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■ iPhone
SILENCE CALLS & FORWARD THEM
TO VOICEMAIL

-

-
swer, you can forward the call directly to voicemail 

QUICKLY TYPE NUMBERS
& SPECIAL CHARACTERS

-

-

number or special character you want, then release. 

MASS DELETION

-

word rather than letter by letter. 

SAFARI QUICK ZOOM
-

tion that you may not zoom any other way. When 

Google Maps for BlackBerry 

offers several handy shortcuts.

IP
H

O
N

E

QUICK KEYBOARDING TIPS

-

itsa,
welll, weree, and theyrr, respectively, followed 
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are weighted to favor apps, games, and music, de-
pending on which section you’re browsing when you 
tap the Search button. 

MAC ADDRESS
Prior to the NoDo update for Windows Phone 7, de-

termining your phone’s MAC (Media Access Control) 
address was not an easy task. Now you can view it from 
the Settings menu. From Start, swipe to the left, scroll 
to and select Settings, tap About, and then tap More 
Info. The MAC address will appear right above the SIM 
ID and the Help Contact. The MAC address can come 
in handy if you’re connecting to a Wi-Fi network that 
strictly enforces a MAC address filtering scheme.

QUICK PHOTOS & VIDEO
Have you ever missed one of those Kodak mo-

ments because you thought you had to wake your 

Windows Phone 7 device, swipe up the lock screen, 
and then access the Camera app before you could 
snap pictures and take film? Well, from now on, sim-
ply press and hold the Camera button on the right 
side of your phone until the camera app starts. ▲

viewing Web pages, however, you can zoom in on an 
image or a column of text by simply double-tapping 
it. This zooms in on the element so that it fills the 
screen, and gets you a closer look more quickly than 
pinching. To revert to the native zoom level, simply 
double-tap the element again.

■ webOS
FUN WITH BOOKMARKS

When browsing the Web on your webOS-based 
device, there are many things you can do with book-
marks. The most basic, simply adding a bookmark, is 
accomplished by navigating to a Web page you want 
to bookmark, tapping the application menu from the 
top-left corner of the screen, and then tapping Add 
Bookmark. The Title and URL fields will fill automati-
cally; simply tap in them to make changes, then tap 
Add Bookmark to complete the operation. 

Editing your bookmarks 
is easy, too. Just launch the 
Browser, tap the Web menu 
from the upper-left corner of 
the screen, and select Book-
marks. Tap the “i” icon to the 
right of the bookmark you 
want to edit to gain access to 
the Title and URL fields. Just 
tap Save Bookmark when 
you’re finished. 

You can also add differ-
ent thumbnail images to 
your bookmarks. To set a 
new thumbnail icon, tap the 
Web menu from the upper-

left corner of the screen, select 
Bookmarks, tap the “i” icon to 
the right of the bookmark, tap 
the existing thumbnail image, 

drag the Web page image until the portion that you 
want to use as the icon appears in the white square, tap 
Done, and then tap Save Bookmark. 

■ Windows Phone 7
BETTER SEARCH

By now, you should have access to the latest ver-
sion of Windows Phone 7. (If not, connect your phone 
to your PC, launch the Zune software, and follow the 
onscreen instructions when prompted to update.) 
One of the features in this update is improved search 
functionality. Now, when performing a search within 
the Marketplace, your results will be more appropri-
ate. For instance, prior to the update, if you typed 
slacker from the Apps section of the Marketplace, art-
ists and albums with the same title might appear be-
fore the Slacker Radio app appeared. Now, searches 

W
E
B

O
S

ACCESS QUICK
LAUNCH ICONS FROM
ANYWHERE

When running apps that 
fill the screen, you may think 
that you need to go into Card 
View to access the apps on 
your Quick Launch bar or the 
Launcher, but that’s not true. 
With apps that fill the screen, 
you can quickly bring up the 
Quick Launch by pressing and 
holding your finger in the ges-
ture area and dragging it up 
onto the display. The Quick Launch will fol-
low your finger, letting you slide to select the 
app you want to launch, and then just lift your 
finger to launch it. 

Just press and hold 

the camera button 

to quickly launch the 

Camera app. 

You can customize your 

webOS bookmark thumbnails 

by accessing Bookmarks from 

the Web menu. 

Quick Launch is 

never far away.
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Mobile Web Notes
New & Updated Sites & Services

by Seth Colaner

options on the Internet site (such as Applications, 
Careers, Cloud Computing, and so on) are avail-
able in the mobile version, as is a search function. 

ZuzMarks
ZuzMarks is a little online tool designed to 

make bookmarking Web sites easy, clean, and 
simple. After you register a free account at zuz 
marks.com, visit a site using your mobile device 
or computer. Click any button your device has to 
mail a link; when the email screen appears, enter 
bookmark@zuzmarks.com in the Address field. 

MOBILE OFFICE
BUSINESS ON THE ROAD

When you’re away from the office, your productivity doesn’t have to stop. 
The Web is exploding with mobile sites and online services, including office 
tools, news alerts, entertainment, and any number of other useful items. Just 
as quickly, it seems, others go under, are bought by larger companies, or 
simply evolve into something different. We’ve found some of the freshest and 
most useful sites, services, and updates for you to consider.

Changing How We Get The Local News 
According to recent research from the Pew Internet 

& American Life Project (pewinternet.org), almost 
half of adults (47%) get their 
local news via a mobile device. 
However, some of that informa-
tion, according to the report, is 
not “news” per se as much as it is 
local information—weather up-
dates (42% of users) and details 
on restaurants and local busi-
nesses (37%), for example.  

An interesting finding is 
that these mobile consumers of 
news also tend to be interactive. 
That is, they share items via so-
cial networking sites (75% of 
users), and 15% use Twitter to 
spread links, specifically. And 
nearly a quarter (24%) of mobile 
news consumers use mobile 
apps to feed them headlines.

Of those who use apps, only 
10% pay for the privilege. Thus, 
just 1% of all adults actually pay 
for news via an app. 

Free Mobile Version Of CIO Magazine
CIO Magazine (www.cio.com) has released a 

mobile version of its Web site at m.cio.com. The 
publication is designed to deliver information, 
news, and analysis on IT trends to CIOs and other 
IT professionals. The mobile version of the site is 
more pared down and features news headlines, 
analysis, and blogs, but no slideshows, videos, 
and how-to articles that are available to you on 
CIO Magazine’s Web site. However, the drill-down 

The mobile version of CIO 

Magazine (m.cio.com) is live.

ZuzMarks is a clean, simple, easy-to-use way to organize and 

share your Web bookmarks.
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Opera Mini Available For 
Verizon Feature Phones

The Opera Mini browser, the mobile version of the 
Opera browser, is now available on Verizon feature 
phones. Several Verizon phones will come with Opera 
Mini already loaded: the LG enV2, LG enV3, Samsung 
Alias 2, and the Casio G’zOne Rock. Verizon plans to 
launch additional devices with Opera Mini as the de-
fault browser in the future. 

Users with some other feature phone models can 
download Opera Mini as an app from Verizon’s online 
store or from Media Center/Get It Now. It’s also avail-
able to Android users in the Android Market. ▲

MOBILE OFFICE
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Then, log in to zuzmarks.com on any device to 
see and access your links. 

The interface is as simple and clutter-free as 
possible, with just a gold star next to the ZuzMarks 
title. Beneath that is your bevy of links. The only 
other items you’ll see on the screen are a Refresh 
button, a trash icon, a link to Help, and a Log Out 
button, along with Facebook and Twitter buttons. 
The latter two make it easy to share the links.

Mozilla Releases Firefox For Mobile
Sorry, iOS users; Mozilla’s new release of Fire-

fox for mobile is for Android and Maemo users 
exclusively. However, for those with compatible 
devices, the new mobile version of Firefox offers 
much of the same functionality as its desktop ver-
sion, as well as some mobile-friendly features.

With the Sync function, you can instantly access 
tabs on any of your other computers using your 
mobile device, which lets you leave home or work 
and still peek at whatever you were just viewing 
on your computer. With a LongTap (which is what 
it sounds like), you can easily share links and im-
ages to social networking sites. The Awesome 
Screen uses predictive search to let you find the 
site you’re looking for faster—just start typing in 
the browser’s Search field and options will appear 
as you type. 

Like the full version of Firefox, Firefox for mo-
bile lets you customize your browser’s look with 
Personas and other add-ons.

THE GOOGLE BEAT
Google is a prolific company, churning out a veritable waterfall of updates, 

upgrades, and new products. Here are some of the latest developments from 
the gang at Google.

Undo. Google Mobile’s Gmail now has an undo function in the form of a yellow 
bar that lets you quickly undo an accidental operation. The feature will work for the 
archive, delete, add or remove a label, and move a message or conversation actions. 

News. If you get your news on a feature phone with an Opera Mini browser, 
you’re in luck—Google News for Opera Mini now features 29 languages and 70 edi-
tions, a revamped home page, a Search field, and overall spacing improvements.

Stock market features. For stock market junkies who use Android or iOS de-
vices, Google Mobile has rolled out new features for viewing stock market informa-
tion. When you search for a stock ticker, you’ll see a card full of information that 
is formatted to fit into that smaller display on a mobile device. You can swipe right 
to left to view a particular company’s financial news, swipe twice to see a market 
overview, or swipe thrice to access your Google Finance portfolio.  

Printing. Google has added some cloud printing functionality for Android 
users who use Firefox for mobile as a Web browser in the form of an exten-
sion that lets you print from the browser to a networked printer.

Firefox for mobile is now available for Android and Maemo devices.

Google Mobile’s Gmail added an 

undo function, giving users a yellow 

Undo bar that appears for a few 

seconds, giving you time to reverse 

certain operations.
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Dynamic Music Hears How You’re Driving 
■ The car-music relationship has been a staple of automobile 
travel for decades. Now, BMW is taking the relationship to a 
whole new level with the latest version of its Mini Connected 
App (free) for iPhone. Among the features available in the app 
is a new Dynamic Music function. When used in a compatible 
Mini Cooper model, the function provides “specially arranged 
songs, whose rhythm and sound volume adjust to the driving 
style at any one time.” In other words, the way you drive af-
fects how music is delivered. The features include music that 
was exclusively composed for playback via a Mini’s audio 
system, with Dynamic Music essentially matching a song’s 
tempo and volume according to how you’re bebopping from 
lane to lane. Using the Mini’s onboard monitor and joystick, 

PERSONAL ELECTRONICS
TECH FOR HOME & LEISURE

by Blaine Flamig

Digital

drivers can select from the app’s various tracks with the en-
suing sound modulating “according to factors, including the 
car’s longitudinal and lateral acceleration.” Other goodness 
the app includes that aren’t related to your driving habits are 
the ability to view and post editable preprogrammed tweets 
within the car, as well Facebook updates.

Wolfgang Adds Video Viewing To Vault 
■ Wolfgang’s Vault (www.wolfgangsvault.com) has been 
an amazing online treasure chest of live music recordings 
from the likes of The Who, The Rolling Stones, Bob Dylan, 
U2, and countless others for years. Beyond listening from the 
Web site, Wolfgang’s has also offered tunes via an iPhone 
app for years, letting users stream its content through their 

Creative Gets Zen With M300 & M100 
■ It’s not too surprising that many people believe Apple is the only game in town when it comes to making portable media 
players. Apple does dominate the PMP sector, after all, with its iPod models. Still, Creative Technology (www.creative.com) 
was one of the earliest companies to throw an MP3 player into the PMP ring years ago, and the company still offers up new 
models from time to time. Case in point: Creative’s new Zen Style M300 and Zen Style M100, both square-shaped PMPs. 
In most respects, the M300 and M100 are essentially the same players except the M300 integrates Bluetooth 2.1 connectivity 
and an FM radio (32 presets) whereas the M100 doesn’t. Additionally, the M300 
is available in 4GB, 8GB, and 16GB sizes ($79, $89, and $129, respectively), 
while the M130 comes in just 4GB and 8GB models ($59 and 
$69, respectively). Both players measure 2.17 x 1.73 x 
0.47 inches (HxWxD), include a 1.45-inch display, rely 
on touch button navigation, and offer voice recording 
ability and a clock display. Further, both support MP3, 
WMA, and WAV audio playback; Audible files; and 
video playback via transcoded SMV files. As for the 
M300’s Bluetooth ability, Creative points out the feature 
goes perfectly with its own wireless headphones and 
speakers, including the WP-300 ($79.99) headphones. 
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Logitech Grants The iPad 2 
A Keyboard & Protection
■ Logitech thinks you’ll like its 
new Keyboard Case For iPad 2 
($99.99; www.logitech.com) so 
much, “you and your iPad 2 won’t 
want to go anywhere without it.” 
Based on a patent-pending protec-
tive design from accessory maker 
ZAGG (www.zagg.com), the case 
sports an aircraft-grade aluminum 
exterior with “bead-blasted, anod-
ized finish” to match the iPad 2’s 
exterior. Additionally, the case put 
to use military-grade, high-density 
padding that aims to protect an 
iPad 2 against drops. Further, the 
case’s embedded Bluetooth wire-
less keyboard, which recharges via 
USB port, includes Function keys 
that provide control over music, 
volume, slideshows, searches, and 
other iPad-friendly features. Zagg 

states it provides all this functionality and protection while 
keeping the case’s weight to 12.2 ounces and by adding only an 
eighth of an inch to the iPad 2’s thickness. Remove your iPad 2 
from the case, meanwhile, and it automatically wakes up. Place it 
back in the case, and the iPad 2 goes back to sleep. ▲

portable devices. With a recently added Video Vault (www
.wolfgangsvault.com/video) feature, the site is now making 
“thousands of previously unseen recordings, carefully re-
mastered, digitized, and curated” available to view free, as 
well. In a blog post, Wolfgang’s Vault stated that archiving 
the collection required poring 
over “literally thousands of 
tapes of every format” that 
were used to capture shows 
over the last 50 years, with 
some “in such a state they 
may only have had one more 
playback left in them before 
the footage they contained 
was stripped away forever.” 
Upon restoring the footage, 
Wolfgang’s team of music 
experts viewed each video 
“to access quality and catalog 
information” to verify dates, 
venues, titles, and more. 
Footage comes from the Bill 
Graham Archive, “The King 
Biscuit Flower Hour,” and the 
Newport Jazz and Folk Fes-
tivals. Wolfgang states that 
it owns copyrights to 98% of 
the site’s featured online con-
tent and plans to expand the 
video collection in the months 
to come. 
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Olympus Does High-End Audio & Video With LS-20M 
■ With Olympus’ new LS-20M ($299.99; www.olympus.com), the company has man-
aged to combine two things it has long done very well: audio recording and digital 

imaging. From one pocket-sized design (measuring 5.3 inches 
long and weighing 5.3 ounces), the LS-20M can record high-
end audio (MP3 and WAV files) at 24-bit/96KHz linear PCM 
quality via dual condenser microphones and capture 1080p 
HD video in three formats. The LS-20M includes a low-cut 
filter to block background noises (such as a cough or a fan) 
when recording audio, as well as a 2-inch LCD to view what 
you’re filming. Elsewhere, Olympus includes built-in USB 
and HDMI ports; a rechargeable Li-Ion battery; speaker; 
1.46-inch display that shows the time, audio levels, and bat-
tery life; 4.1mm autofocusing lens with 4X digital zoom; and 
card slot that accepts up to 32GB SDHC cards (2GB card 
included). Further, the LS-20M supports the use of external 
microphones, manual or auto-level recording, and an ability 
to stream live video using Ustream. You can use the LS-20M 
as a Web cam for conducting video calls, as well.

Hercules & Harman Speakers Look & Listen Good 
■ Yes, all speakers are designed to output audio, whether you connect them to a PC, 
notebook, tablet, portable media player, game console, or other device. Some speakers, 
however, are also designed to grab your attention visually. Count the Hercules XPS 101 
(price TBA; www.hercules.com) and Harman JBL On Air Wireless ($349.95; www.onair
.jbl.com) as members of the latter camp. The XPS 101 is a 2.1 speaker system that includes 
a dedicated 60-watt subwoofer sporting a subwoofer driver at the front and two pas-
sive woofers on either side. The satellites, meanwhile, output 20.5 watts each. All three 
speakers sport a piano-black exterior with metal-alloy trimming and clear Plexiglas case 
construction. A matching remote features a “pulse switch” and backlighting; control 
of volume, bass, and treble; and headphone and auxiliary line inputs. As for the JBL 
On Air Wireless, beyond sporting a unique circular 
“Halo” shape that’s designed to output audio 360 
degrees, the dock also has a built-in color LCD at 
front. The LCD works in association with the 
integrated AirPlay support, which lets users 
wirelessly stream audio from a Mac or PC-
based iTunes library or an iPhone, iPad, or 
iPod touch with related JBL app onboard via a 
Wi-Fi network. The LCD displays artwork and 
song information, while an included remote offers 
control over music, tracks, and more.   Harman JBL On Air Wireless
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Optimize Your Wireless 
Home Network 
Beam It Like You Mean It

by Marty Sems

W ireless networking was one 
of the sweetest trends of the 
past decade. Today thanks 

to invisible radio waves, we regularly 
take our laptops and tablets online just 
about wherever we please.  

Well, sort of. Occasionally the 
signal we get around the house 
isn’t all that. There may be a dead 
spot right over your dining room 
table, depriving you of browsing 
online news over breakfast. And 
the signal strength to your patio 
may be too weak to stream video, 
especially when the baby’s nap-
ping or someone is microwaving popcorn. 

There are plenty of 
reasons why your home 

Wi-Fi can be unreliable 
or slow, making network 

backups take longer than 
necessary and causing other 

grief. And in this age of Web-
based applications, social net-

working, and other developments, 
an always-on connection to the 
Internet is more of a necessity than 
a luxury. 

Time for us to talk about opti-
mizing the performance of your 
WLAN (wireless LAN). We’ll touch 
upon a number of no-cost and low-
cost ways to get speedier, more reli-
able performance.

Buck Up, Little Adapter
Who wants to spend money when you don’t have 

to? Let’s start by discussing how you can make the 
most of your existing devices. 

Avoid introducing slower devices. Wi-Fi is back-
ward-compatible. For instance, if you have a notebook 
with a Wi-Fi N (802.11n) 150Mbps adapter (built in, 

plugged into a USB port, or in an expansion card), 
it will work just fine with a router or WAP (wire-
less access point) that supports 11Mbps 802.11b and 
54Mbps 802.11g. However, this connection won’t 
exceed 802.11g’s fastest theoretical speed of 54Mbps 
as 802.11g is the two devices’ least common denomi-
nator. (Bear in mind that actual Wi-Fi throughput is 
often only half the theoretical top speed or less.)

On the other hand, if you introduce an 802.11b 
laptop to your Wi-Fi N network, it might imme-
diately slow down all WLAN traffic—including 
connections from the Wi-Fi N router to 802.11n 
devices—to 802.11b’s 11Mbps or less. To avoid a 
slowdown, you can either connect the notebook 
to the router with an Ethernet cable or upgrade it 
with an inexpensive Wi-Fi N adapter so the system 
doesn’t drag down the whole network. 

Mind the distances. The longer the distance 
between a router/WAP and a wireless adapter, the 
weaker the Wi-Fi signal will be. That translates to 
slower data transfers. Hence the key is to shorten 
that distance or increase the power of the signal. 

If you have a large or ranch-style home, for ex-
ample, consider putting your wireless router or access 
point near the center of the house. Alternatively, if 
your router supports replaceable antennas, you could 
look for a high-gain antenna that will fit the router.

PERSONAL ELECTRONICS
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The free InSSIDer utility from MetaGeek gives you a visual graph of local Wi-Fi 

usage so you can set your router to the least-used channel. Here, it looks like 

channel 3 or 7 might give your WLAN the best performance. 

TRENDnet’s TEW-691GR 

($225.99; www.trendnet

.com) is an 802.11n router 

with 450Mbps of potential 

throughput. The company 

also sells a 450Mbps USB wire-

less adapter, the TEW-684UB, 

for an estimated $82.99. 
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If your router and wireless adapters are from 
the same manufacturer, you might be able to turn 
on a proprietary turbo mode or MIMO (multiple 
input/multiple output) mode for a faster connec-
tion among the devices. You might also have the 
option to boost power to the antenna(s). You may 
need to enable these items in the router’s settings, 
which you can typically access through a browser 
on a PC attached to the router by a wired connec-
tion. Check the router’s users manual for an IP 
address you can type into the browser’s Address 
bar. Next, you’ll need to enter your username and 
password, which you should have changed previ-
ously from the factory defaults.

There are also wireless extender or repeater devices 
you can install near a dead spot in your home, as well 
as WAPs to supplement your existing one in under-
served areas. And, of course, you can always move 
your device closer to your router/WAP for demanding 
uses such as video streaming. 

Obstructions. The fewer the physical objects 
between your router/WAP and wireless adapters, 
the more power the signal will retain en route. 
Signal power equates to data throughput, so you’ll 
get higher transfer rates (and therefore a more de-
tailed picture and smoother video streaming) with 
a stronger Wi-Fi connection.

Try to place your router or access point where there 
are relatively clear paths to your wireless devices. 
You probably won’t be able to achieve line-of-sight 
connections in your home, but you can try to reduce 
the number of floors, structural beams, and walls in 
between—especially walls with foil-backed panels. 

Interference. If you live in an apartment build-
ing, you’re probably already aware of the effects of 
electromagnetic interference on your Wi-Fi network. 
As your neighbors use Bluetooth devices, micro-
waves, baby monitors, cordless phones, and other 
gadgets that operate in 802.11b/g/n’s 2.4GHz fre-
quency, your WLAN slows down to ensure that all 
your data will make the trip. 

There are a few things you can do to combat 
interference, short of wallpapering your home 

in aluminum foil. If you have a 
dual-band 802.11n router/WAP and 

adapters that support 5GHz signaling, for 
example, switch to that frequency. (The 54Gbps 
802.11a was an earlier 5GHz standard.)

If you can’t switch frequencies, at least 
you may be able to move your WLAN to a 
clearer channel. Use a utility such as MetaGeek 
InSSIDer (free; www.metageek.net) to check 
your local airwaves for usage per 2.4GHz Wi-Fi 
channel, usually labeled 1 through 11 or 14. 
InSSIDer will show you other WLANs in your 
area, color-coded for clarity. Look for a channel 
with the least amount of activity on it, and 
then enter your router or access point’s settings 
menu to switch your WLAN to 
the new channel.

Finally, check the router manu-
facturer’s Web site for a new firm-
ware version. Likewise, update the 
drivers for the wireless adapters on 
each of your computers if newer 
drivers are available. Be sure to re-
cord all settings before you perform 
an update, because you may need to 
re-enter them afterward. 

Buy New
If you have a suitable budget, 

you can purchase a router and 
adapters with the latest 802.11n 
networking technology. There 
are 150Mbps, 300Mbps, and even 
450Mbps Wi-Fi N products on 
the market. They may offer more 
features and/or speed than ear-
lier Draft-N routers and adapters, not to mention 
802.11a/b/g devices. 

Some 802.11n WAPs/routers use two or three 
antennas in MIMO mode to transmit data faster 
and/or more reliably at longer ranges. And as we 
mentioned, a dual-band WAP or router can use 
5GHz and/or 2.4GHz frequencies. Some can even 
maintain fast connections to Wi-Fi N adapters on 
the 5GHz band even when slower 802.11b/g legacy 
devices are connected via 2.4GHz. 

No matter what new equipment you buy, the opti-
mization tips outlined in the previous section will still 
apply. They can help you maximize your new gear’s 
wireless performance right out of the box. ▲

Linksys’ E4200 Maximum Performance Dual-Band N Router 

($179.99; www.cisco.com) can simultaneously support 

2.4GHz and 5GHz adapters for painless backward 

compatibility with legacy devices. 

Whatever you do, don’t 

opt for a weaker level of 

encryption in hopes of freeing 

up throughput. Although it’s 

true that robust encryption 

requires more processing 

power on the part of the 

router and adapters, it’s better 

to buy more powerful devices 

than to make it easier for a 

neighbor to intercept your 

online banking sessions.
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Mobile Gadget Safety 
A Best Practices Checklist

by Josh Compton

I f you are regularly on 
the go or travel often, 
you probably take 

more gadgets with you 
than you know what to 
do with. Laptops, tab-
lets, and smartphones let 
you stay in touch with 
friends, family, and ev-
eryone else while away 
from your home or of-
fice. But what you may 
not think about is how 
to keep these gadgets 
safe, whether you are 
using them at the time 
or not. 

Dropping your de-
vice can cause serious 
damage or even cause it 
to stop working entirely. 
And there are always 

people looking to steal gadgets or infect them 
with viruses in order to access sensitive data. 
We looked at a few accessories, settings, and 
applications that can help prevent damage, 

be it physical or virtual. 

Laptop & Tablet Cases
The increasing popularity 

of tablet computers has ush-
ered in many new accessories. 
There are screen protectors 
that let you use your tablet 
freely but save the display 
from scratches. And there are 
also skins and cases available 
that protect the entire device 
rather than just the display. 
One such case is Scosche’s 
foldIO P2 Folio Case ($44.99; 

www.scosche.com) for the iPad 2. This case, avail-
able in leather or a carbon fiber texture, is designed 
to protect the back and sides of the iPad when in use, 
and then you can fold it over to protect the screen 
when not in use. Folio cases are great for people who 
don’t want a bulky, rugged case for their tablets but 
still want a decent level of protection. 

Smartphone Cases & Screen Protectors
For some users, a simple screen protector may be 

enough to prevent scratches and keep their smart-
phones in good condition. But for others, a case may 
be necessary to keep their smartphones safe. The 
OtterBox iPhone 4 Defender Series Case ($49.95; 
www.otterbox.com) can give you the best of both 
worlds. This case is less bulky and more rugged than 
some alternative iPhone cases, and its integrated 
“protective membrane” prevents the display from 
getting scratched. The case prevents shock damage 
if you happen to drop your phone, and the design 
stops dust from getting inside the phone. This par-
ticular case comes in three parts—the screen pro-
tector, silicon case, and polycarbonate holster—and 
provides a good option for preventing physical 
damage without adversely affecting your phone’s 
aesthetic look. 

Strong Password
Physical damage isn’t the only 

thing to worry about with mobile 
devices. There is a chance your de-
vice could become lost or stolen, 
so you have to make sure you 
keep it as secure as possible if it 
falls into someone else’s hands. 
Even without apps and extra soft-
ware, many smartphones and 
laptops have security settings that 
can provide a basic level of protec-
tion. When creating a password 
for use on your device, make them 
complicated and mix in uppercase 
and lowercase letters along with 
numbers or symbols. Many smart-
phones have password settings 
you can enable so your phone 

PERSONAL ELECTRONICS
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The foldIO P2 Folio Case 

for iPad 2 not only protects 

your iPad but doubles as a 

stand, which makes typing 

or watching videos easier.

The OtterBox iPhone 4 Defender 

Series Case has a screen protector, 

silicone skin, and polycarbonate 

holster to prevent damage that can 

occur when you drop your phone. 
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locks automatically after a certain number of failed at-
tempts to enter the correct passcode. 

Laptop Security Software
When it comes to protecting your laptop, it’s a 

good idea to purchase security software that includes 
an antivirus, spam blocker, and other features that 
make Internet and email safe to use. Installing security 
software can prevent company information from being 
accidently leaked or stolen. For instance, Trend Micro 
(www.trendmicro.com) provides a variety of security 
solutions for a home, home office, and even an enter-
prise. One specific example is Titanium Maximum 
Security ($55.95 for one year), which provides antivirus 
tools, data theft prevention, and more. 

You can also purchase a laptop tracking program 
that will help you locate your computer should you 
leave it somewhere or suspect it may have been 
stolen. Then you can determine its location using an-
other computer or your smartphone. It’s also key to 
keep your operating system and antivirus software 
updated so you can utilize the most current security 
measures at any time.

Wireless Settings
When it comes to sending data over wireless net-

works, you can’t be too careful. Always remember to 
turn off Bluetooth and Wi-Fi on your smartphone or 
laptop to ensure you don’t accidently broadcast sensi-
tive information or leave your device open for attack. 
You should also be mindful of the data you send in 
general because most emails, text messages, and files 
aren’t encrypted and may be visible to anyone con-
nected to the same network. 

Smartphone Security Apps
Smartphones are becoming popular targets for 

viruses and spam. Many people use smartphones 
to access their email and the Internet, making the 

devices prone to many of the same 
security threats as laptops. Even text 
messages are vulnerable to attack, so 
security apps are necessary to fully 
protect your phone. Webroot Mobile 
Security Basic (www.webroot.com) 
is a free Android application that 
works with smartphones and tab-
lets. It features a remote lock that 
prevents others from accessing your 
phone, an app scanning feature that 
makes sure apps that you download 
are safe, and an unwanted call and 
text message blocker.  

For BlackBerry users, SmrtGuard 
Mobile Security (free; www.smrtguard
.com) from Smrtphone Solutions lets 
you track your phone and remotely 
lock it. There is also a PRO version of 
the app that includes mobile antivirus 
and anti-spam features, SmrtGuard 
PRO is $39.99 for a one-year subscrip-
tion or $19.99 for a six-month sub-
scription. There is also a free 30-day trial available. 
These smartphone security apps are great for pre-
venting or minimizing damage and data loss. 

Remote Wipe
In the event that your phone is lost or stolen 

with no way of getting it back, you may need to 
remotely wipe data from your device. There are 
a variety of apps available for all types of smart-
phones that let you wipe your phone’s storage 
from your computer. For example, SmrtGuard 
Mobile Security PRO has this feature, so you can 
make sure that even if you lose your phone, no one 
will be able to access its data should it be found. 

The Importance Of Extra Protection
Most smartphones, laptops, and 

tablets are designed to have a certain 
level of protection out of the box, 
but there are things you can do to 
safeguard a device and its contents. 
Finding cases and software that 
provide extra security are not only 
important for protecting the device, 
but also for protecting you and your 
company from losing personal and/
or sensitive information. ▲

A full version of Webroot 

Mobile Security is also 

available for $14.99, which 

lets users wipe a device’s 

memory, as well as other 

additional features.  

SmrtGuard Mobile Security, from Smrtphone 

Solutions, also has a Personal Guardian feature 

that lets your family track you via the location 

of your phone. Users can send an emergency 

phone call, text, or email using one button.
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Hotspots Wisely
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Use Wi-Fi

The scramble for companies to leverage Wi-Fi to boost bottom lines 
and customer loyalty has resulted in a confusing number of service configurations. Here’s 
the rundown on some issues you will encounter—and also how to connect in the wisest man-
ner possible. 

How To Protect Yourself
The ugly fact is that someone with enough 

skills and determination can hack into any net-
work, and all but the most secure, private con-
nections can be hacked by someone of average 
skill and enough determination. Consequent-
ly, the most important thing you can do to use 
Wi-Fi hotspots wisely is to lock down your 
data and system. 

We urge you not to surf without a firewall. 
If you do not have firewall software installed, 
turn on Windows’ built-in firewall protec-
tion. Because many users have third-party 
firewall software, we won’t detail these in-
structions here. You can locate available fire-
wall programs by browsing to windows
.microsoft.com and searching under Fire-
wall (your version of Windows).

The next step is to secure your data. Win-
dows Vista/7 give you the option of selecting a 
network profile (Home, Work, or Public) when 
you connect. Always select Public unless you 
trust the network and its members. Doing this 
prevents other computers on the network from 
discovering your PC and turns off the File And 
Printer Sharing feature. You can tweak any of 
these settings in the Network And Sharing Cen-
ter: right-click the network icon (a monitor or 
series of bars, potentially with a red X or starburst 
on top) at the bottom right of your display. Se-
lect Network And Sharing Center in Vista; 
Open Network And Sharing Center in Win7.

In WinXP, File And Printer Sharing is turned 
off by default unless you enabled it. To see if 

it is enabled, right-click the network (monitor) 
icon at the bottom right of your display and 
select Open Network Connections. Right-click 
the icon for your wireless device and click Prop-
erties. Under the General tab, deselect the File 
And Printer Sharing For Microsoft Networks 
checkbox to turn sharing off globally. When 
you return to a safe environment, you can re-
enable this feature when necessary. In Vista/
Win 7, you can also turn off the File And 
Printer Sharing feature manually through the 
OS’s Network Connection Properties feature, 
but it’s easier to let Windows do it for you.

How To Connect 
Through Windows

To connect to a wireless network, right-click 
the network icon and select View Available Wire-
less Networks (WinXP) or Connect To A Network 
(Vista). In Win7, select the Network icon. 

A menu will pop up displaying available 
networks. Each OS will identify whether net-
works are secure. If the network you want is 
open, select it and click Connect. We advise 
not connecting to an open network unless you 
know it is the one you seek. Hackers set up 
open networks with friendly sounding names 
hoping that unsuspecting individuals will hop 
onto them.

If you are connecting to a secure network, 
or if you don’t know the name of the net-
work you want, contact the network host. 
You’ll need the network name (also called 
a service set identifier or SSID) and, if the 
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and you do not see this option, 
select Shared. Select an en-
cryption type if you have one. 
Otherwise, keep the default. 
After entering all this infor-
mation and configuring the 
desired settings, click OK or 
Next to connect.

How To Evaluate Security
Most private, as well as 

some public, networks use 
one of several security stan-
dards to protect users and themselves from intru-
sion. You’ll encounter WEP, WPA, and possibly 
WPA2. The Wireless Network Connection dialog 
box may provide the network type. If not, here’s 
a hint: WEP security keys always contain 26 char-
acters; WPA and WPA2 security keys are eight to 
63 characters in length. 

WEP is the least secure and easiest to crack; 
treat a WEP network 
as you would an 
unsecure network, 
setting its profile to 
Public unless you 
absolutely must 
communicate with 
other PCs. WPA 
and WPA2 are 
more impervious 
to cracking, so you 
can use a profile 
that is more open, 
such as Work, if 
necessary (or tweak the settings in the Public pro-
file to open things up as needed).

Take Charge
At the end of the day, the responsibility for 

protecting your assets lies with you. Using 
common Internet precautions is also a good 
idea. Before you provide sensitive informa-
tion, be sure you are at a secure site. The Web 
address should begin with “https” instead of 
“http” and your browser should display a pad-
lock icon or other security confirmation. Check 
with your email provider to see if you can 
encrypt your email messages. Another precau-
tion you can take is to turn off your wireless 
adapter when you are not using the Internet. 
To turn wireless off, right-click the icon for 
your wireless connection in the System Tray 
and select Disable. ▲
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network is secure, a security key or passphrase. 
Select the desired network and provide the key if 
prompted. (See the “How To Evaluate Security” 
section before you complete this step.)

If you use WinXP, your network card may 
manage network connections, leaving you un-
able to connect using our instructions. To give 
Windows control, click Start, select Control Pan-
el, click Network And Internet Connections, and 
select Network Connections. Right-click your 
wireless connection and click Properties. Click 
the Network Settings tab and select the Use Win-
dows To Configure My Wireless Network Set-
tings checkbox. 

How To Set Up A Manual Connection
If you cannot locate the network you want (be-

cause some networks choose not to broadcast their 
SSIDs), you can set it up manually. In addition to 
the network, name, and credentials, you will need 
the network security protocol and encryption type 
(TKIP or AES). 

To set up a manual connection in WinXP, open 
the available networks list as described previ-
ously and click Advanced or Change Advanced 
Settings (depending on the service pack that you 
have installed). On the Wireless Networks tab, 
click Add. In Vista/Win7, open the Network And 
Sharing Center. In Vista, click Set Up A Connec-
tion Or Network at the top left of the display; 
in Win7, click Set Up A New Connection Or Net-
work (under Change Your Network Settings). Se-
lect Manually Connect To A Wireless Network 
and click Next.

Provide the information exactly as you were 
given it (uppercase and lowercase). In Vista/
Win7, you can opt to see the characters as you 
type for confirmation. If the network is WEP 

▲ WinXP does 
not offer network 
profiles, but you 
can turn off File 
And Printer sharing 
through network 
connection properties.

▲ Windows XP/
Vista/Win7 all 
provide a wireless 
connection display 
that lets you deter-
mine if a network 
is secure or open 
(WinXP displayed).

▲ In Vista/Win7 the Network And Sharing Center is your 

portal to setting up new connections, changing network 

profiles, and more.
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Excel In A

You appreciate the fact that Excel is a power-packed program, 
but you are also a professional on the go, and, frankly, you don’t have a lot of time 
to learn the finer points of the software. No sweat. Read on and we will give you 
some great ideas of how to kick up your Excel skills a notch without spending a lot 
of time doing so.

Explore Various Scenarios
One of the most powerful things you can 

do with Excel is play around with worksheet 
values to answer “what-if” questions. What 
if sales decrease by 6% next year? What if the 
cost of goods sold increases by 3%? 

To calculate multiple outcomes such as 
these, you can use Excel’s Scenario Manager. 
This tool enables you to specify which data 
cells you want to change and then quickly 
view the result in the worksheet. 

To use the Scenario Manager, select 
the cells you want to include in the sce-
nario and then choose Tools and Scenarios. 
In the Scenario Manager dialog box, click 
Add to display the Add Scenario dialog box. 
Type a name (such as Status Quo, Worst 
Case, or Best Case) in the Scenario Name 
text box and then specify which cells you 
want to change. Click OK and then enter 
a new value for each changing (variable) 
cell in the Scenario Values dialog box. 
Click OK, and the Scenario Manager dialog 

box will redis-
play with the 

new scenario shown on the list. Complete 
the same steps for each scenario you want 
to create. Finally, to switch between the sce-
narios, click each one’s name in the Scenario 
Manager dialog box and view the change 
directly on your worksheet. 

Select Cells By Data Type
You can quickly locate all the cells in a 

worksheet that include a particular type of 
data, such as those that include comments 
or formulas. For example, if you want to 
identify cells in a selected range that contain 
formulas, press CTRL-[ (opening bracket); to 
find and select all cells with comments, press 
CTRL-SHIFT-O. 

You can also highlight all the cells in a range 
that include objects, such as clip art, charts, or 
pictures. This helps you quickly identify all 
the items so that you can then apply actions 
to them, such as resizing, moving, format-
ting, or grouping them. To select all of a work-
sheet’s objects, click one of them and then press 
CTRL-SHIFT-Spacebar.

Find Any Type Of Data
You’ve probably noticed that it doesn’t 

take long for a business worksheet to quickly 
mushroom in size, making it almost impos-
sible to find data by simply scrolling. This 
is especially true when you’re working on 
a laptop with a relatively small screen. It’s 
also an inefficient way to find, let’s say, one 

▲ You can use 

Excel’s Scenario 

Manager to 

help you make 

sound business 

decisions.
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customer’s name among 
several hundred. But help 
is at hand in the form of 
Excel’s Find command. 

To use this command, 
first select the range in 
which you want to look for 
the data (or select a single 
cell if you want Excel to 
search through the entire 
worksheet). Choose Edit 
and then Find or simply 
press CTRL-F to open the 
Find And Replace dialog 
box. Enter the text that you want to locate, and 
then click Find Next to highlight the next cell with 
your data; click Find All to display a list of cell ref-
erences that contain the search text. 

By default, Find searches through cells with 
values, such as text or numbers. But you can also 
locate information buried in worksheet comments, 
even if it is not displayed. To do this, click the 
Look In drop-down arrow in the Find And Replace 
dialog box and then choose Comments from the list.

Add Comments
You can easily add comments to an Excel work-

sheet, either for your own future reference or to share 
your ideas with others. To add these notations, right-
click in the cell where you want to place the com-
ment and then choose Insert Comment. Type your 
notes in the comment box and then click outside of it. 

If necessary, you can edit the contents of a 
Comment by right-clicking the cell, selecting Edit 
Comment, and then modifying the text as you would 
in a word processor. You can also hide, show, or de-
lete a comment by right-clicking the cell that contains 
the Comment and then choosing the appropriate 
command on the displayed list.

Replace Data & Formulas
In addition to helping you locate data, Excel can 

help you rapidly replace formulas, numbers, or text 
with other data. For example, you can update a name 
that appears multiple times in a worksheet. To do 
this, choose Edit and then Replace or press CTRL-H. 
In the Find And Replace dialog box, enter data in the 
Find What and Replace With fields. Click Find Next, 
decide if you want to replace the selected occurrence, 

and then choose Replace. (If you’re feeling especially 
brave, you can instead choose Replace All without 
looking at each occurrence.)

Calculate Values On The Fly
You can quickly calculate and display informa-

tion about a selected group of values on Excel’s 
status bar, which is located at the bottom of each 
worksheet. To do this, select the cells you want to 
add and then view the total on the status bar. But 
don’t stop there. You can also display a wealth of 
other information about a selection by right-clicking 
the status bar and then choosing functions such as 
AVERAGE, MIN (minimum), or MAX (maximum) 
on the pop-up menu.

Take A Shortcut
You’re probably already familiar with many basic 

Excel keyboard shortcuts, especially when you take 
your laptop on the road and don’t want to use the 
mouse. However, there are some little-known short-
cuts that can help you work even more efficiently in 
selecting ranges and moving around a worksheet.

For example, you can quickly select an entire 
data region (a range of data cells bordered by empty 
cells) by holding down CTRL-SHIFT-* (asterisk). 
Another way to select a data range is to place your 
cell pointer in the range and then press CTRL-A; 
press CTRL-A a second time to select the entire 
worksheet. You can also press CTRL-Spacebar to 
select the column where your cell pointer is located. 

Another helpful keyboard shortcut is to press 
END followed by an Up, Down, Left, or Right arrow 
key to efficiently move the cell pointer to the outer-
most edge of a data range. ▲
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Essential
Functions

We compiled a list 
of some of the most-
used Excel functions 
and a brief explana-
tion of their purposes. 
If you need more 
guidance using these 
functions, consult 
Excel’s Help feature. 

SUM
Totals the values in 
a range.

AVERAGE
Averages the numbers 
in a range.

MAX
Returns the max-
imum value in a 
selected range or 
set of numbers.

MIN
Returns the min-
imum value in a 
selected range or 
set of numbers.

COUNT
Returns the number 
of cells that contain 
data in a range.

DATE
Returns the serial 
number associated 
with a specific date. 
This function is often 
used to calculate the 
number of days be-
tween two dates.

IF
Returns one value if 
a specified condition 
is “true,” a different 
value if the condition 
is “false.” Helps you 
create various “what-
if” scenarios and logi-
cally evaluate data. 

ROUND
Rounds values to 
a specific number 
of places.

▲ You can use comments to 

jot down electronic notes 

on your worksheet. 
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Emergency CPR Techniques

Revive A Dead

What should you do when your smartphone decides to play dead?
Resist the urge to throw it against the nearest wall and try one of these techniques instead.

Soft Reset
All phones have a soft reset function, which 

is similar to restarting your computer. Beware 
that performing a soft reset will cause you to 
lose any data that isn’t saved, but you will 
retain information previously stored on your 
smartphone.

Motorola Backflip. Power the phone off. 
Remove and reinsert the battery, then power 
the phone back on.

Android (Other). All remaining Android 
models use a simple power cycle to perform a 
soft reset. Just turn the phone off and then back 
on again. 

BlackBerry (QWERTY keyboard). Press 
and hold the ALT-CAP-DELETE key combina-
tion. The display goes black for a second and 
your BlackBerry resets.

BlackBerry (SureType keyboard). Press the 
ALT-CAP and Right Shift-DEL keys. When the 
screen goes blank, release the keys.

BlackBerry (touchscreen). Turn the Black-
Berry off and remove the battery for at least 
30 seconds. Reinstall the battery and turn the 
device back on. 

iPhone (all models). Press and hold the 
Sleep/Wake button on the top of the iPhone 
and the Home button. Continue to hold both 
buttons (approximately 10 seconds) until the 
screen goes blank. You’ll see the white Apple 
logo as the iPhone reboots.

Nokia (all models). Power the phone off and 
remove the battery for 30 seconds. Reinstall the 
battery and power the phone on. Alternately, 
you can enter the code *#7380# and select Yes. 

Palm Pre. If the phone’s menus are still 
active, select Device Info, Reset Options, 
then select Soft Reset. If the Palm Pre is 
locked up or frozen, hold the power button 
and cycle the ringer button on and off three 
times. If that doesn’t work, press and hold 
the Orange, Sym, and R keys until the device 
reboots. Turn the phone off, remove the bat-
tery for 10 seconds, reinstall the battery, and 
power the phone up.

All other smartphones. You can generally 
perform a soft reset by powering the phone off, 
removing the battery for 30 seconds, and pow-
ering the phone back on.

Hard Reset 
A hard reset is a last-ditch option that 

returns your phone to its factory settings, 
which means you will lose all data and in-
stalled applications. Before you perform a 
hard reset, remove the memory card from 
your phone; that way you can recover data 
from the card later.

AT&T TerreStar GENUS. With the device 
turned off, press the red power key. When 
the TerreStar logo appears, press and hold 
the E-Power keys until a green checkmark 
appears in the lower-left corner. Release all 
keys. The device will power up and perform 
a factory reset.

Android (all models with functioning 
menu systems). One of the following menu-
based systems for performing a hard reset 
should work, depending on the phone and 
version of Android.
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Open the application menu. Tap Settings, SD 
and Card Storage, Factory Data Reset, and follow 
the on-screen instructions. 

From the Home screen, tap Menu, Settings, Pri-
vacy, and Factory Data Reset, and then follow the 
on-screen instructions.

From the Home screen, tap Menu, Settings, Se-
curity, and Factory Data Reset, and then follow the 
on-screen instructions.

When the menu system isn’t functional, follow 
these phone-specific options to perform a hard reset.

Dell Venue. With the device turned off, press 
and hold the Volume Up and Volume Down but-
tons. Without releasing the buttons, press and 
hold the Power button. When the device configu-
ration screen appears, release all buttons. Use the 
Volume Up or Down button to move the selec-
tion to Factory Reset. Press the Camera button 
to select the Factory Reset option and start the 
reset process.

Google Nexus One, Nexus S. Turn the phone 
off. Press and hold Volume Down while you 
press and release the Power button. Use the Vol-
ume Down button to select Clear Storage from 
the list of options. Press the Power button, and 
confirm your selection by pressing the Volume 
Up button. 

T-Mobile Comet. If possible, back up your data 
to Google’s servers by selecting Privacy from the 
Settings screen. Select the Back Up My Data op-
tion. When the backup is complete, return to the 
Settings screen and select Privacy and Factory Data 
Reset. When prompted, tap Reset Phone, then tap 
Erase Everything.

T-Mobile G2x. If possible, back up your data 
to Google’s servers by selecting Privacy from the 
Settings screen. Select the Back Up My Data op-
tion. When the backup is complete, power off the 
phone. Press and hold the Power/Lock-Volume 
Down keys for at least 15 seconds. The phone 
should turn back on and perform a factory reset. 

If the screen is frozen, or the phone doesn’t turn 
back on, remove the battery, wait 30 seconds, then 
reinstall the battery and try again.

Motorola Droid. Turn the phone off. Press and 
hold the Power-X keys to force the phone into re-
covery mode. Next, press and hold the Volume Up-
Camera key to display the recovery menu. Select 
Wipe Data/Factory Reset from the menu, and then 
select Reboot Phone.

Motorola Droid Pro, Droid 2 Global. Select 
Settings, Privacy, and Factory Data Reset. When 
prompted, tap Reset Phone to erase all data and 
return the phone to factory conditions.

Motorola Backflip. Power the phone off. Press 
and hold the Power and Camera buttons. When the 
phone turns on, release the Power button but con-
tinue to hold the camera button until prompted to 
release it. Next, press the Volume Down button. 
After 15 seconds, a yellow triangle with an excla-
mation point will appear. With your phone closed, 
tap the bottom-right corner of the display and select 
Wipe Data/Factory Reset. Press OK and follow the 
on-screen instructions.

BlackBerry (all models). Remove the battery for 
30 seconds. Reinstall the battery and turn the phone 
back on. 

BlackBerry Style, Bold, Storm, Curve, Tour, Torch.
Click the Options icon on the Home screen. Select Se-
curity and then Security Wipe. Select all three of the 
available checkboxes to perform a complete wipe and 
reset the device to factory condition. Type the word 
BlackBerry and click Wipe.

HTC Arrive, HD7, Surround. Press Start and 
tap the right-facing arrow. Tap Settings, About, and 
then tap Reset Your Phone. Tap Yes, and then tap 
Yes again.

If the screen is frozen, turn the device off. Press 
and hold the Volume Up-Down buttons and briefly 
press the Power key. When the screen displays in-
structions for resetting the device, release the Vol-
ume Up-Down buttons.

iPhone (all models). From the Home screen, 
tap Settings, General, Reset, and Reset All Set-
tings. This action resets all preferences but retains 
applications and data. If that doesn’t work, from 
the Home screen, tap Settings, General, Reset, 
Erase All Content, and Settings. This will delete 
all data and applications and return the iPhone 
to factory conditions. Nokia (all models). With 
your phone powered on or in standby mode, 
type *#7370# and select Yes, when prompted. You 
may need your Lock Code for confirmation. The 
default lock code is 12345. If your phone doesn’t 
turn on, try pressing the On/Off button, *, and 
3 simultaneously. 

Microsoft Windows Phone 7 (all models). Press 
Start and tap the right-facing arrow. Tap Settings, 
About, and Reset Your Phone. Tap Yes, and then tap 
Yes again.

Palm Pre. Open Device Info, tap Phone Reset Op-
tions, and then tap Full Erase twice.

If your Palm Pre is frozen, and you are unable 
to use the menus to perform a reset, try running 
the latest version of webOS Doctor (http://ws
.palm.com/webosdoctor/sorry.htm) to trouble-
shoot and reset the device. Then follow the on-
screen instructions. ▲

▲To perform a hard re-
set on a BlackBerry Style 
or Bold, tap Options on 
the Home screen, select 
Security and Security 
Wipe. Select all three 
of the available check-
boxes, type BlackBerry,
and click Wipe.

▲To reset the Motorola 
DROID Pro or DROID 
2 Global, select Set-
tings, Privacy, and 
Factory Data Reset. Tap 
Reset Phone to erase 
all data and return your 
phone to its default 
factory state.

▲With your AT&T 
TerreStar GENUS turned 
off, press the power key. 
When the TerreStar logo 
appears, press and hold 
the E-Power keys until a 
checkmark appears, and 
then release all keys to 
perform a factory reset.
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pda.continental.com
Reservations to U.S. and Mexico 

destinations (800) 523-3273
Reservations to international 

destinations (800) 231-0856 
TDD (800) 343-9195 
Flight information (800) 784-4444
Baggage information 

(800) 335-2247
OnePass frequent flyer 

assistance (713) 952-1630

Delta Air Lines
www.delta.com
mobile.delta.com
Reservations (800) 221-1212
Flight information (800) 325-1999
Baggage information 

(800) 325-8224
SkyMiles members 

(800) 323-2323

Frontier Airlines
www.frontierairlines.com
Reservations (800) 432-1359
Customer relations (800) 265-5505

JetBlue Airways
www.jetblue.com
mobile.jetblue.com 
(800) 538-2583

Lufthansa
www.lufthansa.com
mobile.lufthansa.com
Information and reservations

(800) 399-5838

Southwest Airlines
www.southwest.com
mobile.southwest.com
(800) 435-9792
TDD (800) 533-1305

Spirit Airlines
www.spiritair.com
(800) 772-7117

United Airlines
www.united.com
www.ua2go.com (mobile)
Reservations (800) 864-8331
International reservations 

(800) 538-2929
TDD (800) 323-0170

US Airways
www.usairways.com
Reservations to U.S. and Canada 

destinations (800) 428-4322 
Reservations to international 

destinations (800) 622-1015 
TDD (800) 245-2966
Customer service (800) 943-5436

VEHICLE
RENTALS
Advantage Rent A Car
www.advantage.com
Reservations (866) 661-2722 or 

(210) 344-4712 outside the U.S. 
Customer service 

(800) 777-5524

Alamo Rent A Car
www.alamo.com
(800) 462-5266
TDD (800) 522-9292

Avis
www.avis.com
mobile.avis.com
Reservations (800) 331-1212 
TDD (800) 331-2323
Customer service (800) 352-7900

Budget Rent A Car System
www.budget.com
mobile.budget.com
Reservations in the U.S. 

(800) 527-0700
Reservations outside the U.S. 

(800) 472-3325
TDD (800) 826-5510
Roadside assistance (800) 354-2847
Customer service (800) 214-6094

Dollar Rent A Car
www.dollar.com
Reservations (800) 800-3665

BUSINESS TRAVEL 911
ON-THE-GO TECH SUPPORT

The Traveler’s
911 Directory

AIRLINES
Air Canada
www.aircanada.com
mobile.aircanada.ca
Information and reservations

(888) 247-2262
Baggage information

(888) 689-2247

American Airlines
www.aa.com; mobile.aa.com
Reservations (800) 433-7300
TDD (800) 543-1586
Flight information (800) 223-5436
Baggage delayed less than five 

days (800) 535-5225
Ticket refund requests 

(918) 254-3777

British Airways
www.britishairways.com
ba2go.com (mobile)
Information and reservations

(800) 247-9297

Continental Airlines
www.continental.com
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Reservations outside the U.S. 
(800) 800-6000

TDD (800) 232-3301
24-hour roadside assistance 

(800) 235-9393

Enterprise Rent-A-Car
www.enterprise.com
Reservations (800) 261-7331 
TDD (866) 534-9270

Hertz
www.hertz.com
hertz.mobi
Reservations (800) 654-3131 
Reservations outside the U.S. 

(800) 654-3001 
TDD (800) 654-2280
Extend rental (800) 654-4174
Billing information 

(800) 654-4173
Customer relations 

(888) 777-6095

National Car Rental
www.nationalcar.com
(800) 227-7368
TDD (800) 328-6323

Payless Car Rental
www.paylesscarrental.com
(800) 729-5377

Thrifty Car Rental
www.thrifty.com
Reservations (800) 847-4389
Emergency (877) 283-0898

TRAVEL
SERVICES
AAA
www.aaa.com
aaa.mobi
Roadside assistance

(800) 222-4357

Expedia
www.expedia.com
(800) 397-3342

Hotwire
www.hotwire.com

(866) 468-9473
OCS (Overseas Citizens 

Services) traveler’s hotline 
(202) 647-5225 or 
(888) 407-4747

After-hours emergencies 
(202) 647-4000

Orbitz
www.orbitz.com
mobile.orbitz.com
(888) 656-4546

Priceline
www.priceline.com
priceline.mobi
(800) 774-2354

Travelocity
www.travelocity.com
mobile.travelocity.com
(888) 872-8356

HOTELS
Candlewood Suites
www.candlewoodsuites.com
mobile.candlewoodsuites.com
(888) 226-3539

Chase Suite Hotels
www.woodfinsuitehotels.com
(800) 966-3346

Choice Hotels International 
(Cambria Suites, Comfort 
Inn, Comfort Suites, 
Quality Inn, Sleep Inn, 
Clarion, MainStay Suites, 
Suburban Extended Stay 
Hotel, Econo Lodge, and 
Rodeway Inn)

www.choicehotels.com
(877) 424-6423

Courtyard Hotels
www.courtyard.com
courtyard.mobi
(888) 236-2427

Crowne Plaza Hotels & Resorts
www.crowneplaza.com
mobile.crowneplaza.com
(877) 227-6963

Doubletree Hotels
www.doubletree.com
doubletree.mobi
(800) 222-8733

Embassy Suites Hotels
www.embassysuites.com
embassysuites.mobi
(800) 362-2779

Four Seasons 
Hotels & Resorts
www.fourseasons.com
mobile.fourseasons.com
(800) 819-5053

Hampton Inn Hotels 
& Suites
www.hamptoninn.com
hamptoninn.mobi
(800) 426-7866

Hawthorn Suites
www.hawthorn.com
(800) 527-1133

Hilton Hotels
www.hilton.com
hilton.mobi
(800) 445-8667

Holiday Inn
www.holidayinn.com
mobile.holidayinn.com
(888) 465-4329

Holiday Inn Express
www.hiexpress.com
mobile.hiexpress.com
(888) 465-4329

Homewood Suites
www.homewoodsuites.com
homewoodsuites.mobi
(800) 225-5466

Hyatt Hotels & Resorts
www.hyatt.com
Hyatt Hotels & Resorts 

(888) 591-1234
TDD (800) 228-9548
Hyatt Place (888) 492-8847
Hyatt Summerfield Suites 

(866) 974-9288

Marriott
www.marriott.com
marriott.mobi
(888) 236-2427

Park Plaza
www.parkplaza.com
(800) 777-1700

Radisson Hotels & Resorts
www.radisson.com
(888) 201-1718

Ramada Worldwide
www.ramada.com
(800) 272-6232

Renaissance
Hotels & Resorts
www.renaissancehotel.com
(888) 236-2427

Residence Inn
www.residenceinn.com
residenceinn.mobi
(888) 236-2427

Ritz-Carlton Hotels & Resorts
www.ritzcarlton.com
(800) 542-8680

Sheraton Hotels & Resorts
www.sheraton.com
(800) 325-3535

Staybridge Suites
www.staybridge.com
mobile.staybridge.com
(877) 238-8889

Westin Hotels & Resorts
www.westin.com
(800) 937-8461

Wingate Inns
www.wingateinns.com
(800) 228-1000

Woodfin Suite Hotels
www.woodfinsuitehotels.com
(800) 966-3346

Wyndham Hotels & Resorts
www.wyndham.com
(877) 999-3223
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An Interesting 
Tablet Alternative

■ Light Blue Optics has found a way to transform almost any sur-
face into a touchscreen. With the Light Touch, you can project 
a 10.1-inch display onto a tabletop, wall, or other surface and 

interact with images, video, and other data on-screen. The 
hardware features a headphone jack, video input, 2GB of 
flash memory (expandable to 32GB via the microSD card 
slot), and support for USB devices and Wi-Fi. Pricing and 

an estimated release date were not 
available at press time. 

TrailsHappy

I n t r i g u i n g  G e a r ,  N e w  &  A r o u n d  T h e  B e n d

by Josh Compton

Bold New BlackBerry 7 
OS Smartphones

■ BlackBerry is releasing two new 
BlackBerry 7 OS smartphones, the 

Bold 9900 and the Bold 9930 (no 
pricing available at press time), 
and both have numerous fea-

tures in common. Each phone 
has a 2.8-inch touchscreen, 

full QWERTY keyboard, 
an optical track pad, and a 

5MP camera that is capable 
of recording 720p HD 
video. The smartphones 

will also include 8GB 
of built-in memory 

with the option 
to expand 
to 40GB 
using 32GB 

microSD cards. The new BlackBerry Bold phones 
support Wi-Fi and Bluetooth 2.1 connectivity, have 
GPS receivers, and can run on 4G networks. Another 
new feature is BlackBerry Balance technology, which 
lets you keep your personal files separate from your 
company files and help keep business information 
secure. For instance, you can check your personal 
email safely without comprising company files, using 
BlackBerry Enterprise Server 5.0.3. The only true dif-
ference between the models is the wireless network 
support: The 9900 supports GSM/EDGE while the 
9930 supports CDMA/EV-DO. 

The Evolution Of 
Laptop Stands
■ AViiQ has released its Portable Quick Stand ($39.99; www.aviiq
.com), which is a laptop stand that places your computer at an 
ergonomically helpful 12-degree angle. The stand also 
serves an aesthetic purpose as it expands into a 
triangle shape and takes up very little space 
whether expanded or folded. The 
Portable Quick Stand is compat-
ible with laptops up to 17 
inches and is avail-
able in five colors: 
black, gray, green, 
blue, and magenta. 
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http://www.bestbuybusiness.com/bbfb/en/US/adirect/bestbuy?cmd=catProductDetail&showAddButton=true&productID=BB11154485
http://www.necdisplay.com


http://www.supermicro.com

